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9

10
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13
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16 chairman of the Subcommittee, presiding.
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18 DR. MAX CARBON, Chairman of the Subcommittee
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22 DR. PAUL SHEWMON, Member
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t-1 mte { P R O_ C_ E E D_'I_ N G S_

2 DR. CARBON: The meeting will come to order. This is

3 a public meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards,

4 Subcommittee on Surry Power' Station Units 1 and 2. ;I am
~

5 Max Carbon,' Subcommittee Chairman. The ACRS members present
.

6 today'are: Dr. Dade Moeller, Mr. Harold Etherington, Dr. Herbert

7 Isbin,1Dr. Paul Shewmon and Dr. Carson Mark.

8 The purpose of this meeting is to develop information

9 on the Surry steam generator repair program and to determine

10 whether .the ACRS should review this program and report on its

11 findings.

12 This meeting is being conducted in accordance with

() 13 the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act and the
_

14 Government in the Sunshine Act. Mr. Gary Quittschreiber is the-
,

15 designated federal employee for the meeting. The rules for

16 participation in today's meeting have been announced as part of

17 the notice of this meeting previously published in the Federal

18 Register on October 13th, 1978,

19 It is requested that each speaker first identify

20 himself and speak clearly and with sufficient volume so that he

21 can be readily heard.

22 We have received neither written nor oral statements

o
23 from members of the public concerning today's meeting.

24 We will proceed with the meeting, and I will call
Aco Fedrect Reporters, Inc,

25 uponLMr. Don Neighbors;of the NRC' staff to begin.

,

-----____--.----.l--.-__ - - - _ _ - - ;--t I-
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j MR. NEIGHBORS: Good morning. I am Don Neighbors, the

2 Project Manager for the Surry Nuclear Power Plant with- the

3 Division of Operating Reactors of the NRC. I am going to

O
(_/ 4 introduce this morning our speaker who is going to give the

5 presentation.

6 I just want to point out a couple of things that we

7 are going to bb discussing. The first subject we plant to dis-

8 cuss this morning is the general status of operating pressurized
|:
'

9 water reactor steam generators.

10 (Slide-)

11 The first part of our discussion will center upon
l

12 the general status of the operator pressurized water steam

() 13 generator. We are going to discuss the summary of the problems

14 that hav'e been occurring, the review considerations that we

15 look into in trying to resolve these problems and study them,

16 the NRC approach to resolving the problems. We will discuss

17 the repair options. This includes sleeving, retubing and

18 replacement, as we have done in the Surry Unit Reactor. We will
!

19 be discussing the applicability of each one of these options,
t

20 (Slide.)

21 The second part of our discussion this morning will

22 be about the Surry steam generator replacement and repair
O-

23 , program. Now, I just wanted to give you an outline of what our |
)a
|

- 24 staff reviewiencompassed. And later -- I want to-give an |
s*re.connewrs,w. I

25 outline to 'show- the areas that we did cover during our review.
I

+
. - . . . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ - - -
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1 We will be going into the highlights of some of the review
|
|

7 aspects a little later in the presentation. And after VEPCO

3 makes its technical presentations, we will be ready to respond
I

(_3). 4 to any questions. And we have several reviewers from the |
r \

|

5 staff who were involved in the review of this program. I will

6 go through it just to give you an idea of what we considered.

7 One is the engineering aspects, mechanical design

8 and material changes, the heat treatment of the tubing, the

9 ASME code and regulatory guide implementation. Then we went |

10 into the plant systems aspects, looking at the quality assur-

11 ance program, fire protection measures, measures for protection

12 of safety-related structures, systems and components. This

(~') 13 included moving the steam generators in and out of the
V

14 building and this type of study. Procedures for restoration

15 and start-up.

16 We also looked at the effects on the reactor system,

17 the effect of the reactor transient analysis, the effect on

18 accident analysis, such as LOCA, and the assumptions of core

19 physics parameters, power level, et cetera.

20 We also reviewed the environmental portion, which

21 included the radiological considerations, the ALARA considera-

22 tions, occupational radiation exposure, airborne radioactive
g);

23 releases, liquid and solid waste handling, and disposal of''

24 steam generator lower assemblies and the tubing, radiological i

ei-F.ezrci n. porters, inc.

25 consequences of postulated accidents; and, last, the security
I
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1 considerations.

2 We have, at this time, not issued formally the
~

3 safety evaluation report. But we have gotten a draft out such

4 that'we will have a basis for di cussion and you will have

S 'something to look at and be able to ask questions about. This

6 is a draft and it will be revised. There are some mistakes

7 in'it that will probably'have to be corrected.

8 At-this time Dr. B.D. Liaw of our Engineering' Branch

9 will make a presentation. i

10 (Slide.)

11 DR. LIAW: Good morning. I'm with the Division of

12 Operating Reactors. As Mr. Neighbors indicated, I will start
,

13 out! with ' the general . description of the status and issues

14 related to the steam generator operations.

15 This is the first viewgraph.

16 (Slide.)

17 This is a typical 4-loop Westinghouse plant. I have

18 pointed out that Surry 1 and 2 are 3 loops.

19 (Slide.)
|

20 This is a section of the steam generator.

21 I would like to point out some of the items we will

22 be talking about later; tube bundle, tube support plate. .The number of

23 support plates depends on design. Surry 1 and 2, Model 51 series,~has 7'

24 support plates in the design. This is the tube sheet channel
pes Federal Reporters, Inc,

.

the steam separation equipment.25 head, in the upper portion,

'

.-.
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1 : This; is the' ~ steam outlet to the' turbine.
,

'

-

2 (Slide.)l '

,

i 3 DR. SHEWMON: That is not' in your handout, is - that
'

i 4 right?.
!

-5 DR..LIAW: Right.

'6 (Slide.)
! '

) 7 After we have'some idea of what a steam generator
4 ,

8 .looks:like,'this ' table tries to show a summary of steam
'

i

19 generator adverse experience. At the present, there are 42
.

., .

'
10 operating PWRs in'this country. 20 of them have been found

11 to have suffered one or another form of degradation. 8' of

.

12 them have been inspected, but no degradation. And 9 of them
..

13 ~have not'been-o~perating long-enough.to require any in-service'

]
14 inspection.

15 DR.ECARBON: Why is it the 8 have not had degradation?

16 DR. LIAW: .The location.or chemistry in some of them,

"

17 like the Babcock ' & Wilcox design, do not have that type of

-18 mechanism to trap the imperatives. Some of them are Combustion
,

19 Design, which use a different kind of operating design, so it

20 has not shown to have:the type of degradation we are discussing,

21 and on which we:will. concentrate most of the time today.
,

22 DR. CARBON: Are there any that have not had degrada-

23 tion that are of the type that .we are discussing today, and"

24 have had the' phosphate treatment? Or, put the other way, -have q
sereted sworters,' W.

.

, ;

25 all of: them that hav e had the phosphate treatment and the kind I- -

, .
-

>
,

i.r ?

- I'|

. .
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1 'that are the kind that we are talking about .today, have they

2 all suffered serious degradation?

3 EDR. LIAW: I don't have details for you. We do have

() 4 the information.in-house. If I go to the next viewgraph, you

5 might be able to see which are those units that don't have

6 degradation.

7 DR. SHEWMON: For example, Prairie Island Unit 1 is

8 not on the list. It turned over to the AVT.

9 MR. BAUM: Maybe Mr. Benton can help you on that

| 10 question.

11 MR. BENTON: The basic question, I believe, is whether

12 or not, with the design we have, we could expect to experience

13 any similar type problem that we have experienced today. While

O
14 I am not prepared to address all of the other facilities that

i

15 are listed on that slide, I think in general that the problems
'

16 that have been experienced have been with the units with the

17 carbon steel support plates and with the round holes, circular

18 . holes.

19 There are several factors involved with those stations

20 that are listed on the screen there that contribute signifi-

21 cantly to the problems we have had. Just to mention it very

22 quickly, chloride egress to the cooling water and getting into

() 23 the steam generator. The support plate material itself, the
.

24 carbon steel, sets up the requisite conditions that allow
Sce-Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 denting to occur.

i

= . .. . _ _ _ _ = _ - _ _ _ _ - ___: -
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1 The new' design has stainless steel support plates, as

2 well as (inaudibley holes. Just by changing those two items, we'

-3 should eliminate the mechanism that has caused that current:

( 4 problem..
,

'S As far as the other problem is concerned, of chloride

6 ingress,-that comes from condenser leakage. As far as us --

7 and other utilities have elected to- do this -- we are rebuildinc

8 our main condenser, replacing the copper-nickel tubes with

9 titanium tubing. We hope to significantly improve the integrity

10 of the condenser. And by doing those things that I have just
-

.

11 listed plus some others that I will address in my presentation,

12 we believe that the generators we are installing certainly_

)-
will prevent those type problems that have occurred for the13

14 reasons that I just outlined.

15 DR. CARBON : Thank you.

16 DR. LIAW: On condensers, that will come out again

17 during.the discussion today. Let me briefly summarize this

18 thing, j

\'

19 First of all the Babcock & Wilcox Oconee 1, .2 and 3

20 has high-cycle fatigue cracking. CE's Main Yankee, Millstone,

21 Palisades, St. Lucie, all four units have suffered some degree

22 ' of tube denting. Westinghouse, most of the plants listed here,

O 23 you'can see wasting and tube denting are there. And some other

24 phenomena are associated with tube. denting. Some of them have
$*Fooeret Reporters, Inc.

| 25 ~ experienced some aking, and also U-bend cracking.

,

- a & #
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1 DR.LSHEWMON: ' It is my impression'that wastage is a.

2 problem primarily.or_ entirely.with phosphate treatment.

3 DR. LIAW: ;I-will come to that.

( )- 4 DR. SHEWMON: . Will you get back to which' of these

5 have what kind of chemistry, - too?

6 DR'. LIAW: All Westinghouse operating reactors.now,

7 'only H.B.-Robinson and San Onofre are on phosphate.
t

18 DR.ESHEWMON: Are all of tie ones that are there, did

9 they' start on phosphate?

10 DR. LIAW: Yes, for Westinghouse plants I would say

11 that, but not necessarily for' Combustion plants. For example,

12 St. Lucie 1, Main Yankee and Millstone 2, they are with AVT.-

O'
13 DR. SHEWMON: My correlation was that. wastage meant j

,

14 phosphate. You haven't shaken that yet. j

15 (Slide.)

16 DR. LIAW: For various reasons, as I just described

_

this 'is- a summary of. the steam generator tube-plugging17 it,

18 summary. Again, Bobcock & Wilcox,oCE and Westinghouse, and

_19 up_to this point 10 percent, 20 percent -- you can see most

20 of them:have something exceeding 20 percent tubing plugs

' 21- because of the wastage. _ And they come down to the bottom line

|: _ 22 here,~ Surry 1 and 2, Turkey Point 3 and 4.- 'They have suffered

}i

- - - . 23 the most degradation, those 4 units, the most tubing plugging.

\
24 And to answer back to Dr. Carbon, your question

Sr*Fsderet Reporters, Inc.

25 .previously,.if you look1at this chart you can see which plants

,,

,mn - , - - - , . .
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l are -- or have not suffered any degradation, and from looking

2 at the location of the plant you can go back a step further,

3 looking at the treatment, the condenser performance history,

O
d and, like'the gentleman mentioned, we should be able to get

5 some idea as to-why those units have much better operating

6 histories.

7 ( glide , ) .

8 DR. MOELLER: Could you help me. On that chart you ,

1

1

9 just showed, Yankee Rowe is only -- only has a very small i
J

10 percentage of tubes plugged. Yet I thought I read on your

II previous slide-that they were thinking of replacing.

I2 DR. LIAW: No. Dr. Moeller, the replacing, that is

Od I3 Turkey Point 4.
1

lId DR. MOELLER: I see. I misread. Thank you. ]

15 DR. LIAW: These 4 points are the NRC review considera-

I0 tions: The steam generator +' part of the reactor

I7 -coolant pressure boundary; B , -- primary to secondary leakage

18 can-release some radioactivity to environment; C, main steam

I9 line break accident evaluation; and D, LOCA evaluation.

20 (Slide.)

21 I should say for all of the most degraded units, our

22
| . approach'on the-short-term basis basically are: one, preventive

23 tube plugging -- in other words, remove marginal tubes from

24 icontinued service -- two, permit operation for a short period
Arx Fecwel Reporters, Inc.

25 .of time.-- in other words, 4 to 6 months -- and then re-evaluate
I
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1 the rate of problem growth; require plant shutdown if exceeding

2 strict . leakage limits on primary to secondary leakage through

3 steam generators; and, four, require plant shutdown if you get

() 4 ~two leaking dented tubes in any 20-day period. That condition

5 was enforced to'the Surry 1 and 2 and Turkey Point 3 and 4. I

6 The idea of the fourth item is to use that as an indication of
,

7 deterioration of the condition of the_ generator.-

8 (Slide.)

9 And now we look at the long-term approach, further

10 down the line. It basically consists of this: Monitoring of

11 extensive industry research for solving the problem; two, stop

12 the problem, study and eliminate the cause of denting; three,

/"% 13 for slightly dented-plants, may be able to restore health study,O
14 and use chemical cleaning processes; and number four is the

15 last option, repair or replacement.

1

16 DR. ISBIN: Would you comment on one, please?
l

17 DR. LIAW: NRC, we follow EPRI's work, also Westinghouse,

18 Combustion Engineering and Babcock & Wilcock's research work to
'1

i

19 improve the new generator. designs . And the performances on |
1

20 the performance of the chemistry, and also, in-house NRC, we

21 Sponsor conformatory.research to look at a problem, the cause
1

22 of the problem, and what the impact or consideration for the I

()-
23 safety analysis.

24 DR. ISBIN: First, could you give some example of what 6
ArwFsceral Reporters, Inc.

25 research NRC has; sponsored?
l
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' DR. LIAW: There are three major -- two majorj

contracts under way now, and one we are proposing. One is the
2

so-called steam generator tube integrity program at the
3

O- sette11e, Northwest. 1 underetend nr. Weener is vroerem
4 .

manager over there. The scope of the work is confirmatory
5

testing of the first strength for various performance degrada-
6

tion, wastage, with cracking and so forth. That information
7

has been presented by the vendor, but there are some inconsis-
8

tencies between Combustion and Westinghouse data, and staff
9

felt the need about two years ago that somehow this thing had
10

to be $1ved.11

.is' program is in the third year now, the beginning
12

f rd year.
13

The second' program is the stress corrosion crackingja

of NSL-600. That is being done at Brookhaven National Labora-
15

16 tory, and Dr. John Weeks and Dr. Van Royan is the program

j7 manager. The purpose of the program was to start with the most

susceptible material for corrosion cracking and then, from
18

19 that, try to get some sort of functional relationship to I

establish the functional relationship between the cooling ;20
1

21
temperature, stress or strain level, and the incubation time

22 f cracking.
,1

h/ I

23 .These two programs are under way now. The third pro-

24 gram we are proposing is performing a sort of autopsy study of

Acn-Fac erc4 Reporters, Inc.

25 one of the generators.. NRR has sent a letter to Research to

LL
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.1 to. try to get some sort of outside help, for example, EPRI'

2 and the Department of Energy, because some schools of thought

3 think that if the autopsy study -- really, this is for safety,

O
(_/ 4 but.also a look at the.problemacauses may be in the national

.5 interest.
s

6 Those are the three major programs.

7 DR. ISBIN: Would you characterize the EPRI work as

8 extensive studies in order to prolong the life of the present

9 steam generators, or does it include the development of new

10 designs?

11 DR. LIAW: I would think both.

it include the replacement lif12 DR. ISBIN: Both? P. -'

13 steam generators?
{}

14 DR. .LIAW: I don't exactly understand what you mean.

15 DR. ISBIN: What problems might arise in replacement
>

16 of steam generators?

17 DR. LIAW: I wouldn't characterize EPRI's work

18 as directly applicable. I wouldn't characterize it that way.

19 I would say that their work basically _ comes out, the problem

20 causes and what it takes to reduce the feature of degradation,

21 and also, how you improve the. future operation of the new

22 generator or new design tube.
.O
\'# DR. ISBIN': Isn't it primarily designed to preserve23

24 and' -- the life of the present steam generators?
im Fccetti Reporters, Inc.

25 DR. LIAW: That is obviously a very important concern,

I,

4
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I how to.

2 DR. SHEWMON: The designs we have now and.are now

3 replacing might be adequate if operated dif ferently. The

() Japanese. haven't found denting on any of theirs yet. I wouldn't4

5 push too hard on the design aspect alone.

6 DR. ISBIN: As a matter of fact, I was trying to

elicit just.'he opposite, that I thought that the primaryt7
,

8 emphasis of-EPRI was really to prolong the' life of the present

9 steam generators.

10 MR. BAUM: Maybe we can shed a little light on that.

11 As a participant with EPRI, Stallings can address it.

12 MR. STALLINGS: From this problem of denting that we

[]} 13 discovered several years ago, there have been two groups

14 formed to address the problem. The first was formed by Florida

15 Power, the San Onofre people, Cbonee and Vepco with Westinghouse,

16 to address the problem, the immediate problem of what to do

17 about the problem- when it was discovered.

18 Once it was determined through Westinghouse research

19 that we had the problem, we began a. program of solving it

~20 through replacement. And'it was obvious that other utilities

21 with units that did not have the problem to such a degree should

22 begin to pay attention to it and do some research, just as you

O
23 suggest, to prevent any deterioration of their units. For

24 that purpmse, a group called the owner 's group was formed. j
&ce F:derd Reporte,s. Inc.

25 All of the utilities who could conceivably expect to have the

|
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' problem formed a gropu, and elicited the help of EPRI to do.),

research,-primarily preventative measures to avoid'having to
2

rep ace their steam generators ,l
3

(]) So there were two groups, the user group and then all
4

f the utilities who had steam generators who expected to have
5

the problem. So .EPRI's research largely pointed in the
-6

direction to prevent-denting'and to arrest it where it may have
7

- started, rather than to - address the more technical aspect of
8-

.

e-1
- 9

replacement of units which are deteriorated to some degree.

10

11

12

(:) ''

14
t

15

16

17

18 .

|

19 )
I

20 !
l

21 |
|

22 !

([[ -

23

i ~ 24 |

Ar:e-Fcdersi Remtters, Inc.
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CR1005 -1 The main difference is prevention versus

tape.2- replacement.

DR. LIAW: Looking at preserving the operatingdav.idl
4 unit and also look at any room for improvement in new

5 designs. I can quote you one specific example on a hot
1

1
6 water test-conducted by Combustion Engineering conducted '

7 by Dr. Bryan.

8 They tried to find out the cause of.the denting,

9 what it can take to stop it. From that you can probably

10 factor into consideration what the new generation --

II the steam generator ought to'look like, particularly in the

I2 support plate area.

O rue test oetioa is reeeir eaa reg 1ecemeae. ^aa'

I4 that leads to my next discussion.

15 (Slide.),

16 What are the-options? So far, we have this one,

I7 the sleeving. In small scale it has already been done

at Palisades unit one. The second option is retubing, -|
.18

I9 potentially for all units that need to be replaced, but I

20 caution you that Westinghouse has invested quite a big
,

,

|

21 ' n studying the method and the process toiamount of money

22 cut down the radiation during the retubing operation.g ,

'V
23 And they intend to issue a summary report in the

24 latter part of this year. All of the information we have
'A cs.Froeral Reporters, Inc.

25 so far;is very preliminary, and we are kept informed.
: i

| ,

| I
i
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.

I. david 2 Number.three, replacement: we talk about,

i

2
, Surry. unit one and.two and Turkey Point three and four

and potentially~ Palisades one, too.

O,

4
DR. ISBIN: Will your staff evaAcation report-

5
make a decision,.an independent decision, on nich

1

6
alternative should be pursued for Surry?

DR. LIAW: No, sir. I think that decision should-

I

8
be a utility responsibility.

,

DR. ISBIN: Do you concur in the decision, then?

'

DR. LIAW: You mean the decision on which

11 . .

'

methodology to use?

12
DR. ISBIN: We make the decision of whether it

satisfies staff requirements. '

14
Mr. Grimes, assistant director, may have some

15 l
comments on that. -

|16 -

iMR. GRIMES: We looked at a safety standpoint at

17
-the particular option that is being proposed and evaluated '

|

in detail, and we also have the responsibility to look at

19 ,

. th< $.3terrd.?ives under the National Environmental Policy
4

20
Act, and we do'so with respect.to this particular situation,

21
we have some preliminary information on the principal

22 ~

f(]) alternative.which-is the retubing.

'23 --

But we do not'have enough at this time to say

> 24 . . . - ;

le .r.du.i n.corrers, ine. -that that.is a' viable option in the time scale that.:i's
.

25 .

jJ | desired'by_this' utility.in terms >of replacement of tube

,=

.---,,,,n ,
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david 3 1 steam generators.

2 So we have.not seen enough yet to be able
.

3 to. verify =that the preliminary dose-estimates for retubing

(]) . t . I
4 which are smaller than those"for'replacment,-to verify i

;

5 'that those indeed can be obtained practically.

6 As Dr. Liaw said, we would be getting a topical

7 report on that subject from Westinghouse in the next few

8 months and over the next half _ year to year, we would be

9 evaluating that in some detail, so perhaps a year from now
'

,

1
10 we would be able to confirm independently that -- whether !

II or not there is a substantial savings in tha manrem in

12 the retubing option versus the replacement option.

(]} 13 I should also point out that-the retubing option

14 as presented by Westinghouse also has economic advantages in

15 terms of minimizing downtime, so that if indeed that option
1

l
16 were available at the present time, it is possible that it i

17 - would be pursued solely on_an economic basis.

18 DR. ISBIN: So from what you say, it is the NRC's- |

|
19 responsibility to make an independent decision on the I

20 ; alternatives.

21 MR. GRIMES: Yes. But we try to lay out at least

22 not to decide for the utility, but to present an independent
O

23 opinion on.what.the alternatives would be.

24 DR. ISBIN: So, the difficult point here is one
Aes Feetal Reporters. Inc. *

25 of timing-for you to. complete your analysis. |.
!
!
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|
,

david 4 MR. GRIMES: I would say that we would completej
|

2
- ur. analysis based on-the available information, the 1 )

\
'

3
available options. We will try to make it timely, and !

-O- eech aeci io= == t de meae i= e certei= time treme- |4
.

The time. frame for.this point is relatively shcrt. We will1 5

l

6
btain the vest information and do the best analysis we - j

.

can within-that-time frame, but we would not delay this
7

decision substantially just to obtain a great deal more
8

information on alternatives.9

DR. CARBON: One followup question there. Would -

10

11 the NEPA require that you, so to speak, overrule an

12 applicant if you felt that they were going in the wrong

direction? |13

MR. GRIMES: Thatis more of a legal question thanja

-15 I am prepared to cope with this morning. I believe our

"

16 principal responsibility is to evaluate and present the i

37 results of the impacts rather than to prevent certain

18
courses of actions; if indeed there was'a substantial

19 major environmental impact which could be avoided, I think

that we would have the' responsibility to try to do that.20

21 I would' depend in a particular.. case on the

22 size of the. impact.as'well as how much different the

alternatives-were.23

.; 24 DR. CARBON: -Thank you.
,

AeFederal Reporters, Inc.

b 25 'DR. ISBIN: But you have already done this, for

;
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david 5 1 example, in site locations where you essentially forced

2 the selection of an alternative site. And since you carry

3 out the licensing actions, you make a judgment here.
Ir~s

(_) 4 MR. GRIMES: Could you give me an example? You

5 mean in terms of population density? ;

6 DR. ISBIN: Yes.

7 MR. GRIMES: That predates the National i
;
1

8 environmental Policy Act.

9 We have, based on safety consideration, attempted -d
!

10 DR. ISBIN: Are you talking about Humboldt
|

11 Island? ;
,

l
12 MR. GRIMES: Yes, that predates the National )'

|

() 13 Environmental Policy Act.

14 MR. BAUM: I believe we may be able to help a

15 little bit;in terms of the option thatwe have selected,

16 it might help.

17 DR. I? BIN: We will come back to that. |
|

18 DR. CARBON: Dr. Moeller?
'

19 DR. MOELLER: Following up on Dr. Isbin's comment,

20 it would seem'to me that the staff would not only want to

21 evaluate the separate options in a major way, but I presume

22 you would evaluate the options available within a given
,_'ae

"

23 choice once it has been decided upon. And I'm citing

24 specifically, for example here, the point that if they
' a s F:deral fleporters, Inc.e

25 do go ahead and replace the steam generators, they have

I

!

i
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david 6 1 pointed out in their cost benefit analysis that it would-

-2 not be cost effective to decontaminate the steam

3|
. generators, meaning sending a solution through them or

,

( '

something like that,. prior to'their removal.4

5 Will you be looking at that?

6 MR. GRIMES: I believe we did. We have the

7 staff experts here when we get to those detailed points later

8 on.

9 DR. MOELLER: Okay. I just didn't see it in your.

10 draft SER,

11 One other ques' tion: you outlined a' schedule.

'

12 won't this work already be underway before you finish what

(]) 13 you.just outlined as a schedule?

l
'

14 MR. GRIMES: I don't believe so. ;

,

15 DR. MOELLER: Would you say a year or so from now?

16 MR. GRIMES: In terms of the retubing option.

17 DR. MOELLER: Right. But when do they plan to

18 start work?

19 MR. GRIMES: I will have to check. j

20 MR. NEIGHBORS: They plan to shut down i1 January.

21 DR. MOELLER: That is less than a year from now.

22 MR. GRIMES: That is the point that I tried to

O
23 make is that we will lay out the information based on the

24 options that are available-today, the time scale of this
Ace Federel Reporters Inc.

25 particular decision ~. A year from now, two years from now

|

1
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david 7 -1 there may be other options available, but an action can

2 be taken today. It must be assessed based on the current

3 state of the knowledge. ,

. . !

!
(/ 4 DR. CARBON: Go ahead, Dr. Liaw,

|

5 DR. LIAW: Let me try to briefly discuss some

6 of the-pros.and cons for the various options. |
i

7 (Slide.)

8 These are-qualitative; one sleeving high )
1

9 gross occupational exposure; what I mean is compared to |
l

10 the replacement or retubing all'the tubes, if you had

11 to replace all of the tubes. A small number of tubes,

12 you can do it, accomplish it. It can only be done once I

(]) 13 for each tube. And it is considered only a short term

!

14 measure because that is really not applicable to the |

15 wastage type of degradation.

l
16 For example, this is what I'm talking about.

1
'

17 (Slide. )

18 .You install a sleeve from inside the tube to
|

19 bridge across the area of degradation, and it can expand

20 in both ends.

21 DR. MOELLER: Can'you go over that again in a little

22 more detail.
OD

23 DR._LIAW: I am saying that this option is only

24 good for-' wastage types of-degradation, the local thhming of
Ace Federal Reporte,sf inc,

25 the tube. It is not going to be useful for a denting, for

t
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Idavid 8 example. Here you have a local dxbming instead of plugging
2

the_ tube, what you do is install a section of the tube

3
smaller than the measure inside and then mechanically,_

\-) 4
expand on both ends so the tube can be continually

5
used as part of the heat transfer capacity.

* DR. MOhLLER: Does that mechanical expansion

7 place stresses on the tubes?

O DR. LIAW: Yes.

9
DR. MOELLER: But the cure is better than the

10
disease?

11
DR. LIAW: Yes, sir. We found the stress level

12
is acceptable in use.

.
,_

k_) (Slide.)
14

The retubing option, proper planning and

15
dcaining of personnel to perform the work may be able to

16 Ireduce occupational exposure. I am saying in comparison i

17
with the replacement option. We have some question on the

18
tubesheet reusability. The QA associated with the field

19
operation we feel at this moment we can say conceptually it

20
is viable.

21
There is less economic penalty in terms of i

1

(^) downtime and the replacement option; there are two major
s-

,

schemes possibly that can be done.

24
E 9 '- Ace Fedital Reporters, Inc.

25
the second is to replace only the lower assembly. To
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david 9 replace the whole generator, you have to cut through --

cut a hole through the containment, either on the side

wall or roof.
3

f') The downtime depending on the option, is
-v 4

something like 42 to 52 weeks. That is a result of a

study performed by the Battelle Corporation. It involves

more structures or components than if you tear down and

rebuild; to replace the lower assembly is 42_ weeks. It

involves less downtime. It is the smallest number, the
9

,s, of the four options that have been studied. You
10

use all current technology and procedures.
33

DR. CARBON: Is there a significant differenceg

in the occupational exposure in the last two replacement

choices?

DR. LIAW: We don't have the number yet. I'd

say, mpared to this one and this one, it is qualitative.
16

MR. NEIGHBORS: That would be more like 24g

"'
18

MR. BENTON: That's correct.j9

DR. LIAW: Obviously, you can do a better job
20

than -- they 42 weeks is at Turkey Point, not Surry.g

(Slide. )g
A
V These are the candiates for replacement org

retubing in the future, Surry units one and two, Turkey24
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

Point three and four. Indian Point I put with a question
,

25
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david 10 mark, and Combustion has one.

Originally they chose to clean the generator.
2

They were continuing to operate the generator at Indian
3

f Point and try to go through more inspection, a plugging

5
- Peration, and see how far they could get. That is all I

know at this moment.

(Slide *)
7

Let me turn to Surry's replacement program. I

would lik~e to say a few words about the operating-history.
9

DR. CARBON: Excuse me, Dr. Liaw. What kindg

of time schedule are you operating on?
33

DR. LIAW: On what?
12

DR. CARBON: How long to complete your presentation,
~

] 13 ,

the report by the staff?

DR. LIAW: Today's presentation?
15

DR. CARBON: Yes. Are you giving the entireg

item 1.2 report by the staff?g

DR. LIAW: Everything other than the security.

MR. NEIGHBORS: We had planned to hit some
j9

f the highlights of the review, and we were allowing about
20

|-
30 to 35 minutes to do that. We will be going over a numberg

of those later.g

O DR. SHEWMON: Is that everything that is supposed
23

.t be done at 9:15, or is there another speaker in that
24

| Ace. Federal Reporters, Inc.
Di"* f#***7

25
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.davidl1 MR'.- NEIGHBORS: That's it.
)

DR. CARBON: How much time do you have left?
2

.DR. LIAW: We'will probably need about 15 to
3

O 20 minutes.,

DR. CARBON: .Go right ahead. Keep it as short
5

as reasonable.
6

DR. LIAW: Surry unit'one started operation in
7

december of 1962. Unit two was May 1st, 1973. Like most
8

of the PWR units at this time, they started using the
9

4

phosphate treatment. They principal reason for using
10

)j phosphate treatment is'to try to remove the precipitant or

12
suspended solids through blowdown.

When the sodium phosphate ratio exceeds the
13

ja recommended range, something like at 2.6, it causes a

15
problem of. wastage and the stress cracking.

DR. CARBON: Would is be well to skip the
16

past history and go on more toward the current problems?j7

DR. LIAW: Thatis all I'm going to say on
18

19 wastage.

Then-about 1975, they ran into the denting problem.20

Thatgrew very fast. So, as of 1978, both units -- about
21

21.4-percent in one' unit and 21.5 percent in another unit
22

O
'V~ f the. tubes have been plugged.

23

24 So looking at the prospect down the road, the

. Aes Fsdyrst Reporters, Inc.

25 degradation would continue. More tubes would need to be.

)
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pl gg d, and we faced the prospect of possible degrading,
2

and VEPCO chose to replace it rather than continue operation
3

th at that moment.

The replacement was. basically this: they cut
5

the steam pipe here --

(Indicating.)
7

-- then they also cut the steam generator ;

at the transition cone area and cut the main coolant pipe
9

i

and' remove the lower assembly, tear it down and remove throughg

jj the equipment hatch.

In this operation, the containment pressure

boundaries were not disturbed. I
]f 13

)
(Slide.)g

1

Let me discuss some of the highlights of theg
1

improvements. For example, the installation of baffle plates
|g
|

had a tendency to put it closer to the blowdown pipe that |
p

|
would facilitate the removal of the sludge and have less

tubes in contact with the sludge. We think that is
19

reasonable to expect to cut down any possibility of wastage.
20

The major area for addressing the denting problemg

is the- support plate design. In theold design, it usedg

O . .

That is where
,

. i

a drill plate with a circulation hole there.g

the so-called denting occurred. To encounter or to try tog
; Ace Fsdual Reporters, Inc. |

solve that kind of problem, the new support plate design
,

25
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'

davidl3 - 'looks likefthis, quatrefoil support plate. Ij

They eliminated the support plate, everything
.2

around-the tube, and also the material of the suoport plate was changed !
3

Previously the operating. unit using the' carbon steel !4

support plate.
5

,

.g .This was corroded to start with. It caused

a denting problem. NSA-240, type 405 stainless steel,
7

: the resistance to corrosion is much better, and coupledg

with mechanical designs, the. changing.of the plate material
9 ;

i

10 to prevent any form of magnetizing; that essentially worked.

11 Coupled-with the particular condensor performance, and it

should~in.effect, we feel, eliminate the potential for the12

A
. (_f 13

problem like. denting.

D R'. ISBIN: Are there any galling problemsj4

15 associated with the use of stainless steel and the in-
:

conel tubes?16
~

:

j7 .DR . .LIAW: Pardon?
]

DR. ISBIN: Let me ask my ddle mes, here. Is18

19 that a consideration?

!
MR. ETHERINGTON: I think it is a valid question.20

DR.;LIAW: John, do you have some comments on that?21

DR. WEEKS: I think with the use of a ferritic stainless"
O

steel at inconel,I don' t think it is worse than the carbon
23

24 steel.-- It is not an austenitic stainless steel'.
' Ace Fedm.t Reporters, Inc.
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.

25 DR. MOELLER: The total area for circulation, it

I
,
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david 14 looks like there is more area now than there was in the

2
hole. Is this of significance?

3
'DR. LIAW: Yes, sir.. The' flow has to pass

4
around the tube. Essentially, that eliminates the local

5
hot surface and prevents any accumulation mechanism.

6
DR. MOELLER: So you have intentionally made

7
the cross sectional area a little larger than it was?

8
DR. LIAW: I am not sure if it is larger; if

9
you look at the flow area compared to the total, compared

10
to the one I just showed, the area around the tube and

11

also this additional one.

12
MR. ETHERINGTON: I would like to follow up on

() 13
Dr. Isbin's question about galling a little. I agree the

14

combination of a ferretic steel and inconel' is not

15
inducive to galling, but the removal of a complete annulus

16
gives greater probability if there is any vibration of the

17
tube compacting, the tube support plate.

18
And this gives rise to the question of fretting;

19 !

whether you call it galling'or fretting, it is a similar

20
phenomenon.

21
Has this been looked at and studied

() experimentally?

i 23
DR. LIAW: Not experimentally as such that I

24

i Ace Feduni Reporters, Inc, .knoW of.
25

'MR.-ETHERINGTON: Is there practical experience and
l
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|
david 15. background to this kind of: support?j

J

D;R. LIAW: Yes.2
I

The Babcock & Wilcox once through design uses !3

(~) 1

(- .this type of' support, but it has three islands instead of
4

f ur, so:you.can see,.they.are mainly in'the steam phase.
5

!

6
They have.no problem 1in the lower. region where the support

pipes are'in the water.
7

I

MR. BAUM: I think Mr. Benton can help you a little
8

bit there,.Mr.Etherington. )9
:

10 MR. BENTON: As far as the galling is concerned, !

!

l

11 I can only verify what the gentleman said. Galling has not !

12 been shown to be a problem. In fact, we did it in a number

() 13 of tests, and proved thatas far as the vibration is

14 concenred, it has been looked at a great deal both

15 theroetically and in actual mock up tests in the shop.
.

)
16 VEPCO has looked at it very closely. We, infact ,

j7 hire independent consults -- Battelle-Columbus -- to look
!

18 at the problem.

~

19 They are satisfied, based on the test results,

-20 as:well as the report of our consultant, that vibration

21
should not be a~ problem, that fretting in'the long term,

. 22 over.30 or.40 year-life of the generator, should not be

23 a problem. We think the results show that.

24 DR. LIAW: Thank you, John. ,

Ace-Federci Reporters. Inc.
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'

davidl6 1 DR. LIAW: In the reactor system area, we look
'

.

2 at a parameter. We compare the parameter with the

3 original steam generator in analyzing the:FSAR: We have

O 4 identified those parameters and they are essentially the

5 same.

6 So we don't expect any changes other than the

7 loca analysis, because the model used in FSAR has been
. .

8 found not acceptable. Now not acceptable at the moment.--

,

9 So if they are going to give credit for the steam !

i

10 generator, they have to reanalyze ECCS analysis 'I

11 to satisfy.the 10 CRR 50.46 requirements.
,

12 I will refer you to the -- page 6 through 9. The i
1

({)
'

13 highlights in that, the positions of safety equipment on page

14 9, for example; we feel that reactors will be completely

15 refueled; repair work will be carried out in accordance with

16 the approved QA manual and ASME code. Thecontainment

17 boundary will not be disturbed except through the open |
|

18 equipment' hatch.

19 The crane will be inspected prior to its-

20 removal and in posulating a drop of the lower assembly

21 steam generator, we feel that they have taken necessary

22fs precautions in analyzing the consequences of such accidents.
'd

23 In the radiological consequence area, I refer back to.

2k Dr. Moeller's question early in the morning. We used a i

Ace Fed ,a' Reporters, Inc.

25 N' REG report, contract report.0199 performed by PacificU

,

'

Northwest Laboratory.
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davidl7 'And'the licensee has been able to demonstrate
)

a number,much' lower than that. I am not saying how good
2

or how bad it is. I am saying that the Battelle study
3

-h g basically tends to be conservative.r

If y u see the table on page 11 in my prepared.
5

6
- text, the'Surry replacement activity will come to 2070

manrem Per unit. That includes three generators. And
7

the Battelle study ran 3300 to 5500. I believe,Dr. Moeller,
8

you' mentioned about 10-fold as compared to 5500.. You
9

talk about 10-fold per year in normal operation,
10

DR. MOELLER: I was simply mentioning that thejj

t tal manrem dose quoted in one place was comparable,.

12

r ughly, as I recall, to 10 times for one unit's operation.
13

DR. LIAW: You take the 5500 to approximatelyj4

10 times. In the actual plant data at Surry, the 2070
15

1
|

is what they anticipated.
16

DR. MOELLER: So you have examined these data and
j7,

y u are telling us.that even though the Battelle or Pacific
18

39
Northwest Lab report gave roughly three times the dose

i
1estimate, th'at the_Surry people developed -- you are

20

telling' us that there is at least a conservatism by a factor
21

f three in the Pacific Northwest Lab's report?
-

22
.

S y u are saying that you believe that Surry
23

24 can do what it says it will do?
_

''AceFederal Reporters;inc.
DR. .LIAW: Yes, because we identify some areas

25
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david 18 like decontamination to reduce the dose rate. And in somej

2 cases, that was not considered. I think Lake Barrett

3 who is in charge of this area review, he would answer any

() 4 further questions you might have.

5 DR. MOELLER: I believe we have a time for this

6 later.

Mr. Chairman, maybe we should do it then.7

DR. CARBON: Let's go ahead.
8

DR. LIAW: Thank you.9

10 In conclusion, we have reviewed the safety

11 implications of the safety repair program, both doing

12 actual repair work and following the return of the unit

('T 13 to power. We conclude that there is reasonable assurance
L)

14 that the health and safety of the public will not be

15 endangered by the implementation of the steam generator

16 replacement repair program and subsequent operation in

17 the proposed manner.

18 That's all.

19 MR. ETHERINGTON: I think at the beginning NRC

20 sent out a questionnaire to all PWR users. Have those

21 questionnaires been responded to by all users at present?

22 DR. LIAW: Yes, sir. Except one or two we have
,

not received them.23

24 MR. ETHERINGTON: Are the results of the
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc,

25 questionnaire reflected in your presentation, or is there
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david 19 j going.to be another report or analysis?

2 DR. LIAW: There will be another report, hopefully

3 'a NUREG report.

4 MR. ETHERINGTON: Not too big, I hope. That was

5 a facetious comment. -Forget it.

6 D R .' LIAW: And'also it continues to be unaided'.

7 Some of the information I presented today is taken from those

8 kinds of surveys.

9 MR. ETHERINGTON: I don't think that questionnaire

10 asks about condensor tubing.

11 DR. LIAW: I don't exactly remember.

12 MR. ETHERINGTON: It seems if you didn't ask about

() 13 condensor tubing, that was a serious omission. That would

14 have to be corrected.

15 DR. LIAW: I personally agree with you, except

16 condensors, really, is not under NRC review scope. We will

17 ask that kind of question.

18 MR. ETHERINGTON: Okay. Now, I have another

19 question: .in your first slide showing the PWR steam

20 generator, you showed a cross section of denting and also
,

21 a plan view. Is that a typical denting configuration? You

22 don't get a radially symmetric groove ever?

O-
23 DR. LIAW: We haven't seen one. 1

I
i 24 MR. ETHERINGTON: I see. Thank you.,

( Am FWmI Reporters, W, j
| 25 DR. LIAW: 'Any other questions or clarifications? |
'

i

|
!

|

|
-
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david 4.2 0. DR. CARBON: Any other questions?-

MR. NEIGHBORS: I would like to make a statement2

about the schedule for completion of our review. As you3

h can see, we have a draft SER, so we are near the completion
4

ur safety review, and it will be issued in the not' too
5

distant future, and we will try to' incorporate any6

comments from this committee or provide'a supplement-if
7

there:are any comments arising from the committee.

We a're also in the process of trying to issue
9

an environmental impact appraisal or statement of this, and
| 10

it is in preparation now. Our need for completion is more3)

| or less dictated right.now by surry: schedule forg

replacement which starts about the-lst of January. It willq g
I v

g take about six months to perform the work for unit two, and'

the other unit will come down next October for about.sixg

m nths.
16

g So we are nearing the completion of our review

now. Bear in mind this is a draft, and there will be some>g

additions and probably some corrections to it.
39

DR. MARK: Just a sm-ll question on your lastg

remark. I read the preliminary SER, and it includes theg

range of.. estimates taken from the PNL study as if theyg

O- 1bracketed the situation.g

,3 Am I'right in thinking that those high values,

Cee Federd Reporters, Inc.
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I
Idavid 21; Esuggest.when you didn't make'any attempt to fill -- keep

2-

the lower assembly full of water or as full'as possible?

3
And it is my understanding -- well, I didn't'

~

' 4
feel.that that was very clearly put in the text of the SER

as it is now' written. It would seem to me good that it

6
should be made very. clear, coupled, perhaps, with the fact

7 that if it is a. fact that in the actual operation, there 1

1
8 and those h'gh numbers, in fact, don'twill be water, i

9 apply at all.

10
Lake Barrett, would you like comment?

11 4

MR. BARRETT: The PNL report was arranged for |

|
12 I

various things. As far as PNL~ assuming'that the steam |
1

j ) 13
generators would drain when they could.have been full,

l
Id

they wouldn't consider that. They looked at the |

15
obvious things that they could do to keep the exposure j

16 I
rates down. |

|

II
I don't think it would clearly say it was full or I

18
it.was not full of water. For example, when they were |

,

'

19
working on the upper top, taking off the moisture

20
separators, the steam generators was full of water in those

j|'21 conditions,

22 DR. MARK: It didn't seem to me to come out very
)

23
clearly. 'Just what did.those high numbers relate to, their

'24 -

And Ip .it is g ing to proceed?
Ace Feder:1 Reporters, Inc,
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david 22- got the feeling they do not.

MR. BARRETT: They do not. They took the generic

numbers as.they had seen them,

t]- DR. MARK: And the SER relates more to Surry

than it:does to generic numbers. ,

MR. BARRETT: Yes.
6

DR.-ISBIN: You are planning to issue first a

draft environmental impact statement e.nd then come back

and issue a final?
9

MR. NEIGHBORS: No. We are in the preparation of

~

our environmental impact appraisal, and a decision at this

time has not been mace.

DR. ISBIN: What you are saying is that you are

Q 13

!considering whether you need to issue an environmental
14

impact statement, and that judgment has not yet been made.

MR. NEIGHBORS: That's correct.

DR. ISBIN: The basis ' that judgment is whether

this is a major licensing step? l
18 i

MR. NEIGHBORS: I don't think that is the basis.
19 )'

I think it is a mid-year licensing step. The. question is

whether it is a significant licensing step.

MR. GRIMES: Whether it is a significant impact

that will determine whether it becomes a draft environmental

. impact: statement circulated to other agencies or not. jg
: Ace Federal Reporters, Inc,
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david 23 i environmental impact, then it would be a simple impact

2 appraisal which would be published with our safety

3 evaluation but not circulated to other government agencies.

() 4 If we determined that it is a significant impact, then it

5 would be circulated as a draft environmental statement

6 followed by a final which would incorporate any comments

7 we received.

8 DR. ISSIN: Which would greatly lengthen the time

9 to do this. )

10 MR. GRIMES: I believe there is a 45 day comment |

|

11 period.

12 DR. CARBON: Thank you Dr. Liaw. Mr. Neighbors,

13 I don't want to get into a discussion of the manrem exposure,

O-
14 but there is the licensee estimate of 2070 manrems per unit.

|

15 Would you report back to us upon completion of the first

P ant and tell us how this 2070 estimate proved out in fact?l16

17 Is my question clear?

18 MR. NEIGHBORS: Yes, that you want a report back

19 on how they met their estimate.

20 DR. CARBON: Yes, how well they met their estimate.

21 Yes, how realistic that estimate turned out to be.

22 MR. NEIGHBORS: Yes, we will report.

(~)s(_ 23 DR. CARBON: Going on then to the next topic,

24 the applicant's introduction, Mr. Baum, could I ask you
' Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 to plan this such as to wind it up through quality assurance
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david 24 1 by 10:30.

2 MR. BAUM. All right, sir.

3 My name is Ashby Baum. I am executive manager

(,)/t'

4 of licensing and quality assurance for VEPCO. I hope you

5 will not judge by the cadre of people that I have with me that

6 we enjoy Saturday meetings. But so be it.

7 We have four presentations to make today.

8 Mr. Benton is the chief spokesman as far as the technical

9 presentations. I think it would be best if we move ahead

10 and have a presentation from the manager of the project --

11 the construction manager of the project, Mr. Parrish;

12 also from Mr. Perkins on the quality assurance program.

(~) 13 But before they make their presentations,
(/

14 Mr. Stallings, our vice president for operations, would*like

15 to make a comment.

16 MR. STALLINGS: We welcome this opportunity,

17 of course, to come and discuss our proposed replacement of

18 the Surry steam generators with the ACRS, and since the

19 problem of denting was discovered several years ago, we

20 have progressed quite far in our understanding of the

21 problem, and progressed quite a way toward what we consider

22 to be the solution to it.
O
'Jt

23 .The two units at Surry have operated quite well

24 since the denting was first discovered, and we thought it was !

Ace.Fedxt Reporters, Inc.
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1 david 2 5 -- ;j solutions worked out with NRC on inspection and preventative

2 plugging.

3 The units produce about 20 percent of our

() energy requirements, and the. units are operating very.4

5 well in between inspection periods.

6' So we could continue along that route for

7 some time, but we think it prudent now.to replace these

8 steam generators before we have any worse problem of

9 having to reduce capacity or some other sort of solution.

10 As Mr. Baum said, we have our project people here

11 'to discuss the whole thing with you, and they are prepared

12 to do that now.

13 'Mr. Parrish will be first.
, ,

14 DR. ISBIN: Mr. Chairman, will we have included'

15 in the discussion your reasons why you want to proceed at

16 this pace, instead of learning more about the tube replacement
'

17 Program, or do you have sufficient information to confirm

18 your judgment, and you will so present it.

19 MR. STALLINGS: I think there is sufficient-
1

|

20 information to confirm our judgment. I think that will come |
|

21 out'as we proceed. I
|

22 MR. BAUM: These presentations will be about I

L 23 five-to 10 minutes,'and then Mr. Benton can follow them.

'R. CARBON: Thank.you.D24
A>Fewd Rgmtters, inc.
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david 26- MR.~PARRISH: 'In the interest of time, getting
1

into'the technical _ aspects, I am going to make this as

short.as.oossible.
3

' ~

. ' . My name is Mr. Parrish. I am the project

manager for.the steam generator replacement project. This

brief milestone schedule depicts the present plan for the

steam generator replacement program.

You will note that the unit two outage --

DR. CARBON: Was that on a handout?
9

MR. PARRISH: No, I. don't think it is, but I

have the copie's to hand out, if you would like to have them
)j

1

now. I have them over there.

DR. CARBON: Go-right ahead. If you could, though,
.

13

stand back to the side and use the pointer so that we can
14

see the screen.

DR. MOELLER: Could we have them now?
1

- MR. PARRISH: Yes. I

17 |

(Pause.)

As you will note on the schedule, the unit twog

outage was scheduled to start January of 1973 and run from

January to the end of June 1979. That is. unit two with

.the unit:one outage following starting in October of '79

e
Q and running into the end of March and the 1st of April 1980.

Just very briefly, in this outage,.once you

Ace.Federet Reporters, Inc.
shut down, cool down, and refuel, the replacement phase,
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' david 27 takes up most of the outage. Toi. remove the old generators
1

is'about-two to 2-1/2 months, and the replacement with

:new generators and the associated work that goes with it,

O - is 3-1/2 to four months at which time you would refuel,
4

check out, and start back up.

DR. MOELLER: When will the new generators

be delivered? |

7

MR. PARRISH: The present schedule right now

indicates that two will be. delivered about midway through |
9 1

1

January and the' third will be delivered approximately the
1

third week in February. |g
|DR. MARK: Could I ask for VEPCO.or Surry 1

12

in particular, what is the annual pattern of the demand

peak, in the-winter or summer?

1

MR. STALLINGS: Summer. |
15 1

DR. MARK: It peaks in the summer. All right.

MR. PARRISH: If there are no more questions on

1
this schedule, I will go on to the organization.

(Slide. )

The intent of the organizational arrangement is

to manage the project with an integrated VEPCO project

management organization. This, number one,' puts VEPCO in
22

- the position to make all of the decisions. Number two, it
23

makes the best use of past experience in similar type Navyg
^ # " # " " "''

nuclear work that a number of the people that we have on

.
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' david 28 'the project have experience in this area.;

It provides sufficient numbers -- more than
2

100 people -- on site to make the best use of the package
3

O' concept of engineering that has been chosen for.this job,

f being able to award certain packages to certain .

5

contractors and being able to manage them effectively on
6

site by ourselves.
7

It allows proper coverage of a seven day a week,
8

24 hour a day schedule, which we anticipate for the majority
9

f the outage. It provides close coordination between the
10

33
' project and station and the corporate management in the

areas of health _ physics, operations, Q.C.
12

"- '""'"' '"* """*"** "" "* * * '""' " "O is -

mentioned, are these VEPCO employees on a permanent basis, ija

15
r are they for this particular project?

MR. PARRISH: I was just getting into that. They
16

Iare VEPCO employees. Briefly, discussing these groups,
37

i

the project engineering is made up basically of VEPCO
'

18

39
employees with Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation: the

project controls and administration group of which there
20

are appr ximately 40 people to cover planning, scheduling,
21

purchasing, contract administration, accouting, cost
22

O engineering, records management, materials coordination, z.nd
23

24 warehousing, safety, security, and labor relations coordination

- Ace.Feder:A Fieporters, Inc.

25 of: personnel, in~other words, administrative part of the
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david 29 L1 project.

2 The. Project construction group includes VEPCO'

3
in construction management, electrical, civil, mechanical

G -and welding personnel, who will be on site, on shift\m/ 4
i

5 '24 hours ~a day.

The health physics group is a group-that has
6

been set'up separately from the plant health physics, ;
7

1

the station health physics group for this project, but
8

reports back to the superviser of health physics at the-

9
!

10 station. |

11 The operations coordinator is assigned to the

12 project from the station staff for purposes of providing
.

liaison.between the-project and the station. He reports |
.(]) 13

14 directly to the station manager.

15 The quality control aspects are the subject of

16 the next presentation by Jim'Perkins.
I

Rather than get into that, I will let Jim I
*

17

18 cover it.-

19 MR. BAUM: Any more questions for Mr. Parrish?.

MR. ETHERINGTON: What is done to' distribute the20

total manrem dose amongst the people who will be engaged in
21

() -
22 the operation?

'

MR. PARRISH: There'are a number of things that |
23

24 we will do. Number one, we will have through the ;

1 1

i

. Aw FeerW Rennen, W.

25 heelth physics people a shift by shift readout of the |

'
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,

david 30 . dosage-that is being accumulated constantly.;

MR.- ETHERINGTON: About.the planning?2

MR. PARRISH: As far as planning?.
3

O ""- "'"""'" ' " '*"-
4

MR. PARRISH: Things such as temporary shielding?
5

MR. ETHERINGTON: How many people have you got
6 .

and how are you going to assure that certain people don't
7

get more t.han a reasonable share of dose?
8

MR. PARRISH: Let me back up a little bit then. |9

10 One of our philosophies on this project is to really get

11 -
into the front end planning. We spent quite a bit of time

12 in this area of looking at what the operation requires and

13
trying to minimize the number of people. Now we'are

O '

ja going into quite a bit of personnel familiarization, even

15 back to the craft level, familiarizing people with exactly

16 what they are going to be doing, trying to optimize the

17 number of people that you can use on an operation to

18
reduce both numbers and for that man to be as qualified as i

19 he can be so that when.he does the operation he does it in

as short a possible a time.
-

20

DR. ISBIN: -Will this require your going out and
. 21

22 getting contract help in order to distribute the personrem

dosages?23

24 MR...PARRISH: Well, we have reporting -- these |

Acm Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 two groups right here are on site.
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7 david 31- - (Indicating ~) *
_ + ,

_
-

.
,

,3'
- To-back up a little bit to answer-your question,

,,
" '

2
,

. reporting to this' group on site, there are several contractors,e
3

h (the main one being Daniel Construction Company, who will have
,

ia:large number:of the. personnel doing_the major part of the
5

work.

- Several other contractors will do other part of it.

MR. ETHERINGTON: Does this require negotiations-

with unions or similar negotiations with groups of people?
9

MR. PARRISH: If the contractor does, I don't ig

know how to answer that one -- if the contractor is a union
~

g

ntractor or non-union, in either case _it would require
12

negotiations to award a contract to them.-

g
'

What are'you asking.really?

g -DR. ISBIN: Let me ask a very blunt questionLand

maybe it is to the staff. What is the relationship here tog

transient. workers? Will transient workers be involved ing

any way in thedose distributions?g
|

MR.-BARRETT: If Daniel has people, and they are
)9

g transient. people, then there night be transient people

- ' involved.-g

i

.22
. DR. ISBIN: Isn't the staff'looking in general-

| h '

V at this problem? Have you reached some position on this.g
1

Problem?24,

Ace Feder"I Reporters, Inc.:
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-david 32'
I approved by the Commission. I believe there are changes

2 to part 20 forthcoming. _I do not believe that they have
|

3 b'een issued yet on the transient workers. I am sorry. I .i

O
4 can't give you much of the details.

5 DR. ISBIN: How will this apply to Surry, or are )

6 you saying that pe'rhaps the paper will come'out after the t-

7 project has been initiated or what? Or is there any

8 conflict? Maybe there is not conflict. I am just trying

9 to inquire.

10 MR. BARRETT: I don't believe'that there is a

Il specific conflict, but I don't know the specific details of

12 what is going to be done.

O
V 13 MR. GRIMES: My recollection is that the

14 regulations will be changed to improve the reporting

15 requirements for transient workers, so that a transient

16 worker won't go from plant to plant and accumulate more than

nd 3 17 .his individual allowable exposure.

18

19

20

21

'22

23

24

( Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.
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jwb I . Individual utilities do perform some checks in

2 terms of checking with the man's previous listed employers ,

() 3 so that if the transient individual correctly relates his

4 past employment experience, there is a means to check to' be

5 sure that he is not accumulating more than his allowed dose.

6 These new regulations are in the direction of

7 making sure that all exposures are reported and accumulated

8 in one place so that, even in the event the transient worker

9 did not report his previous employment background, there

10 would be some record accumulated on that individual to show

11- whether he was accumulating large exposures.

12 We haven't found that to be ~ a big problem today.

13 MR. ETHERINGTON: I was interested in the manner .

O ,

14 of consent. You have a man that is not normally exposed to

15 -radiation, and he is going to perform an operation in which

16 he will receive X-rem. Do you go to the man and say, "This

17 will -- you will get X-rem during this operation. Do you |
|

18 accept this? Will you sign a document to say that you accept

19 it?" Or how does this work out?*

20 MR. BARRETT There are training requirements that<

21 the licensee must follow in Part 19, I believe, in which they

22 must inform the radiation workers that they will be working

23 in restricted areas, and explain the basics of the radiation

({} 24 doses they will receive.

25 MR. ETHERINGTON: If an individual objects, he just i;- '

.

i
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jwb- 1 dropsJout of the project, then?
~

2 MR.. BARRETT .That's correct.

()f 3 DR. ISBINii Would you verify that this has been

4 included in 'your front-end planning, as you have indicated?

5 MR. PARRISH: You might have to ask someone else.

6 MR. BAUMs Maybe Mr. Benton.wi.11 have what our

7 requirements will be.

8- MR. BENTON: .First of all, our owner requirements --

9 and not the regulations -- require that we know what an

10 individual's exposure is prior to him working at that site.

11 In other ~ words, we require that the Information be submitted

12 on NRC Form 45.

13 We do check his exposure. We also have our own ;

() l

14 whole-body. counter in order to verify for ourselves that he

15 is not coming on site with any unusual radiation burden. We

16 do a whole-body count on him.

'17 As far as the training aspect, we have an

18 lndoctrination program, which is quite extensive, that

19 explains f u.11y to the workers -- for those that have not been

20 exposed to that type of work -- the hazards involved with

21 radiation work, and the special precautions that have to be

22 taken. They certainly are informed of that in accordance

23 with the regulations. |

(]) 24 'And if they so desire, or don't desire to work under

25 those conditions, if we find that they are unsuitable,
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-jwb -l untrainable, then obviously we'wouldn't use them.

2 DR. MARK ~The_ sort of checking that you speak of

({} '3 - would apply also to employees of Daniel Construction?

4 MR. BENTON: Affirmative. Everybody working on this

5 Job' will have his exposure reported -- his current exposure,

6 and of course we have programs during.the outage that will |
a

7 keep track of what his exposure is during the work. l
8 DR.. CARBON: Fine. Go ahead,_ Mr. Parrish -- or are |

9 you finished?

10 DR . MOE LLER : One other' question.

11 Somewhere I read that, for a normal shift, there

12 would be 175 people engaged in this operation. Now are these

13 the Daniel people? Or are these -- ;

'O 14 MR. PARRISH: That'is a combination. That is-not

15 necessarily all inside the containment, e ither . That is ,

I
16 support outside t ' that is administrativet and that is inside ;

17 the containment.

18 DR. MOELLER: Will the three shifts be comparable ]

19 so we can say 5.00 people for every 24 hours?

20 MR. PARRISH: The shift you are talking about is

21- .dayshift, where you would have your combination of.

22- administrative -- j

23. DR. MOELLER: So the other shifts will be lighter?

(]) 124 MR. PARRISH: Right..

25- If there are no other questions, we wi11 go to Jim H

i

'

--
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'jwb- I Perkins.-

'2- MR. PERKINS: 'I am James L. Perkins, Director of

(]) 3 !Ouality Assurance.for VEPCO. 'It was- decided early .that the
.

14 quality : assurance ' function would be handled in 'accordance
,

.4

5 with existing QA' programs for operat.ing nuclear. power

6 stations.

'7 .The.VEPCO " Topical Report, VEP-l,-3A, March 1, 1 9.77,

3 'which has .been approved by ~ the sta ff, describes this quality

9 assurance program, and it commits VEPCO to comply.with the

10' requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 and other appropriate

.11 ' standards and regulatory guides.

12 The operations phase quality assurance program is

'13 implemented' by the VEPCO " Nuclear Power Station Quality,

O- 14 Assurance Manual." This manual is divided into 18 sections,

15 consistent with the 18' criteria of Appendix B <to 10 CFR 50.

16 The policies, procedures, and detailed instructions

17 are provided to ensure that.the requirements of each of the 18

18 critcria are met.

19 The responsibilities and authority of quality

20 assurance personnel are described relative to specific

21 . activities and in general. Like the topical report, the

22 Nuclear Power. Station Quality Assurance Manual applies to all

23t VEPCO nuclear. power stations, thereby providing a uniform way
,

Q 24 of'doing business.

'25 For the Surry Steam Generator Replacement Project,

,

, .-r m, , m. g ,-r -n- ~- m
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jwb 1 a supplement has been developed. to amend the. Nuclear. Power-

2 Station QualityLAssurance Manual-to allow for the project

(]) 3. concept for nanaging.the steam generator replacement. The

4 original programs, including forms, remain applicable.

5 I would like to show you how we organized this-

6 project.-

7 (Slide.) ,

8 You will note that the quality assurance group is

o in a separate organization. It is independent from the

10 management of the project of Mr. Parrish and his organization !

11' here (indicating), and the station's Operations Manager
|

12 here ( ind ica t ing ) . To gain advantage of this, we have two

13 separate groups;at the site who will manage the quality

O 14 a ssurance program.

15 We have a separate group under the resident quality

16 control engineer devoted entirely to the steam generator

17 replacement project. We have an existing group already there

18 that takes care of the normal station operations.

19 We also have a unified management -- one supervisor

20 over 'bothyof these. groups -- to provide a unified . management

21- concept.for.this program. In addition, we provide technical

22 support through the staff in the general office to help both

23 of the se groups carry out their functions.

{{} 24' 'The.- station's resident quality control engineer

25 and his staff concentrate their efforts on day-to-day

,

| ..
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;jwb 1 operations and maintenance under -the . cognizance of the -

.2 station's operating staff. The routine maintenance during

() 3 the outage is expected to be quite extensive.;

4 The steam' generator resident. 0AC engineer and his

5 staff devote f ull time to- the activities associated with the

6 steam generator = replacement. The two resident QC engineers

7 will work'very closely together during this outage.

8 - There are many cases where they require assistance

9 from each other, and we have provisions for each .to be able

10- to draw on the staff of-the others for any special

.11 circumstances that'might arise.

12 The program carried out by these people will involve

13. around-the-clock QA surveillance of project activities to
|O 14 verify-proper quality control coverage by Danielt prog ra mme d -

15 audits of health physics, - security, and fire protection

16 practices to verify adherence to project requirements; and

17 providing the necessary reports on quality status to our

18 management.

19 The inspection to be perforned by the Daniel

20 Construction Company quality control group.would include such

21 . things ^as piping fit-ups for weldingt. welding inspectionst

22. welding procedure qualifications t concrete inspections t

23 | structural steelt personnel qualificationst weld-rod control.

../]}: f24 To_ give you .an idea of the quality control program

~ 25 that we 'have, I have one of the detailed procedures which

.

-.
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'Jwb' 1: illustrate the 0C hold' points. You can ~ see - the 'le vel of

2 detail of instruction given to' the OC inspector to verify

({)
'

3 specific operations.

4 It also.provides, over'here ( 1~nd i ca t ing ) , a space

5 for the initial and.date of the time the inspection was donel

6 and 'also provides, likewise, indication by the supervision
I

7 that they have in f act performed these particular operations.

8- We' f eel 'this method would give us a real, close
1

9' ' control over these critical operations to be sure .that they j

10 are pe rformed properly. Th'is ' program 'is ongo ing.

11 During the manuf acture of the replacement steam j

12 generators by Westinghouse, the f ollowing quality ' assurance

13 actions have been taken by VEPCO. These are.in addition to

O 14 Westinghouse's standard quality assurance program on nuclear

15 components ]
,

16 Audits of Westinghouse quality assurance program at

17 . Tampa n special emphasis on design interf aces between i

Wes t in, a' se-Pi tt sburgh and -Tampa.18 u

19 Shop surveillance of Westinghouse-Blairsville to

;20 monitoritube fabrication. A total of 19 trips were made to

21 observe Leddy ~ current testing, tube bending, and heat treatment

22 and to ' verify 1 proper Lmill certif icat ions.

23 We have a full-time resident vendor surveillance

2'4 engineer't'o follow the' manufacturing at Tampa. This is}{}
.u derway and we will. continue this until the unit is shipped.25 n .

:

I"
. .-
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jwb '1 To' summarize,-- we . belie ve that the quality a ssurance.

~2 program .'that Lis 'in ef f ect will provide the necessary a.ssurance

() 3- .that the Surry steam generators will be removed and replaced

4. without any' undue hazard to the health and safety of the

5 public.

6 That completes my presentation.

7 DR. ISBIN: -In your organizations that you listed,

8 I haven't s'een-any reference to'what you might call a Safety

9 and Review Audit Committee, and I assume'that the absence

10- from this discussion represents that their contribution has
1

,11 been minimal? 1

12 MR. PERKINS: No, sir. . Their absence from this

13 presentation ist - We don't look upon that as a f ormal quality ,

-()
14 a ss urance t otherwise, that doesn't come.under our. I

15 jurisdiction. We have two review committees. There is one

I6 at the station level. It reviews _the procedure here. It will

17 be reviewed by that committee.

18 We also have en of f-site review committee, which

19 is a systems operat.ing committee, which will also review each

20 of these particular procedures. But that is independent --

21 separate f rom any specific quality a ssurance activities

22 carried out by my group..

23 DR. ISBIN: Could.I inquire briefly: What was been

({} 24 thefnet' input 20 far of your Safety Review and Audit Commi.ttee?

25 MR. BAUM: As chairman of .that System Committee,

.
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Jwb- 1. Dr. I sbin, the System- Committee is - going to review -- and in

2 ' fact we have: scheduled'a full-day program presentation

[}
similar to what we are going through today, for the System3

.

4 Committee early next month'in November. !,

5 The System Committee will review it,'and approve it,

6 for;any' work that is-conducted on the steam generator repair |

7 program. LThe System Committee consistes of the manager of

8 the Power Departments, which involve the Operations,

9 Engineering, Construction, and also Quality Assurance, by
.

!

10 myself, and the Fuel Resources Department, as well.

11- DR. MARKS ^ -I_ wonder if you could say just a few

12- words to bring'the picture clearly to my mind -- and the other

I13 people probably have it, already.

14' Look at that 4-3-1 ' item on the bottom of the slide

15 there.- I picture a man with one bolt and a wrench who is
~

16 tightening it up to specifications, and then there is a space

17 for an initial by.somebody labeled?'OC." Does this mean
1

18 another man has to come and ascertain that that particular

19 tightening operation is done correctly? Or does he stand

20 beside him all the time _he is doing it and says it is done

21 right, and they are both in the radiation field? Or is he

22 off, and has to be phoned for?

'23 MR. PERKINS: It is hard to predict the individual

24 ' circumstances when:that evolution comes up.{
25 DR. MARK: This is just an example.
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jwb. I MR.'PERKIilS: It could be one of the three. It is

2 hard to predict that degree of' detail as to when this would [

(]) 3 happen. Again,.the OC man could.be.there when it is done,

~4 or af ter 'it is. completed, to verify it.

5. DR. MARKS I am after the question of whether.the-

.

6 .two men.have to stand, for en indefinite period of time,

'7 near a' bolt on a hot pipe, waiting for the QC man coming to 1

8 chec k: that the thing is done.

9. MR. PERKINS: I don't believe that would happen'.

10 MR. BAUM: The station committee that Mr. Perkins

11 mentioned reviews each part of.this construction project to

12 determine it. it constitutes an unreviewed safe ty question.

13 They pass judgment on it at the station level. That is done

O 14 well in advance before l', comes up to the system committee,

15 so that is an added review, and I think that would provide --

16 that .could be classified as ~ a quality assurance function.

17 DR. ISBIN: As long as you brought up the natter

18 again, just to comment, you called it a " Systems Review

19 Committee"?'

20 MR. BAUM: h'e have two' levels. One is the Station

21 Nuclear Saf ety Committee, and then we have a System Nuclear

22 Saf ety Comnittee in the main office in R ichmond.

23 DR. ISBIN: And this is typically the Safety Review

j{ _ 24' and Au'dit Committee ? It appears that it is coming into the

25 picture late. ;

l

| ,

i

1
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l
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jwb- 1- MR'. BAUM: No, sir. We have been apprised of all !

22 of Lthe. ' activities from the very inception. ~When -I mentioned o

;3- -ths presentation next month, that is the' final presentation _ ;

-{ )
4 that ;will bef made of the final' design and construction program

5: - that _.we are discussing here today.

- 6- DR. .ISBIN: -That helps. . !
:

7~ DR. CARBON: Thank you, Mr. Perkins.

8 MR. BAUM: We can make good.use of the next 15

9 minutes. We can go ahead and start on the technical

10 presentations with Mr. Benton, and we can take a break at

.11 10:30,-if;you want to, sir.

12 DR. CARBON: Or, we could take a break right now, if q
l

13- interrupting is.not good. !

14- MR. BAUM: Let's take one, now, and we will proceed

15 on f rom there.

16 DR. CARBON: Let's take a break until 10:30.

17 (Recess.)

18 DR. CARBON: Let's return.

19 Mr. Baum, we are a little bit ahead of time, and I

20 anticipate that it will take longer than we have allowed for

21 : the ALARA' discussions -this af ternoon. So let me just suggest

22 that-weEtry and stay ahead of time, and perhaps wind up by

- 23. 12:00 o' clock, and. adjourn f or lunch -then, so as to have a -

j 24- little' extra time ~this' afternoon.
4

'

I think John's remarks will probably25' MR'. BAUM

'
,

e e r
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jwb l' carry us right ?to around 12:00 o' clock, the way we have it

2" pl a nne d.-

Q- 3 DR. CARBON ' Right.

4 MR. BAUM: This is John Benton, the Director of
.

5 Production,-Technical Services -- of Production, Technical

6. Support, I should say,~for'VEPCO, and has done all of the

7 engineering review for this project.

8 John?

9 MR. BENTON - I am John Benton, Director of

10 Production of Technical' Support. I have dual roles. I am

.11 the Project. Engineer for the Steam Generator Replacement

12 Project, and also have responsibility for other modifications

13 at Surry during. this period of time, as f ar as the engineering

14 is. concerned.

15 They are two, combined functions. First of all,

16 there were several questions, I guess, raised during the staff

17 . presentation that I will address during.the course of my

18 presentation.

'19 As far as the ALARA discussions and those

20 considerations, we will defer, to discuss later, the question

21. of whether AVT is the cure will all be discussed later.

22 I can go into some of the EPRI prograns, 'if somebody

23: is interested. I know a little bit aoout them. There was

{]p some discussion regarding the retubing option, and' I tnink I24

125 will~ incorporate that.into this background presentation at the j

,

W
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jitb IL end,Lto expand o'n that a llttle-bit.

2 (Slide.) u"

{} 3- I- have Steve McKay here, and we hope that we can be

4 more efficient'. .He will handle the slides, and I will try to

5- proceed on.with it.

6 First of a.11, the overall goal of the Steam

7. Generator Replacement Project is to restore.the steam ,

8 generator tubes to new condition. In doing that, we are ;

9 incorporating certain design improvements in the steam j
1

10' generators, as' well as a ssociated support systems -- the

11 secondary systems, primarily.

12.- The . changes, we believe, will assure. the integrity-

13' of the' steam generators over their remaining life and the life

14 of the station. We hope that, by undertaking this project,

15 we will reestablish the reliability and availability of the

16 steam generators and the' generating unit.

17 As you know by looking at the statistics, many of

18 our outages are attributable to steam generator problems.

19- That has been reduced somewhatt however, we are still having

20 to shut down on a routine basis for inspections. If we

21 restore the generators, we believe we can certainly minimize

22 the inspections we would have to do.

23 As f ar as the reason for the action we have chosen,

24 B.D. , discussion. of the denting and thinning problems{) .

25 .experienc3d~with the steam generators, I won't go into any

,

..
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jwb I more-detail, in the interest of time. The-effects of the
~

2 degradation have been the reduction Lin tube wall thickness. I

({{ 3 reduction in tube diameter, cracking,:and one he perhaps did

4- not mention is that the support plates themselves have j
t

5 experienced problems. The plate has cracked due to the |

6 stresses that have been placed upon them. i

;

7 It-is not only a question of replacing the tubing,. -i

i
8 it is also a question of replacing the support plates ;

9 themselves. Approximately 22 percent -- actually a little bit I

i

10 less -- of the steam generator tubing is presently plugged, ;
i

J1 both because of corrective and preventive maintenance. j

12 The " corrective maintenance" iss You have a leakt

13 you plug it. The preventive maintenance has been undertaken

'

14 to help improve the reliability. and availability of the unit,

15 by trying to predict what tube will leak next, and plugging

16 that tube before the actual _ leaking has occurred.

17 That is one of the major reasons that we have such

18 a large number of tubes plugged. Of the tubes plugged, they |

19 were not all leakers. Some were on a preventive basis. The

20 plugging of:the tubes affects the thermal and hydraulic j
i

21 performances. We have not seen those effects to date, because j

22 of the design margins that we have in the steam generators. |
!

23 It does affect the safety-analysir, which we have continually '

, -[ J addressed with the staff, pr.imarily as B. D. said, in the area-24

.25 of the-LOCA analysis.

,

!
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|Jwb' 1: We Jhave = submitted several ECCS analyses .to verify

'2 the continued operation in as safe a manner as is possible

3 with the - pl uggeds tubes.' (y
4 DR.. MARK Whatunumber..or fraction of tubes pluoged

5 . would be : possible' before you would have to derate? And-how

6- -has the 22 percentage progressed from 1976 to '.77?

7 MR. BENTON: As far as the progression of the

3 denting, it has. slowed down significantly since the original

9 de te rm inations. One thing, by doing preventive plugging, you

10 don't really have the opportunity to see the overall eff ects

11 of denting,. as f ar as final leakers.

12 I don't.know the exact numbers. Perhaps Ralph, over

13 the last two or three months, can try to quantify a little bit
.

14 the number of tubes plugged, or can give you a better

15 understanding of that.- i

16' MR. SYLVIA: We have.22 percent of the tubes

17 plugged right now in each unit -- about 22 percent. Our
J

18 analysis allows us to go to 25 percent.

19 DR. MARK: A year ago, or two years ago, what
'

20 percent?
l

21 MR. SYLVIA: When we first went to our preventive4

22 program, we plugged a large number during the first
,,

|

23 inspection -- about 2- or 300 in each steam generator on each j
.

- 24 unit f :100 tubes. I's about 1 percent. So about a

- 25- y' ear-and-a-half ago, we had plugged like 15 percent, and after
,

,
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tjwb 1 we went to our first preventive program -- preventive plugging
i

2. Program -- and now each time we ' shut down for six months. for

(]) -3 inspection, which gives us.six months-of run time, we are only.-

4 plugging about-50 tubes, or one-half of 1 percent, in order to

'S get the six monthsf running time, to have a high ~ degree of

6 .ssurance that vre don't have a tube denting.

7 = DR. MARKS You would be' pushing the-25 percent

8 . within three years, extrapolating from the past action.

9 MR. SYLVIA: Yes. Plus, we also -- for

10 conservatism, we are- looking at an analys is that would allow

;11 us to go to 28.percentt 'but 25 percent is the approved

12 analysis right now.

13 DR. CARBON: A question on that.

'O 14 You may just have answered the question, because I

15 didn't hear all you said, but the 25 percent figure, is that

16 a lower, or a conservative estimate? Or would you believe

17 that if you carried out a better estimate, you might be able

18 to.go to 30 percent, or'35, or some such thing?
_

| 19 MR. SYLVIA: We feel like we could have an analysis.

20' get an analysis that would allow us to go to 30 percent. But

21 of- cot.rse what we -re doing is trading off on the peaking

22 factors. So since 28 percent gives us all of the confidence

23 'we need,:that that is.enough1 that is all we are trying for

24 right now.

snd #4 25' DR. CARBON: Thank you.

_

k

l
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jwb l' MR. BENTON: The reliability of the units have been

2 adversely a f f ected.. Of- course when you have .two leak s, it

'3- requires anLoutage to plug.- Of course we are not completely'

,

4 able to predict when -leakages will occur, so on many occasions

5 . outages occur at the times when you wouldn't want them.to-

6 ha pp e n . Usually, . Murphy's ' law comes into play in that-

7 situation.

8 .The availability of other units has been affected

9 also.- Jusc as I mentioned, the plugging of the tubes do

10 require outages. At the present, we are under certain
|

11 operating restrictions by the staf f to do certain inspections i

12 on an established f requency of every six months. These

13 outages require ,a significant amount of time during which the.

O 14 unit is unavailable.

15 . ( Glide . )

16 Before going to the conclusion, I would like to,

17 addre ss' the question that was raised as to why we are

18 replac ing rather than retubing. I think Mr. Grimes or

19 Mr. Neighbors probably hit it on the nail when they said the

20 t imeline ss of' the action is the concern.

21 We decided -- we began- looking at replacement, or

22 retubing,. or other options -- to restore the integrity of

23 generators several years ago. At that point in time, VEPCO
~

24 looked at the options available, including retubing. At-that

25 point' in time, retubing had not -received very much attention
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;jwb. 1 . byLthe venors, or"inde'ed by AEs. There had been several
,

2- studies.made'on the1 problem, looking at retubing. Based on

- ( -- 3 the 'results :of .that ' study which was done' by anotner company,-

4 it looked 'like retubing 'was - an option that would take a great )

5- deal of. time and'the exposure would be rather great.

6 Since that t.ime, other people have looked at the
,

'

.7 retubing option -- including our vendor -- and have developed

3 | automatic equipment, and other things, .in doing it. At'the

9 time we made our decision, that information was not available
,

10 to us. In fact, even today that retubing operation nas not

il been |f ully optimize'd or finalized.

12 It is important to note, too, that we should be

13 careful when we make conclusions regarding retubing and

14 replacement, in that each unit is different in many respects.

15 When;you look at the units now that are contemplating

16. replacement or retubing, there are many physical differences

17 that na'y f avor one option over the other.
~

18 So it is tnot entirely correct to look at it on a
>

.'

19. generic basis. In .our situation at Surry, we have a support

20 . system and a' physical facility for the location of the

I
21 eouipment hatch in relation to the operating deck that

!22 facilitates. replacement. It is si;npler to do it at our

23 f acility than perhaps at _another f acility.

) '
24 We looked at the tradeoff of times of retubing

L25- versus replacement.. And, based on that' study, it was

<

?.

if t-

L
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jwb l concluded -- and we normalized it to take estimates to try to

2 minimize the eff ect of individual estimates, because in making

()- 3 estimates for sonething that has never been done, you always

4 have to -%a certain assumptions. In order to hope that we

5 would come up with the best and correct answer, we normalized

6 both schedules.

7 In that normalization process in our situation at

3 Surry, we determined that the outage times f or retubing and

9 replacement were approximately equal. de also looked at the

10 cost / benefit, obviously, of replacement or retubing.

11 Replacement does require the complete reinstallation i

12 of the lower shellt whereas, by retubing you only replace

13 certain components -- primarily, the tubing and the support,_
,

''
14 plates. As B. D. pointed out in his presentation on retubing,

15 there is an element of risk involved when you retube the

16 ge ne ra to r. |
|

17 He mentioned the tubesheet -- that you don't really |
|

10 know what condition it is in. We share that concern, and |

19 that was f actored into our decision. Plus, we felt that

20 having a generator made in a shop under controlled conditions

21 minimized the risk that we would be facing, rather than trying
|

22 to retube the unit in the field.

23 All those f ac tors -- including manrem exposure --

({} 24 were taking into consideration before making our decision.

25 For our situation at Surry -- our physical situation --

.
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jwb -l- understanding the status of the development of'retubing, it

2 is the best option for VEPCO. at' Surry. . It may not be the

( 3 , best option at other f acilities.
~

4 DR. SHEWMON: I em a litt1e bit ' lost on what

5 "retubing" means. Do they cut 'out the sheet and drop it? 'Or

6 do you push all of these things through blind, af ter you have

7 drilled out the other tubes? It is a: separate point. but I

8 am completely lost as to what'really would be involved.

9= MR. BENTON: -There is a site of a steam generator.

10 Number one, you must remember we use the' term "retubing"

11 loosely. Each person has its own retubing method -- each

12- vendor -- and some vendors don't have retubing alternatives.

13 '(Slide. ) -
O

14 Withithe Westinghouse Stecm Generator, I have
.

15 prima-11y looked at the Westinghouse technique. I have looked !
l

16 at other vendors' techniques. In the case -- and there are j
!

17 some Westinghouse . representatives here, if they-would like to H

18 expand upon this --

19 DR. SHEWMON: They will tell me more than'I want to

20 know about it,- I suspect. Go ahead.
-

21 -MR. SENTON - In the retubing program, you basically

22 cut off;the top of the generator just as you do in

23 . replacement. You then go in, either by remote, automatic i

()' 24 equipment, or manual techniques -- and that is dependent upon

25 who is.doing11t -- and you actually cut out all of the tubing,

I
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~ he. items in red. You actually cut out the tubing. .And ;jwb 'l- t
I

2 there are various techniques -- mechanical -- but. anyhow, you-

(]) |3 get rid of that. -You remove the support plates themselves and

4 their attachments to. the wrapper, and in some schemes you

5 actually replace the. wrapper,- and-in other schemes you do not.

6 'You retain -- you do not cut the reactor coolant

7 pipe. .Yau retain the tubesheet ' intact. -Once all the . tubes

8 and ~ support plates are r' moved. you are able to gain access-e
.

9 to the tubesheet from both the pr.imary and secondary sides.

10 The' stubs of the tubes are drilled out, refurbished, reamed,

11 whatever, to restore it to its good condition tnat is suitable-

12 for retubing.

13 DR. SHEWMON - ' Do you drop of f that cap on the
~

()
14 bottom (Indicating)?.

15 MR. BENTON: No..this remains in place.

16 DR. SHEWMON: So the dri.111ng and work in there is

17 from .that confined' radioactive space that you have? '

18 MR. BENTON: .Yes. :

19 DR. SHEWMON: I have all the answers I care - to have. I

~20 MR. BENTON: Af ter evaluating those items, we have
a

21- elected to replace the tube in the steam generators.

22 In' conclusion, the replacement of the steam i
l

23 1 generators at Surry.is required.. based on our. cost / benefit j

()~ 12 4 analysis. IFrom the point of view of reliability and-

25 availability, we' have concluded that the repair _ activities

i
l

. _- . _ , . _ _
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jwb 1 . would not. affect the saf ety and health of the general public

2 and would have.a negligible effect on the environment.

( )' 3' DR. MOELLER: Back on Dr.-Shewmon's questions,

4 weren't we told. earlier this morning that retubing would
|~

l

5 result in' less manrem of' dose than replacement? And on the.

6 bas is of your . description 'right now, it sounds like it would

7 result in a. lot more dose.

8 MR. BENT 0;is I believe that statement was cade

9 .previously. I .would have to classify that statement as a

to technical opinion. As you know, neither of the things we

11 have been ' talking about have ever been done -- the retubing,

12 or replacement. It depends on your perspective from.which

13 you are looking at the problem -- whether you are buying, or

.O
14 selling, in many cases.

15 We have evaluated .what we think to be the conditions

16 and we feel that we have done a reasonable job, by going back

17 and_looking at the data available to us in our station, to

18 estimate exposures.

l11 9 We have looked at the schedulet the reauirementsi

20 the people required to do the jobl and we looked at the time

: 21. .it takes.to do those jobs. .As I said, it is interesting to

22' note that, ifEyou'look at retubing and replacement, and you

23_ start--comparing the activities, many of the activities are the

(} 24 same.-

25' One of the primary differences in retubing and

; 1

! l
- - . -1
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jwb 1 replacement is that you do not cut the reactor coolant pipe in

2 most retubing schemes, where you do in replecenent-

|([j 3 Other than that, what the tradeoff on retubing is 4

4 that you have to go in and gut the entire steam generator.

5 There are tradeoffs. The rest of the activities, for the most

6 part, are comparable. ,

1

7 DR. MOELLER: Let me ask the staff. i

|
8 If I understood them correctly this morning, that

|

9 retubing would result in le ss collect ive dose? |
|

10 MR. BADRETT I didn't hear the earlier staf f

11 comment on it, b'It let me tell you what we do know about it. |

12 We have listened to the presentations by i

1

13 Westinghouse on the retubing concept. They are saying that |

\'j ,

14 we are talking somewhere like 4 to 5 -- 3- to 500 manrems to

15 retube a 3-unit station for their area that they are going

16 to do, which does not include mar.y of the jobs that the

17 licensee would have to do -- area cleanup, and this type of

13 thing.

19 One of the things that we are concerned about is

20 if all goes well, all of the automatic machinery works as it

21, is supposed to, there could be a dose savings. However, there

22 is always an area of uncertainty. W ill it all go as planned?

23 We have not had a formal subnittal from Westinghouse to look

({} 24 at. I understand we are going to get a topical report in the

25 next couple of months, but it is not clear in our mind that
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jwb l' there is ~ any great savings, until we look at all of the

2 factors together.

h 3- DR. CARBON: Go ahead.

4 .DR. LIAW: Dr._Moeller, let me make sone comment on

5 your remark. This morning when I said "retubing," my correct

6 statement was " proper training of personnel txt perform the

7 work mayL be able to reduce the occupational exposure." I also

8 said it was conceptually viable. I did not precisely say that

9 retubing would result in a savings of the manrem exposure.
,

10 DR. SHEWMON: Before you leave this topic, I would

11 like to know -- I had not heard about the tubesheet cracking.

{ 12 I would like Lta) know a little bit about what you have learned
..

|O 13 on that. If you will cover it.later, we can do it there. If

; 14 you don't, I wish you would comment on it b,riefly now.
:

15 MR. BENTON: To obtain the tube support plate?

16 DR. SHEWMON: I had understood tubesheet. If you
i

i 17 say " support plate," then that is something I have heard

2 18 -about.

' 19 MR.'BENTON: We have not been able to get to the

20 secondary side very well with the tubes installed. .ie do
~

21 know, at Surry and other facilities, there is a hard,*

22 _ tenacious substance on that tubesheet. We do not really Know.

23 what is under that. - We" don't know if there are cracks. We

. '24 just don't know. It is a risk, as I said before. In some
.

,25 units, that.is-not as tenacious. It is a sludge, but it is
,

+

.* { '

,

&

M
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jwb 1 .possibleithere are some' cracks, or.there may not be.-

2: DR. SHEWMON:: I thought you had been able to study

3 'then, and characterize them,,and that would have been news. |

({)'
4 Thanks..

S' MR._ETHERINGTON: This, of course, is not in your

6 bailiwick, b'ut do you know'if there is any intention to? do,

7- some postmortem' work on' the removed reactor -- on the removed

8 steam' generator?

9
'

sMR. BENTON: I'on't know if I am at completed

10 liberty to tell.you the details, but let me tell you what I

.11 think I can tell you.'

|
12 ile have had discussions with . individuals, and it is 1

13 basically the NRC staff,'as part of Battelle Pacific Northwest

O 14 Laboratories, and they hope that they will be able to ship

15 one of their generators -- one of our generators, which will'

>

16 be one of theirs shortly -- to one of their DOE f acilities,

17 and to do an autopsy. Right now, we have made a commitment'

18 to them that a generator is available.

19 'It is a matter now, as I understand it, to work out

20 'the. details of' getting generators from Point A to Point B.

i
21- I understand the funding has been established. I don't know

22 much more about that, as f ar_ as tr.e of ficial status is

23 concerned.

24' MR.'ETHERINGTON - You answered it 'very f ully. Thank

'e 25 you.

L

._ . _ . . ._.._. _
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'jwb i DR.JCARBON: Go ahead, Mr. Benton.
|

2 MR. BENTON: Moving on to the next agenda item, it

() 3 is to discuss the design improvement of the generators, as

4 well as:other proposed modifications and the significance of
1

5 these modifications. !

6 'There is a parenthetical phrase, " discuss each in .

7 detail." To discuss many of them in detail would take much

3 longer than we really want to. B. D. covered many of them

9 this morning, so I will go through what I have.

10 If you find it is in too much detail, please.
,

11 respond and I will kind of skip over it. I have more or le.ss
;

12 categorized our improvements into three basic areas.

13 :Those areas are: Design improvements to prevent and

.o '14 inhibit corrosion, which is our current. problemt design

15 : refinements to improve performances and design changes to

16' . improve naintainability and reliability. I will go through

17 these . ve ry quic kly.

18 .The major one of concern, I am sure, to you is the

19 improvements to prevent and inhibit corrosion. We had

20 .several: major-goals in looking at those types of changes, and

21 one was to minimize regions of low velocity to' avoid sludge
~

22 formation. cThe second was to make an appropriate selection

23 of material whereby we could perhaps avoid problems that we

|(]) 24. have 'been experiencing to date.-

25 The first improvement that has been made in the

,.

, , . . ~ .- ~~.-
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jwb !! . generator is the replacement generators do have an'incraased

2 c.irculation ratio. Suffice it to say that this increase

(} 3 changes a number of parameters in a favorable direction, such

4 as the lateral velocity, steam quality, and the ~ number of

5 tubes that are exposed to sludge.

6 The low steam quality in the bundle reduces the

7: local steam blanketing which would allow concentrating effects

8 to occur. It reduces the potential for concentration of
P

9 impurities by high, sweeping velocities. The exit velocity

10 coming f rom the wrapper up through the low distribution

.11 baffle .again sweeps the tubesheets and keeps any impurities

12 in motion, and they are preferentially deposited at the

13 location where there is a blowdown which I will discuss a

O 14 little bit later.

15 DR. SHEWMON: The good news you have given. The
.

16 bad news, or the reason people haven't done this before, is

17 that lower quality steam means perha.as more problems in your

18 turbine, and it is a little bit less e fficient steam

19 -generator?

20 MR. BENTON: As f ar as its overall modification, we

21 will be making changes to the primary separation equipment.

22 We presently have-three large whirl vanes which you see on

23 thic slide. Perhaps I have a slide of that -- I don't think

24- it.is in this sequence. It'is near the end, and I won't go(])
25 through it, but the.new ones will have .16 of these whirl vane

. -
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jwb 1 ~ assemblies, and the ~1 dea is to improve the performance. That

2 is not the. extrapolation, really. The newer whirl vane

.

assemblies have been used in .the Westinghouse units, and seem3

4- to work very well,-but I gue ss the real ' proof of . the . pudding

5 is- that several years ago we actually made some applications

6 to our generators in the field, as part of a field

7 modification program that VEPCO and most other Westinghouse

8 : utilities have undertaken, to increase this recirc ratio.

9 And right now, in the operating condition today,.

10- that recirc ratio is approximately-what it.will be in the new

J1 generators. Based on that experience, we have done testing

12 ackfressing your concern that shows that we are able to

13 maintain the steam quality that we desire -- 97.5. The motion

'

14 carryover has been less than' .25.

'15 We have every reason to believe that the new
,

16 generators will not change that f act.

.17 DR. ISBINt- The basis for the lower steam quality1

18 had to do with flow regimes, and some of this material I guess

19 is - pro pr le tary?
,

20 MR. BENTON: Yes. The basic item that gives you

' n introducing the f eedwater into the21 that result is that: i

22 generator, it is.an asymmetric introduction of the feedwater

23 'on the hot-cold' leg sides. The exac c fraction is proprietary

O 24 but it. .is preferential on the hot-leg s'ide, which results in
.

25 the' lower steam problem.

1

._ _ ,
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.j wb 1 DR.'ISBIN: When you refer to all of this, is this

2 ,a ' Joint project between your Company and Westinghouse? Or is

() 3 ' this all Westinghouse work?

4- MR. BENTON: A joint project to do what?

5 DR. ISBIN: The improvements that we are beginning

6 to go through. 1

7 MR. BENTON: The improvements. are primarily the work

8 of Westinghouse, to manufacture and design the steam

9- generator. We have reviewed their work, and in many cases in

10 great detail,~and we concur in their results.

11- So much of the background information, the details, j

12 is the Westinghouse work that has been performed.

13 DR. ISBIN: One minor points When you say that you

14 review it, you. have technical staff f amiliar with the problems

15 of this' nature, knowledgeable in two-phase flow, who have

16 actually reviewed it? Or.do you do this through other

17 consultants? Or is it in-house? Or what?

18 MR. BENTON: .Two methods. There is assigned to |

19 the Tampa facility a full-time engineer responding to me to
4

20 =1ook at .many of the mechanical aspects, that type of: thing.

21 As f ar as. the more theoretical -aspects which you addressed,

22 no,.we don't have all of the expertise we need in-house. We

23 have used. consultants in this area to look at the work of

l(]) 24 Westinghouse, and have actually visited their f acilities at-

25 Forrest Hill, Pittsburg, Blairsville, to verify the results.

!

- . . .- , ..
_ __- -. - - ._ . - .-.
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jwb- 1- -These' consultants are known companies: Battelle

2 -Columbus. would .be_' one s and there are others that we have used.

() 3 We have not' independently assessed this with- our own

- We have used.the resources of those individualsJ
4 _. resources.

5 that:we think are' reallp. qualified to.do a review.
1

6 MR. ETHERINGTON: Is there'any exchange of view '

7 between.you and Florida Power'& Light, either direct 19 or

8 through your contractors?

9 MR. BENTON: Yes. At the-outset of the

10 identification of the problems we have with steam generators,

.11 as Mr. Stallings- indicated, four of the utilities got toge ther

12 in a users group.. In addition to that, as far as replacement

13 or tubing activities, I have maintained pretty close contact-

.O'

14 with no+ only Florida, but other utilities.

15 I would say there has been an exce.11ent exchange of

16 -information in that area. We have some Florida folks ir the

17 audience, and I .think that they 'would confirm that.

18 DR. ISBIN: One more question.
|

19 Does' the staff independently review some of these ;

d
20 research resultss on improvements f rom the standpoint of the

'

21 models which are being developed--- flow regimes, conditions
,

22 under-which you want -- prefer to operate?

23~
'

' DR. LIAW: Yes.. Most of the review work in this

({) 24' ' area 1was done.in the Division of Systems Safety. The Division

25, of,0perating Reactors basically concentrated on the problems I

l

i
I

i i

,-en .-e w--
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Jwb I and'the mechanism to cause the problems, and how to deal with

~2 it, soLth'at a plant can be operated in a safe manner.

()) 3' DR. ISBIN: Again who did the review for the staff?

'4' DR. LIAW2' Division of Systems Saf ety under ~NRR.

5' DR. ISBIN: Is this the Research Safety? It is not

6 Licensing? Are you talking about Licensing?
~

end #5 -7 :MR. NE10HBORS: .Yes.

8

9
1

10'
|

'
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1 MR. BENTON: The second item is the incorporation of
j.

2 flow distribution baffle about 18 inches above the tubesheet.
,
~

3 The purpose of this,:-- Steve has put up a slide real quickly for

* )- 4 those that I am familiar with -- it is a doughnut-shaped plate'

i
!.

; 5 that essentially directs the flow toward the center of the.

6 bundle to equalize somewhat the velocities across the. tube ,

1

7 sheets and to allow any potential sludge caused by contaminants |
l

8 to be deposited in the center of that doughnut, because or the

9 change in the direction across the tubesheets going up through

10 the bundles.-- that is, the location of the blowdown connections;
4

11 and in the event sludge is deposited, those blowdown connections |

; 12 would be able to remove essentially all of the deposits.

() 13 (Slide.) l
a

14 MR. BENTON: That baffle is 405 stainless steel, just
i

13 as the support plates.

16 DR. ISB1N: What was the purpose of these rectangular j

;

17 holes in some of the baffles -- the ones that have distorted?

18 DR. SHEWMON: Quatrefoil, I think, is the word. . i

1

19 DR. ISBIN: Not for the tube supports, the flow slots. I

20 MR. BENTON: -I guess that is a Westinghouse design. I

1

21 can't answer the question. I have a gentleman from Westinghouse
.

22 'that is familiar with the design.

C:)-

23 Can you address that question? Why are there flow

24 slots in the tube support plate?
|

,

; Am.Fwerei nemrters, ine.

)25 MR. WILSON: I am with Westinghouse.
The flow slots -! I

l

L

- ., ,
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1 the.way these things evolve there can be a variety of reasons,

2 depending on which design group you are talking to, but, primar-

|3 ily, their function is to. increase into increase the zirc ratio,

( 4 to decrease support _ plate resistance to flow through the bundle,

5 MR. BENTON: The next improvement is, as I addressed

6 before, the internal blowdown design; the' blowdown intake has

7 been located where the maximum, sludge would occur. As I said,

8 that is in the center of the forward distribution baffle. There ]

9 are two 2-inch inconel pipes that serve as the blowdown connec-

10 tions. I
,

l
11 The-blo,wdown capability itself is, I think -- that is

12 an error. It is actually seven. However, our external system,

({} 13 blowdown processing system, is 1 percent of feedwater flow.

14 What that says is 'that~in the . event it is necessary for whatever ~)

15 reason- to increase the blowdown we have the capability to do so

16 merely by changing our external system, piping systems, heat

17 exchangers.

18 of course, as'you know, in AVT, the blowdown is the

19 only method you essentially have to control water chemistry, by

20 removing the impurities which may collect.

21 The next item, discussed briefly by B.D. is the tube

22 expansion'and the tube _ sheet. Our current generators have onlyps
V

23 Partial expansion. The new generators -- the tube will be

24 hydraulically _ expanded-to the tube sheet, which will eliminate
Ace Fedtral Reporters, Inc.

25 any crevice, which will in turn minimize the potential for

|

._
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1 crevice corrosion, as well as preventing the deposition of any

2 material within the gap.

3 (Slide.)
.

N 4 MR. BENTON: As an aside, the hydraulic expansion

5 process'itself does' reduce the residual stresses over the

6 current mechanical techniques, and the new generators that are

7 being built the used -- the hydraulic expansion technique.
1

'
8 One of the major improvements is the use of thermally-

9 treated inconel 600 tubing. This tubing has been specially heat

10 treated-to improve the resistance to stress corrosion by basical-

11 ly modifying the metallurigical structure of the tubing material.

12 The process is basically proprietary to Westinghouse. There is

/~\ 13 a very detailed discussion in the submittal that has been given
\-)'

14 to those people who have proprietary versions, that discusses
.

15 it.

16 Basically, the thermal process optimizes the grain

i

17 boundary to precipitate morphology -- enhances the resistance to

:

18 stress corrosion. It increases the' margin with respect to stress

19 corrosion as well as intergranular attack. A gr' eat many tests

20 have.been conducted by' Westinghouse to verify the use of thermall

21 ly treated inconel 600 tubing'.

22 As I mentioned before, we use consultants to look at

.

23 certain' items. In this particular case, a consultant was hired

24- to review the work that had been performed by Westinghouse in ,

j Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

- 25 this, area, and the consultant concurred that the use of
a

4

' '
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1 thermally-treated tubing is an appropriate improvement over the-

2 former tubing that we were using.

3 DR. ISBIN: When you say verified by tests, is it

( 4 necessary to have an operating test of some relatively large

5 scale, which might operate for many, many, many hours a year or

6 807

7 11 MR. BENTON: Certainly, that would be the very best

8 test one could have. Of course, it~is not always possible to

9 take the time and those number of years to do the test. .There

10 have been a number of abbreviated tests, accelerated tests,

11 using autoclaves, with similar environments, that have simulat- .

12 ed the conditions which will be expected in this new generator.

13 It is those tests I am referring to, and the results of those(])
'

la tests show that, indeed, the improvements that I have identifi- i

|

13 ed here are real. |

16 DR. ISBIN: Is-there any mock-up of a steam generator

|

17 of this generation which is being tested? |
|
|

18 MR. BENTON: When you say mock-up, I don't believe '

19 that there is a full-scale mock-up.

20 DR._ ISBIN: Scaled?

21 MR. BENTON: There are tests currently underway, and

22 they are Westinghouse tests that are in progress now, using

O
23 -mock-ups;=and they are currently on-going.

24 The next item is stress relief of the U-bends. The
- Aes Fdual Reporters, Inc,

25 highest _ residual' stresses that we have in the U-bends, of course.,
I

I
,

e c
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1 occur in the. smallest radius tubes. As you may recall, we did

'2 have r experience at Surry, where there was a crack at this

3 location, in-the' innermost tubes. And,-in order to minimize

O '4 these residual' stresses in these new generators, we are scratch
~

5 stress-relieving after bending'the first eight rows of tubing.

6 .I must say, on the thermal treatment identified in

7 _ Item 5, that is done in the straight length of tubing, the !

8 th~ermal -- the stress' relieving is done after the tubes are :

|
|9 bent

10 obviously, the reason we are stress-relieving the,

11 U-bends is to reduce the residual stresses to serve the low

12 levels. When you get out to about the eighth the row, the )
(); 13 stresses, because of.the smallest radius tubes, just drop off,-

14 essentially, to not zero, but certainly small levels.

15 The next improvement'that we are making is the offset

16 feedwater distribution. That, essentially, is directed to

17 redirecting most of.the feedwater flow to the hot leg side of

18 the tube bundle.
4

19 (Slide.)

20 MR.-BENTON:- This, essentially, reduces the steam

21 quality.in the hot leg and' increases in the' cold leg, which pro-

f-c '22 ;vides-somewhat of a normal, or equal, distribution. It, in

-Q o

23 addition' shifts the point of the highest quality, which is.the

24 region where.you would potentially get chemical concentration i

' Ace Fedits4 Reporters, Inc,
7

25 .of-sludge' deposition to'the center of the' tube bundle, where the
.
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1 blowdown system that I previously described.is able to remove
1

2 it.

3 The next improvement is the support plate material

O
4 itself. As B.D. addressed, the denting is the major problem that

5 has caused us to replace the steam generators. I won't go into !
l

6 the details of denting, but, essentially, the denting'is caused I
l

7 by the corrosion of'the carbon steel. As a result of that j
1

. . |

8 corrosion, the volumetric increase of the corrosion product is >

)
9 more.than the volume of the parent ~ material. Hence, the denting '

i

10 occurs. ;

11 With the 405 stainless steel, even if-there was

12 corrosion, tests have shown that there is no volumetric increase

() 13 over that of the parent material of the corrosion product.- -

14 MR. ETHERINGTON: I have seen that statement many;

15 times. I just can't understand it. Can you elaborate why there

16 is no increase in volume when you convert 405 to its oxides?

.17 .MR. BENTON: I am not qualified to answer the question

18 in great detail. What I would like to say is that the tests that

19 have been performed have characterized the type of corrosion.

20 It is not a tenacious type of corrosion that has'been experienc-

21 ed . - I believe it is more flaky. I believe in quantifying the

- 22 results of those tests.

23 It is quite simply that the volume has been less of
_

24 the L corrosion product than the parent material..

; Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. ETHERINGTON: You must mean the retained volume,
,

i
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L1 because the oxide --

2 MR. BENTON: Yes.

3 MR. ETHERINGTON: Actually, if you figure the densi-
A
kJ 4 ties of.the oxide, you will find it is almost exactly the same

5 as a -- it is a factor of two in the value of,the oxide compared

6 with the value of the base metal, both carbon steel and 405.

7 So the statement that there is-less corrosion product is a lit-

8 tle misleading, I think.

9 MR. BENTON: Yes, maybe it does --

10 MR. ET5CERINGTON * It doesn't collect that'perhaps.

11 DR. SHEWMON: The whole thing is rather flaky one

12 could say.

() 13 MR. ETHERINGTON: But it is flaky, and it stays there.

14 You still have it.

15 _MR. BENTON: As far as the change in volume, the |

16 information'that is available to us shows there is not a signif-
-

17 icant' increase.- But let's not argue whether or not the increase .

l

18 is that great or not. The other features that I hope to

19 address will show that it is removed. i

|

20 MR. ETilERINGTON : You raised the question, but I |
,l

21 think if an observation contravenes, accepted laws of chemis- |
1

22 try and physics', one has to question the question the valid- i

I
23 ity of it.

24 .MR. BENTON: In this context, the volumetric increase ,
'- Ace Federal Reporters, Inc,

25 that remains perhaps --

1

1

.. |
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'l MR. ETHERINGTON: It remains a factor of 2.~ I. agree

2 that that is not important if.you don't get corrosion, and it

3 is not.important if you can' prove that it doesn't stay-there.

~

4 But perhaps the best thing is to.say that we-are not relying

5 on this factor of 2 to any degree at all.

6 MR. BENTON: I plan to say that'in more detail. That

7 'is true. The 405 stainless steel material itself is code-

8 approved. It'has:other properties that I won't go through.

9 They aren't beneficial in its application, I should point out;

10 and I believe the question was raised this morning -- the new

.11 support plates and 1-1/8-inch thick, versus the 3/4-inch carbon

12 steel plates. This thickness is due to structural reasons 1

({) 13 because of the change from flow holes to the project flow

14 design.

15 The next item improvement that we have incorporated

16 is the quatrefoil tube hole design, which is the four support

17 lens and four flow lobes. B.D. has already shown a slide of

18 that, I believe. I don't think it is necessary, unless you ;

. - 19 would like ' tx) go into~this.

20 .This quatrefoil tube has a lower pressure drop, the

21 action; since the flow slot is in intimate contact with the

I
, 22 tube, it limits the stem formation and does not allow chemical

23 concentrations at the' tube to the tube sheet support plate

24 intersections, which has_been one of the problems that we have
-

-

. Ace Federci Reporters, Inc.

25 had with the current generation of generators. This does

. - . .
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1 eliminate the need for the flow holes. 88

2 The next category of improvements are design improve-

3 ments to improve the actual performance of the units. We have

-( ) already-incorporated a mechanical modification. program in the .4

5 generators at Surry, as well'as at many other Westinghouse
j

6 facilities.- .I won't go through all of those,;but, basically,

7 they have been shown to be effective in doing what they were

8 designed to do. f

9 DR. CARBON: . .Let me say just a word on what improved ;

10 performance you received from those mechanical modifications.

11 What kinds of performance are you referring to?

12 MR. BENTON: In this instance, every one of those

13 modifications improves the performance, as related to moisture i

{~}-
* 14 carryover, which.goes back to a previous question. When we

.

|

15 initially started up the units, we found, indeed, there was a

16 moisture carryover problem. We did not meet the specification.

17 As a result of that, we left out possible modifica-

18 tions that would correct the situation. And these are, in fact,

19 .those modifications; and they will be incorporated in the new

20 units.

21 DR.. CARBON: Thank you.

22 (Slide.)

kh
23 3dR . BENTON: The second item listed there is that on

24 .the new. generators there will be a recessed tube to tube sheet"

bea Federet hoorters, Inc.

25 weld. As some.of you may know, the tubes on the existing steam
|-

L
L
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1 generator' protrude from the tube' sheet., In the new generators

2 these: tubes will be recessed in_the tube sheet and widened at

3 .the top.

O
4 The net effect of this is to, one, reduce the entrance

5 losses and lower the pressure drop going into the tube sheet,'as

6 well as eliminating cruditrap around the studs that stick out

7 on existing generators'.

8 DR. SHEWMON: The weld you are talking about'is on

9 .the primary side. Would you comment on what is done within the

10 tube-sheet? Is it expanded? Is it left there, or what?

11 MR. BENTON: No. It goes back to the hydraulic

12 expansion that I rentioned~ earlier. Once the tube is put into
1

() 13 the generator and welded, it is hydraulically expanded by a

14 mandrel going into the tube that expands the tube wall against |
|

15 the: wall of the tube sheet to eliminate any crevice.

16 MR. ETHERINGTON: Did you say hydraulically? Or

17 mandrel? Are-they rolled in?

18. MR. BENTON: It is a hydraulic process. !

19 (Slide.)

20 DR. ISBIN:: Do these new steam generators --Lat least-

21 -the tube portions -- undergo any hydraulic testing, pressure

O--
22 drop-testing, or other. tests? Or.are all of these calculations?

-23 = MR. BENTON: IX) you'know the answer to that -- whether

24 we have_ proved these by tests, or if it is by calculation?
: Aes.Fedtral Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. WILSON: The pressure ~ drop in the_ picture in the..

,
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1 picture that you showed flows through a simple tube like that.

2 There are extensive tests in the literature of that kind. But,

3 primarily, the difference in design here was a protruding tube

(')
is 4 that he didn't show a picture of that protruded about half an

5 inch out.
/

6 What we have done basically is crop that off and put

7 a smooth weld there so it has a larger. radius. Basically, there

8 a pressure drop improvement in each individual tube. I think

9 the number was about a psi.

10 DR. ISDIN: So, the answer is this is by calculation.

Il MR. WILSON: Well --...

12 DR. ISBIN: Specifically, what you said you are not

*

(''N 13 testing this particular calculation?
%)

,

1

14 MR. WILSON: The one psi is a calculation. We are...

15 talking about just water through this geometry.
|
!

16 MR. BENTON: The next item -- improvements incorporat-

17 ed -- is a tube lane blocking device. This is nothing more than

m
18 an attempt to channel the feed water so it does not bypass any ,

us |

19 tubes which would allow dry-out or potential concentration.
|

20 Essentially, it is nothing more than installing plates in the

21 tube lane to redirect the flow.

22 The next item is the moisture separator improvements,
|n-lO r -[,v

23 which I alluded to earlier.. Thernet increase of the zirc ratio...
%/

24 over the originally designed steam generators is being accounted
Ac Fed:rel Reporters, Inc.

25 for by replacing the three large swirl veins, which you see on
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1 the slide, with smaller separators, the primary separators, 16,

2 in number.

3 As I said before- this configuration has been used,

-(G- 4 successfully. We do plan-to use the secondary separators or,f

5 the misters in the new generators after we do whatever inspec-

6 tion is necessary|to restore them to their original condition.

7 These modifications'will assure that we will satisfy our moist-

8 ure carryover requirements of~2.5~ percent or less.

9 The next category of improvements are those improve- |

10 ments aimed at improving.the. maintainability and reliability of

11 the units. Essentially, these are physical changes. The first- !

12 one is we are adding additional access parts and the tube sheet

13 above the flow distribution baffle, which will enable us to
)

14 inspect tube sheets as well as to facilitate sludge lancing

15 should it become necessary in the future, nothing more than

16 putting more holes in the shell of the generator, q

17 The second item is we are adding a wet layup system,

18 which is an external system to the steam generator, which, of.

19 course, requires some connections being made to the generator. |

20 . We are putting 2-inch' nozzles in the shell.- The external sys-...

1

21 tem will allow the contents of the steam generator to be cir- )

22 .culated during periods of time when the unit is shut down and
% 1

-

23 Lthe steam generator is in wet layup. j

-24 The system will allow us to maintain appropriate
.

ceFMerel Rmorters, lm,

25 chemistry during that layup. It also has the flexibility to

4 mm
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1 shift the contents of one steam generator to another, which, as

2 a practical matter, enables us not to have to process waste.

3 Some of the water, if we have to drain it from the generators,

O 4 we merely put it in another generator.

| 5 DR. SHEWMON: Will that allow you to do dierations?
|

6 Or to what aim do you want to control chemistry?
|

7 MR. BENTON: To maintain the concentrations of our

8 layup chemicals at their proper levels to prevent stratifica-
|

9 tions. In addition to this, we ht e nitrogen-blanketing sys-

.) tem, which will inert the atmospha,o also.

11 The next item is on the bottom of the channel head.

12 We will be justalling a primary shell drain. This is nothing

(])
*

13 more than a connection at the bottom of that channel head that

14 allows you to remove any remaining water that may occur after

15 you drain the channel head and have to go in there to do
2

16 inspections required by Reg Caide 1.83 and Section 11 of the
,

!7 Code. It merely is a convenience item to enable us to get rid
'

2
'

18 of that water. .t will be connected to our station draining

/
19 rystem and be processed accordingly.

20 The channel head is also equipped with the primary

21 nozzle closure rings. These are nothing more than plates
,

22 that are installed over the inlet and outlet of the reactor

23 coolant nozzles, which allow the ste Jenerator to be essen-

24 tially isolated from the rest of the reactor coolant system.
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 The feedring modifications will be made, and we are

.

I
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1 making: maj or - modifications . We are doing -- at this' point in
9

2 . time,0what we'are doing is will'be welding the' feed nozzle to
'

.

~3 the feedring. At the present t'ime, we.have'a thermal sleeve.

. 4. ' connecting the feedring and. feed. nozzle.

5 This arrangement does allow some amount of water to

-6 drain from the nozzle. We are welding it because it will mini- ;

.7 mize -- establishing those conditions which may be conducive

8 to. water hammer.

9 In addition, we are adding J-tuben -- I shouldn't say

10 " adding," because we have. modified our current steam generators

11 with J-tubes, but the new' steam generators will have J-tubas in.

.12 the feedringfto assure that they will not drain'when the water
|

(]) 13 level-' drops.-

14 Here, again, the purpose of that is to reduce the

15 potential for water hammer
.1

1<

16 DR. SHEWMON: Amongst the slides, do you have one that |
|

' shows-that'J-tube arrangement? Or feedring? |

MR. BENTCN: Yes, I do.

|
- (Pause.)-

'

|

. -('Y
' 22

'

Is/
'

23<-

'24

. A>FWwd Rgerpts; inc.
25

|
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tJ7-8 mtejl .;.MR. BENTON: This is a slide of .the 16 moisture
.

.

'

2 separators'.which are identified. This is the feed ring in

3- orange.here. This is'a schematic arrangement of the nozzles.
/~N .
A~l .4 The nozzles, as I mentioned, because of the preferential

5 distribution of the feedwater, will not' be spaced equally.

6 They will be asymmetrically spaced.

7 Essentially,.this is what the feedring looks like. It

8 .is in between the primary' separators.

9 4HL . ETHERINGTON: Does welding of ' the feedwater ring

10 - nozzle expose' the ring to thermal expansion stresses?-

11 MR. BENTON: The stresses imposed by that. welding
~

12 process have been. evaluated and found to be acceptable.

({{ 13 MR. ETHERINGTON: I didn't mean by the welding. I
;

14 meant.in the ring'itself, due co changes in thermal expansion.

15 MR. BENTON: 'Yes, that has been evaluated and found

16 thatL it has a negligible effect.

17 MJR . ETHERINGTON: A question that is of interest to
,

18 meLonly.- I think 'it ' s a good idea to avoid the possible-i

19 or.ainage;of that. point. But has that been considered a major
,

20 ractor in the fe'edwater' ring hammer?s

' 21. MR.- BENTON: Some time ago we did a complete analysis |
'

i,i

1

22 of Lthe feedwater hammer potential', which has' been evaluated by R1
'(~%

'd ,
23 the staff'on afgeneric basis. And we have found that anything

24 which ' allows the sfeedring _ to. be drained has some contributoryo
sir.certi neporters inc. ,

25 effectctoward water hammer.- ]

t

I

.
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'
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.) MR. ETHERINGTON: Was that a big contribution' compared i
)

2 to . the drainage of the holes themselves?
:

3 MR. BENTON: No - Before the holes on the feedring
j !.

'( l 4 were on the-lower side, so the primary drainage came from

-5 draining through'.the hole rather than the thermal sleeve.. That

6 contributed a Very small part. |

!
7 MR. ETHERINGTON: All,right.

:-

8 MR. BENTON: The next is a convenience item that we

9 are incorporating.in the new steam generators. We are. marking

10 the steam generator tubes on the primary side of the tube {
11. sheet. The tubes will be marked, of course, in accordance with

12 an established. grid system. The marks themselves are being j
!

13 applied'by low-stress stamps.-{ }
14 The marking of the tubes will facilitate the identifi-

i

15 cation of the tubes for plugging or in-service inspections that

16 must be performe,d routinely.- It.will also, in the event the

17 equipment is fully developed, allow remote TV cameras.and such

18 to identify tubes without actually entering the generator. The

19 . net' result of this 'is that it minimizes the time it takes to l

u
20 identify tt)* , and hence reduces radiation exposure.

21 The next item is, we are. replacing the' insulation on

4. 22 the. exterior of the generator. The new insulation will be of

.h ~
23 the. reflective type, which is easily removable to facilitate |

24 in-service' inspection.. Another convenience item to save time. i
SFueral Reporten, inc. I

| 25 .Briefly, the -f acility modification | that we will beg,

i

D ,

u- .|
4
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making external to the steam generator to enhance steam
)

generator performance is, we are presently installing a full-
2

fl w demineralization system. The basic purpose of this
3

system is to remove cont '.minants from the feedwater to keep
4

them out of the generator.
5

The second item, which has been discussed somewhat
6

this morning earlier, we are refurbishing our main. condensers.
7

e unen y -- e unen ng in the condenser is copper-
8

nickel 90-10. We are. removing all of that and replacing it
9

i
with titanium tubing. We are removing the existing muntz metal 1

10

and replacing it with aluminum-bronze, and we are replacing
11

all f the support plates with new support plates, and that is
12

to reduce the spacing between support plates, necessitated/N 13O
because of the use of titanium thinner tubings, to preventj,

vibration problems.
15

MR. ETHERINGTON: Any feeling that this is gilding
16

the lilly, putting in AVT and the solid treatment?
j7

MR. BENTON: I don't think so personally. I think it
18

is a wise move.. I think in our earlier discussions B.D. '
j9

mentioned that it has been shown that the chlorides that could20

get into the secondary side play a very important part in
21 _

what are the . problems that we have experienced to date. This
22

n
is ain.ed at eliminating the ingress of those chlorides into

23

24 the system.

St:v F:ceril Fleporters, Inc,
The 6,.mineralizer itself will help remove those25

|
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1 . impurities that are inherent'in a system, corrosion products j

1

2 that you-get. So, no, I don't think it is gilding the lilly.

3 I think it is a prudent decision to ensure that the water that

() is in the generator is the very best possible.4

5 MR. ETHERINGTON: The demineralizer lets through some ,

6 chloride, does it, an appreciable amount?

7 MR. BENTON: No. The demineralization system is a

8 full-flow system. It is regenerable. It is state-of-the-art,

9 if'you will'. It should provide the best assurance we can have

10 that we will remove those potential contaminants in the

11 generator.

12 DR. SHEWMON: The demineralizer lets through sodium

13 and sulphate that gets into your turbine and shifts the problem(}
14 somepla6e else if yot use it too much, doesn't it?

15 MR. BENTON: There has been a great deal of discussion

16 on this subject of sodium in demineralizers as well as polichers.

17 There are several areas of thought on that. I think it has

18 been proven, with prudent operation, that sodium is not that

19 big a problem. If you operate in a haphazard manner, let

20 breakthrough occur, it could be a problem.

21 _ DR. SHEWMON: I don't know if it comes into the tech

22 . specs, but it certainly has to come into.your thinking. 'You

23,| talked; about mechanical things you are doing here. You have

'24 done'nothing with regard to how -- or said nothing with regard ,

Ace Fsdical Repor'ers, Inc.

25 to how your operating procedures might operate. For example,
,

|:
.
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do you hope and plan to be able to operate with the demineral-
)

izers n nly under rare occasions, or do you expect to have
2

them on all the time? And do you have a limit on how much
3

chlorine you let in when these shiny new condensers, like most
4

!things, start to leak?
5

MR. BENTON: To answer that question, I have not
6

addressed those subjects. I will. Obviously, to go through
7

the expense of what we are doing to install these mechanical'
8

modifications in secondary systems, we certainly have to temper
9

that with prudent operating practice. We plan to do that and
10

are already doing it.jj

For instance, in response to your question of leaking
12

f chlorides into the secondary system, we are looking at an
13

O action program that will be put into effect, which will estab-
),

lish guidelines, specific objectives at points where we will
15

take various corrective measures by the operating staff to !
16

limit the. amount of chlorides that would happen. If we had a
)7

maj r leak, for instance, the instructions may be simple: Shut
18

Ithe unit down.j9

As far,as the implementation of these, of course, we
20

plan to do that after the generators are restored. The timing
21

f the three modifications I am talking about come together at
22

( ') the same time.
23

DR. SHEWMON: Will these condensers be any easier to
24

Aw Feoeral Reporters, Inc.

25 inspect or repair, say, while the. rest of the plant is.in

I
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1 service -- let's'say-repair, period, . than the older setup?

2 .MR. BENTON:' We are not essentially' changing that

"

3 aspect of-it,.becau'se we.are reusing the.shell of the condenser.

~

4 sit would--justLnot be economically feasible to essenti| ally tear

5 out everything and' start over.

6 We are, however, installing additional monitoring

7 systems that will enable us to detect when ingress is occurringL

8 and .to take such action upon the information gained from those

9 monitoring systems. So yes, we are doing that. We are not

i
'

10 physically able, - because of time and expense, to scuttle what

i
11 we' have and put in something else. i

1

.1
J12 DR..SHEWMON: And scmething that would be easier to

(]) 13 inspect or'rapa.i.r would_ require the latter there, is that it? -

14 -MR. BENTON: The' inspection -- I guess the' concern

15 you are addressing is,-if you have a tube leak in a condenser,

16 that you plug it. We can isolate the water boxes and plug it.

17 HWe have that capability.

18 DR. SHEWMON: I guess in the back cf my head -- and - ]

19 it has.to have been in.yours -- that there were operating |

|.

20 ' procedures which you used in; the past which, with the benefit

21 of 20-20 hindsight, you,might not have. Now you have a fine
,

|
'

22 shining new system which you are going to put in at a lot of

. ;)
23 expense. And. what is in |the. backLof my mind is : Are your

e

24 " operating. procedures' going to'be modified''enough so that you- ,g

,wr.oer i s.oorters, inc.
', .25 / won't'relyLon-saying: Gee, with'.this new system we can't"

i

<

k
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1 Possibly get'in trouble, and that is all we need to do.

2 .ER. BENTON: Certainly we have to do that. Otherwise,

3 the money and' the time we ,are spending now would be wasteful

f's'

' V. 4 to a great extent. We do plan:to re-evaluate our operating

5 procedures to. assure that we don't produce those conditions

6 that can cause future problems.

7 Yes, I'have 20-20 hindsight, and the previous history

8 of the utility industry, the condensers have historically had

9 problems with leakage. Up until recent times, the net effect

10 of that leakage has not been fully realized. I think with

11 'the experience at hand it has been realized.

12 The third major modification we are making to secondary

/* 13 systems is to modify our makeup water system. Here'again, theU
14 goal is to refurbiFh our present system to assure that we have

15 high-quality makeup water that we put into the feedwater,

16 successfully into the generators. Basically, the modifications

17 are improvements that provide additional water storage, hold-up

18 capacity'for testing, additional demineralization, improved

19 regeneration system and an improved monitoring system. It

20 goes along with the theory of the other two modifications,

21 which is to minimize the contaminants that you put into the

22 generator.
.O.
V

v 23 That completes my presentation on the design improve-

24 ments. If there are any. more questions, I will-be happy to i

AcIFrerst Reponers, Inc.

25 answer them. .And at the option of the' Chairman, I will either'

.
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'
continue,or we may break.

)
l

MR. . NEIGHBORS: We would like to comment on the |2

question raised.by Mr. Etherington on the corrosion of 405
3

s

(), stainless steel. Dr.' Weeks?
4

-

i

DR. WEEKS: I agree with Dr. Etherington or Mr.
5 .

Etherington that it is obviously, I think, incorrect to say ;
6

-that there is no volumetric increase. We have seen, and do j
7

have laboratory data, however, that show that the conditions
8

in which the carbon steel will form this massive, thick type
9

deposit, the 405 stainless steel will form a thin protective
10

deposit. The chromium in the material adheres to the oxide. ;jj

That is not true of the carbon steel of this -- |.g
}

MR. ETHERINGTON: In other words, it doesn't corrode?
'

O. 13 . ;
,

DR. WEEKS: At a much lower rate. It doesn't seem toj4

i

be sensitive to the runaway corrosion.
15

MR. ETHERINGTON: That's what I meant, no runaway !16
|
'

corrosion.
37

MR. BAUM: In the remaining time we might let John
18

,

39
talk about the steam generator removal. I

i
A ON: nat would be Ene..

20

|
Does anyone have any more questions?- Carson? {g

DR. MARK: As I understand it, Surry has had to take j'22
|b . on'an increased' inspections' schedule because of the developing j

i

problems here. Is it hoped or planned or expected that you j24
Arn Fcetret Reporters, Inc. - - I

: 25- will be able'to take'on a more normal inspection schedule as j
i
!

'

f
_
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3
- a result of the 3.uprovements?

t

L2 -
MR. BENTON: ~ Certainly that-is our goal. The'inspec-

_

t

[ 3 tion program we have now is an augmented inspection program j

ary ;

above and beyond that which is normally. required for new steam() 4-
i

5 generators. We' fully hope and expect that those inspection [
.

!

6 requirements are removed once we replace the generators.

DR. ISBIN: For the replacement steam generator, you
7

,d

8
g through a number of postulated accidents to determine !

!

whether or not this replacement generator will make any signi-
9

,

10 ficant impace on the results of these analyses. And'over the

11 years the number of analyses, perhaps, has-increased. That
.

12 is, the sophistication for what is required in such an analysis

13
f r postulated accidents has also increased.

(])
I' can recognize that the intent herc is to show that

14

15 the replacement steam generator really has little or no impact

16 on these analyses. That is correct, to begin with, isn't it?

17 MR. BENTON: Yes.

18 DR. ISBIN: The question I would ask: Do you have

19 any insight now on what improvements might be made in the

steam generator to reflect these postulated accidents? Is
20

there'something which could be done better? Is that possible?
21

MR. BENTON: The one thing that comes to mind in that
.22

0)' regard,Loffering some improvement to the accident analysis,'-'
- 23

|24 . is Lthe installation of- ri flow-limiting device to the steam

NFNeral Reporters, Inc.

25 outlet nozzle, which under a steam line break circumstance
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would reduce the flow of steam to the containment. Wej

2 presently plan to install those devices if we are able to get

3 them on time. These devices go in the outlet of the upper

r
( 4 shell of the steam nozzle, and have been used on many, many

5 fc.cilities. We do plan to install those. We do have-a delivery
i

6 problem at the current time, but we are hopeful that we will

7 be able to do that.

8 That is the one thing that I can think of that would

9 of fer some more conservatism in the way of accident analysis.

10 DR. ISBIN: Thank you.

11 DR. CARBON: Fine. Proceed.

12 MR. BENTON: The next presentation is to discuss the

'

13 steam generator removal and installation activities. It is a

14 subject that you can get hogged down in details very quickly.

15 I will be pleased to answer any questions. What I have pre-

16 pared is a slide presentation that I will go through very

17 quickly, answer any questions you may have, and I will be

18 skipping over a lot of the details in between. But I will

19 hit.tba high spots.

20 And I might add, I have got a combination of cartoons

21 and some real pictures of when the generators were put in

22 originally, back in the early 70s.

|O
\~/ 23 The installation process we are going through -- will

24 go through -- is very similar to the original installation
,

Aco Fcceral Reporters, Inc.

25 Process. Since Surry generators were in the field together

_ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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originally,' in. lieu of t'aking cartoons I have taken some ofj

those slides of the original | installation, which gives you a
2

- better perspective than some of the cartoons I have.
3

With that, I will go through it very quickly.
4

MR. QUITTSCHREIBER: Do you have copies of these?
5

MR. BENTON: No, I have those in a handout. I don't
6

have reproductions of the slides. All of the cartoons,-I
7

believe, are included in our licensing submittal. I did not
g

make additional' copier of those, but if you need them I could
9

get them for you. But I-do not have copies of the pictures
10

per se to give to you.j)

(Slide.)12

First of all,'we'are here. The objective is to(] 13

replace the steam generators. This is a picture of the
34

15
generator. This is a layout of our containment. It happens

)

16
to be a-layout that facilitates steam generator removal perhaps

somewhat more than some other facilities that are contemplating
37

replacement,
18

j9 The key f actor to notice here is that the steam

generator is on the level of the operating floor and the
20

equipment hatch is also at that location. The generator is
21

essentially hanging from the operating deck and the yellow
22

O supporter you see there.
23

24 It is.a unique. support system. It is the only one I-

che-Federal Reporters, Inc.'

25 know of'in the country, in fact, and it facilitates.our removal

I

__
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1 . process the disassembly of that equipment,-a's a mechanical

2 process, it'is rather straightforward and simple, once we

3 take it apart, the generator comes out rather nicely."

4 .(Slide.)

5 DR. SHEWMON: Where are you going to put the head

6 while you have -- is there enough space in there so you can

7 take the head --

8 MR. BENTON: This is not a good slide to show it. I

9 have one overhead projection that I think it is kind of

10 garbled, but Steve will get it out. But basically, looking at

11 a view of the. floor, if you will consider the steam generator,

12 each 120 degree increment, you can move over half that distance,

(~T 13 and that will be the location of the laydown.
V

14 You will see the gennrators, the circles. The upper

15 shell in the inverted position is also shown. It is a cramped

16 area, no question about it. That complicates the job some-

17 what.

18 (Slide.)

19 This is an~ outline of the steam generator. You see

20 the operating floor shown schematically there. The portion of

21 ene generator outlined in red will be re-used. That is, the

22 shell will be.re-used. The cut'will be made between the red
O
\/ i

23 and yellow ' lines on the transition cone. The upper shell will
-

i

24 ibe 'taken .off, inverted to facilitate the modifications to the
Ms Federal Reporters, Inc.

25- .moistureLseparation equipment. The yellow portion will then

!

. - . . _ .
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1 'be lifted out.
,

|

2 DR. MOELLER: Could you. remind me: On the upper .j
,

1

3 ' Portion, ' are the internals in it predominantly re-used or !

4 predominantly replaced?

-5 .MR. BENTON: They are'about 50-50. The primaries will

6 be. replaced; the secondaries will be. retained.
,

7 (Slide.)'

8 This is essentially the same slide, with some dimen-

9 sions on it to give you a feel for exactly how large the

9) . generator'is. The lower shell weights roughly 220 tons after

11 it is cut.-

12 (Slide . )
>

(]h 13 This is a slide showing where' the actual cuts will be ;
.

14 made on a generator lo get the upper shell off. We must' cut

15 both - the feedwater lines, the main steam lines. The hatch lines

16 will show where'that segment of pipe is cut out and removed.

17. .The dotted line between yellow and. read shows where the transi-

18 tion-cut will take place.

19 The? reactor coolant piping at the bottom of the slide
'

_ ill be. cut as_shown. The' slide is somewhat out of date. Thew20

21 yellowIls meant to-indicate it will not be re-used.- The red I

22 indicatesfit'will be re-used. However, the' reactor coolant
,

h P Pe.shown between those dotted' lines will be re-used ratheri.23

24 ;than new pipe installed.-
Ace Faceral Reporters, Inc.

25 DR. MARK:: Arelthose lifting trunnions used to install

'

- . . . 1
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'the thing, or ~do they have to be engineered and. stuck on?
)

MR. BENTON: The trunnions you see are the ones that
2

3 'were originally ~on the generator and used to lift it originally.

.O DR saEWMON: wi11 exose givine we1de be mechine-mede
4

when you put it back tiogether?
5

MR. BENTON: Yes.
6

DR.-MOELLER: And you will be re-using the' pipe at the
7

top?
8

MR. BENTON: No.
9

,

l

DR. MOELLER: I didn't understand..10

jj MR. BENTON: The pipe we will not be re-using is the --

'

12 I mean we will be re-using the reactor coolant pipe.

DR. MOELLER: At the bottom, but not the midpoint or
-] 13

the' top? ija-

MR. BENTON: Yes.15

DR. MOELLER: What determines where you make the16

second cut or the more distant cut? |
j7

MR. BENTON: It is a matter of giving you enough
18

19 clearance to lif t the components out of the way, in very simple

terms.20

DR. MOELLER: Okay, thank you.
21

(Slide.)22
,G

MR. BENTON: This is a picture of our supports, and23

24 'I won't.go into the details. Basically, the generator is'

-

Aco Foceral Reporters, Inc, . .

25 ' hanging by three very large bolts that holds the cast ring, and

'l
'

.
s

g - --.
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1 the generator is held in a cradle with that cast ring. It is

2 bolted by mechanical connections. It is a matter of removing

3 the bolts and lifting the generator out.
r
(_ 4 (Slide.)

5 This shows a simplified sketch of it, of how it will

6 look when we go in there. It will be disassembled in stages.

7 Here is a series of slides.

8 (Slide.)

9 DR. SHEWMON: Tell me what I am supposed to see
1
'

e-7 10 between one of those and the next?

11 MR. BENTON: The removal of each component of the

|
12- support systems. If you want details on what each one does, I

)
1

'"

('a) 13 can do that.

14 DR. SHEWMON: Go to the next one and show me.

15 (Slide.)

16 MR. BENTON: As I said, this picture shows that the

17 generator is supported by the yellow cast ring. That is the

18 key point to remember in this picture. The upper paraphernalia

19 is for seismic consideration and is relatively unimportant as

20 far as. the support of the generator is concerned.

21 ! (Slide.)

22 This shows some of t'a first components being removed.
A-
''/:

23 This one just shows more com;m.ents being removed.

24 (Slide.)
W Fccoral Reporters, Inc.

. 25 We take the belly band of f the support system. We

I
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l

j .have the belly' band remaining. We are now able to unbolt the

2 support system from' the generator, and that 'is in its . simplest
'

fashion.3
,

4 (Slide.).>

5 DR. SHEWMON: The belly band'was a friction fit, and

6 y u hope it will'just pull off?
,

7 MR. BENTON: Two C rings -hat are bolted together by .

g about 12 bolts on either side. ;

9 DR. SHEWMON: It is friction against it? You take

10 the~ bolts'off, you hit'it with a hammer and it should fall

51 off?

12 MR. BENTON: Yes, if we're lucky,

13 (Slide.)

14 (Slide.)

15 This is a picture of the cast ring, just for informa-

16 tion purposes, before it was installed. This is another view
i

17 of it, just to give you some relative indication of size. I

18 DR. SHEWMON: That is the bottom support now?

19 MR. BENTON: Right, the cradle. The generator is now

1

20 ready to be pulled out. I

21 (Slide.)

22; 'It.is coming - we will be lifting the generator with

iO
23 the polar crane attached to the trunnions. It will be pulled

c

24 up outiof its present position. 'It will be put in the vertical
W:n Federal Heporters, Inc.

U ' 25 position. lit shows-the sandbags in this slide. We refined

'

|
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1

1 .that. .It?is actually.a mechanical device, a cradle system. 1

I

2 We will.not be using sandbags. j

i

3 DR. SHEWMON: .Is that the way it came in, or was it
i

. (f 'one unit when it came in?4

5 MR. BENTON: It came in as you see it now as far as

6 being in two parts. However, the unique difference, when the *

7 original Anstallation was made, this portion of the concrete

8 you see on the right-hand side of the slide was not there.

9 The truck.was.able to pull in and there was much more clearance.
1

10 And after the generators were put in, the concrete was cast in |

11 place.

'

12 s' Slide . )

13 We have a special cradle system, cart system, that wef]rs-

14 will be laying the generator on with rails.

|

15 (Slide.)

16 It will be pulled, pushed through the containment

|

17 equipment hatch, out on the platform outside of the building ,

18 which is a little above ground level.- A special platform will

19 be' built to replace the existing platform, just to give more

20 ' working space and that type of thing. ,

21 (Slide.)

22 .
This shows the location of Surry on the James River,

- ()
23 . indicating.it is accessible by a navigable river.

: 24 DR.' CARBON: Question on a preceding slide, back a
,

Ers Focoral Fleporters, Inc.

25 : couple. It -' indicates in one of the writeups that the concrete

_ _ _ - .
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1~ Parts of the, containment: pressure boundary will not be dis-

t'rbed. Does that imply that some of th'e metallic containment2 u

3 boundary'is going to be cut up and' replaced, or what is the

n
(_) ' 4 significance?

5 MR. BENTON: That is not the-implication. What the

6 real implication is, L this is the containment pressure boundary,

7 the containment wall, and it has a metallic liner. The area
. .

8 we are talking about removing some amount of concrete is in

9 the crane wall, which is a_ structural donut to support the

'10 polar crane. - |

11 .This opening has to be enlarged slightly (Indicating). |
i

12 That involves chipping the concrete and cutting a bit of rebar. |
q

13 it serves no containment function at all. It is.really a

14 mechanical support.

15 DR. MOELLER: Will all of them be moved along the |
'

|

16 same path? I realize that they are at 120 degrees.

17 MR. BENTON: They will essentially move in the same

18 path, and when they are lif ted up --

19 DR. MOELLER: Lowered down and taken out along the

20 sameLpath. I

-

,

-21 MR. BENTON: Yes.

22 DR. LSHEWMON : Will you do the three sequentially?
, ,

'

' l'}'' 23 MR; ' BENTON : - Right now I would like to say -- this is

24 subject toschange, .but' right' now the plan is to remove all
$ce Froeral Reporters, Inc.

p : 25 Lthree of n the : generators, clean out the containment, bringLin
,

i
,

e

'

.|
_
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1

0 -the new generators, install those. So the idea is to remove

2 the first three, all of the generators, then- bring in the

3 generators'-.

7 '4 They will not be-sequential entirely, because it is

5 only those operations that require the same equipment that will

-6 Ebe sequential. ItLis relatively a week between when each
1

7 generator comes out.'

~

8 (Slide.)
s

9 This is a very simplified sketch of the layout at

10 . Surry, the purpose being to :show that the generators will be

11 deliveredJ at- the existing -dock we have here, which the original
;

12 components came'in on. It will go down-the Hall Road about a

(]- 13 mile and a half up this way and to each of the containments.

14 (Slide.)

15 This is a picture of the original generators coming

!

.16 in. -The new generators will arrive very similarJto this, on
:

17 -the barge.

18 (Slide.)

19 These dollies will be placed under the saddles on

20 which the generators are shipped.

21 (Slide . ).

22 This shows the operation of jacking the generator up
f-q

' L.)
23 .and putting the dollies under it.

V 24 . ( Slide . )
Acu F:ceral Reporters, Inc.

T-A vehicle will be used to pull'the generator and125.

'1,
' 'l-' t

'

t .:

.6 - - - - - . , _ _ . . .,,
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j_ the dollies'off the barge, with a guard vehicle, the cherry-
;

2 picker behind, acting as a safety brake, if you will, should

3 something happen to. the truck.

4 ~( Slide . ) .

5 DR. SHEWMON: Roughly, what does that weigh?<

6 MR. BENTON: The safety vehicle?

7 DR. SHEWMON: No, that --

8 MR. BENTON: 220 tons.

9 DR. CARBON: Just that portion of it?

|
10 MR. BENTON: Yes. '

11 (Slide.)

12 It will travel down the Hall Road similar to this.

(]) 13 (Slide.)

14 You will see that the generators are strapped on by

15 cables to their shipping saddles.

16 (Slide.)
,

17 Approaching the station. This picture, of course,

18 was during construction.

19 ( Slide .')

20 The generators will'be brought up to the equipment

21 . hatch opening which you see. That platform you see will not.

22 be~there; it will be.a different platform. The generators will

O'
'22 .be hoisted up:on that platform using the special transport

24 system that has been designed and. built, and'the generator will
A onFeder:I Fisporters, Inc.

25 be moved into :dae containment.o
'

|

|
,.

1

, , .. , . - . . . -
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) DR. CARBON: While he is working on that, will~the
._

2 endL of your discussion point out where the generators are
.

3 taken to, how they are handled?

|(13/ 4 MR. BENTON: Let me back up a'little bit. Maybe the

5 best time to do that is now.

6 (Slide.)

7 That was the end of the presentation, by the way.

8 (Laughter.)

9 MR. BENTON: This is a diagram of the site plan. We
.

10 are building an engineered storage facility where we will store

11 the lower assemblies until the station is decommissioned. It

12 is essentially a concrete building with walls about three

13 inches --,

14 DR. CARBON: Three inches?

15 MP BENTON: Three feet, pardon me.

16 The location is right about here (Indicating). It is

17 right about here. We have another viewgraph that may show it

18 a little bit better.

19 DR. SHEWMON: Will you be storing. fuel in that

20 facility later?

21 MR. BENTON: In the engineered storage facility?

22 DR. SHEWMON: What is the basis for a three-foot wall?

23 MR. BENTON: Radiation exposure'to off-site personnel,

24 'to. minimize:any: gamma. radiation. It is very conservative, yes,
'

pos Feotrol Re' porters, Inc,

25 ' if:that.wasithe question.'

_ -
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1 (Slide.)

2 Here is a site plan that corresponds here to the dock.

3 The engineered storage facility is located right here.

(G_) 4 DR. SHEWMON: Where is your fence - where are the

5 reactors, I guess?

6 MR. BENTON: Here are the reactors. These are the

7 containment structures. The reactors are right there

8 (Indicating).

9 DR. SHEWMON: That is certainly under your control?

10 MR. BENTON: Yes, the dotted line shows the area under

11 our control.

12 DR. SHEWMON: So in addition to anybody getting near

(") 13 it, you can fend off any overflying airplanes with a wall
s.-

*

14 three feet thick.

15 MR. BENTON: We could fond off about everything, I

16 think .

17 DR. CARBON: Above-ground or below ground?

18 MR. BENTON : Above-ground. !

19 DR. CARBON: And you said three-foot walls and what

20 other dimensions?

-21 MR. BENTON: 100 by 50. Actually, 109, I guess that

22 shows, and 63; roughly a rectangle.

''
23 DR.-ISBIN: What do you have to do in regard to

24 ventilation?
i

AwFerret Reporters, lm !

25 MR. BENTON: The only ventilation being provided --
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j -let me back:up.one step -- before those generators were

2 removed ' from the containment, all'of the openings in the --'

3 where the -transition cut 'was made, were seal-welded with metal

P ugs, as well as supplying shielding lead to minimize thel4,

5 radiation exposure. So the generators themselves become a

6 sealed tin can.

7 That tin can is then put into the engineered storage

8 facility. It is not predicted that there will be any airborne

9 contamination, because we plan to fix any surface contamina-

10 tion on the generators by some type of epoxy paint or that kind

11 of coating. It is not expected to have any significant. amounts

12 of radiation within a building. But,of course, it has to

O 13 brea'the. It is essentially a gas-tight structure. So HEPA

14 filters will be installed to allow breathing to take place.

15 And in the breathing process, it would filter out particulates.

16 It is a precautionary measure.

17 .DR. SHEWMON: Have you had any leakage? Is it mostly

18 crud,-or what is the radioactivity?

19 MR. BENTON: We have had very little fuel leakage.

20 It is mostly the typical reactor coolant crud that you expe-

21 rience: cobalt, these types of isotopes.

22 DR. CARBON: Crud, specifically the corrosion products

O
23 from within the core. .!

24- 'MR. BENTON: And the reactor coolant system.
3ce Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 'DR. CARBON: Right.

.
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j What activity exists a foot or so from the surface

2 of these?,

3 MR. BENTON: The building?
/

(-) 4 DR. CARBON: From the individual steam generator?

9 5 (Slide.)

6 MR. BENTON: This shows the typical radiation survey

7 tal.en on the steam generators, showing the radiation levels.

8 And as you can see, it varies, depending on where you take it

1

9 at on the assembly itself. I

10 DR. CARBON: The 200 to 250 MR per hour, is that at |
|

11 the surface? |
|

12 MR. BENTON: Contact; diminished by the square. |

|

13 DR. ISBIN: What do'you expect to be the ambient j({])
14 temperature inside the storage building? |

|

15 MR. BENTON: We don't expect it to be much different

16 from the ambient temperature external. Of course, there is a

17 time lag with the thickness of the concrete, but certainly not

18 anything significant. We talked about what the actual levels |,

19 were outside the building. It is a hal MR, and at the site

20 boundary it is one-thousandth of an MR.

21 DR. CARBON: Do you have. a feeling for how this

22 radiation level will fall off with time, 30, 50 years from now?,

I.)
23 MR. BENTON: Yes, we have made some estimates of that.

24 In about 30 years, we expect the activity to be down to one

f :n F:ceral Reporters, Inc.
&

25 to two percent of what it was when it was placed in the

i
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i
.i .t . * , RK : This is almost entirely cobalt 60 gamma j.

')
2 radiat- That has,a 5-year halflife. j

i

3 ' MR . BENTON: That is' correct. ]

4 DR. . CARBON : Does that finish that presentation?
a
!

5 MR. BENTON: The slide I ended up on was going into |
n

6 containment on the process. Essentially, it is reversed in }
.1

7 putting it back'in. There are slides that show the original }
,
~

8 installation process, if you would like to look at them.
3

9 DR. MARK: I saw the generator on the barge. Wh'ere

10 had it come from? j
l

11 MR. BENTON: Where had the generator come from? It -

a

12 had been. shipped directly from Tampa, Florida. ;
g

~

13 DR. MARK: On a barge all the way from there? j-

a

14 MR. BENTON: Yes. It was about a 20-day shipping j
15 time, something on that order.

16 (Slide.)

17 Once the generator is put into the containment, lifted j
}

18 by the polar crane -- you will see that it is lif ted by the
,

!

19 existing trunnions, and we have special lifting beams that will )

20 be used. You will notice that the polar crane rails on the '

4
21 upper portion of the picture -- it will be lif ted up by the g

4
22 polar 1 crane. This is just another view showing the special e

b
1'
'

swivel beam lifting rig. It will be put down into this cast I23
|

24 ringL that we discussed earlier,
,

l'
IAm Fesal Reporwes, inc. ;

25 This is a picture of the cast ring. This is the y

1
| ,1

;

'. _, ; ,' | | ~ l' |^
' '

f.; '
' ''

_
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1 generatorLcoming down'and fitting:in that.

-2 DR. SHEWMON:- Is that a concave internal ring?

3 'ER. BENTON: Yes.- |

;3 !

i( / 4 (Slide.).

5 That is not a~very good-slide, but it is intended'to

6 show.that it isLalmost:in the ring.

7 .(Slide . )

8 Once the generator is put into place, the upper shell
9. will be put back on. ;This is not entirely representative of

10 . what'is'goingito go back. -These are the three moisture separa-
11 tor cans that you saw previously. They actually will be inside

12 of the upper shell in the replacement activity. They will be

} 13 jacked upyand .there will be a slip joint, if you will.
14 (Slide.)

15 This merely shows-the upper shell in place over the
16' lower shell.

.17 (Slide.).

18 In=re-installing it, obviously you have to put the
19 pipeiback in'where you cut it out, and this merely. shows -- the

'20 word " cut"~is there. It should be " weld. " All of the pipes

21 are;then welded ~up.

,m.< 22- (Slide . )-.

:AS,).

~ 23 This.shows the basic sequence that we are contemplating
i i 24 in) putting the~ pipe in.-

Ace Fedwel Reporters, Inc.

c25 (Slide.),x

i

t
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1 We put that elbow"in. first.
,

2 -. ( S lid e . )

3 And then we put that elbow.

4 -(Slide.)

5 DR.gSHEWMON: The activity of the pipe in there is

6 comparable.to what the contact area was for the steam generatori

17 MR. BENTON: No, it is not. Once the piping is

8 removed, it.will be-decontaminated by an electro-polishing

9 procecs so that the ambient levels in the replacement pipe will

10 be less than -- about background in the containment.

11 DR. SHEWMON: What about the pump and the valve?

12 MR. BENTON: There will be nothing but local cleaning

(]) 13 at the end. However, we plan to put inflatable dams and

14 shielding in those components, because, as you can see, they

15 are accessible'once you get the pipe welded up.

16 (Slide.)

17 And that's the end.

18 DR. MARK: On the lef t-hand pipe elbow, I thought you

19 were going to.take it off with two cuts. But then you have

20 D, D and E for weldsi Does that mean you cut it in half-

21 after you took it away?

22 MR. BENTON: No. This particular area of the sequence

O
23 of welding has not.been finalized. The problem becomes, these

24 'are very. stable components, and you have got to get the pipe i

3
. Ace Federst Reporters, Inc.

25 fitted in back.- We have a very detailed process of making it

|

. ________
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1 in the shop.
,

J

2 .In' order to remove the pipe, to get it up out of the- .)
I

3 cubicles, it may be necessary to cut it. That is one of the J
1

O' 4 things that we are still'looking at.

O
5 DR. MOELLER: What size pipe? ;

,

'6 MR.cBENTON: 29,'30 inch, on the reactor coolant.
;

7 .DR. . CARBON: We have moved ahead of schedule, and if j

8 there are things that the Committee would like to bring up and
.

9 hesitated to before, well, we no longer need to hesitate.

|
10 DR. SHEWMON: I~ don't know that we ever got to the '

11 denting and AVT. Does that come this af ternoon?

12 MR .- BENTON: That is another presentation. I have

() 13 three more-presentations which follow the agenda. s

14 DR. SHEWMON: This afternoon, then, fine.

15 DR. ISBIN: The stop valves in the primary system is

16 .somthing unique to Stone & Webster, is that correct?

17 MR. BENTON: I guess they may be unique to Stone &

18 Webster. I don't think-many people have them. We do have them

19 on our units that have been designed by Stone & Webster since

20 the installation at Surry and North Anna and Beaver Valley,

t

21 maybe.

22 I think that a couple of the other facilities do have

23 .them. But in. general, I think that has been taken out of the

24 standard design of the Stone & Webster plants. ,

heti F:darst Reporters, Inc.

25 .DR.~ISBIN: What purpose do these valves serve, then?

|
ji.
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1 HMR . BENTON:- .The original'porpose for which they'were-

2 installed was to' allow maintenance to be done on-the generator,.

|. 3 . and .you could isolate the rest of the system, and you could',

f: 4 theoretically, operate on two loops. In fact, we have on one

i 5 occasion operated on two loops. Is that correct, Ralph?

| 6' MR.-SYLVIA: They have.been very helpful during

'7 maintenance. You can close those valves and' keep the other-
,

8 lo0Ps. filled, and you save a lot of time when you bring a unit
~

9 back up.

10 DR. ISBIN: They have. proven their worth and you

11 expect to use them in the future?

12 MR. SYLVIA: They haven't proven their worth.for the

( ) 13 original purpose,1but considering the steam generator problems

14 we have-had, I think they have.
,

15 DR. ISBIN: It is of sufficient importance to leave

16 them on?
,

17 MR. SYLVIA: On the Surry units, yes, sir.

18 DR. ISBIN: And the reason is?

19 MR. SYLVIA: For maintenance when the plant is' shut

20 down.
4

I

21 'MR. BENTON: Plus, it would be expensive to replace
,

22 them.
n
tyy

23 DR..ISBIN: Do you expect requests for a public'

,.

-24 hearing on this action?
Ace Feaeral Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. BENTON: No. I believe the comment period for
r
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1

Ie

' l that action has already expired. )
:2' DRi. CARBON: Does the staff have any. response to the

3 last two| presentations, . this on the steam generator removal

$ and the earlier on the ' design mc 'fications?4

4

3 MR. NEIGHBORS: . I:would like to make one comment on I.

i

;6 the question of the' . hearing. - We have no indication that there

7 will be any hearings. However, the State of Virginia'has

8 requested a period of time to allow for questions by them, for

9 that to remain open until 10 days after the issuance of the

10 safety evaluation.

.
11 DR. LIAW: My comment -- back to Mr. Isbin'-- your

i

. 12 question about the hydraulic performance of the steam generator.
I

|

13 I answered you by saying that the Division of System Safety
(]}

14 reviewed that' sort of. thing. I have something to add, which

15 is that, basically, the arrangement is similar to the new type

16 of design, Westinghouse or some advanced Model F or some

17 - variation of D Model. And during the CP or OL stage, they

18 review ' that kind of thing.

!

19 DR. ISBIN: I see.

20 DR. LIAW: We in the Division of Operating Reactors

21 did not see the need to repeat the same scope of review in

22 that area.
d'

--23 DR. CARBON: If there are no more questions, let's'~

- 24 break until 1:15 for lunch. i

Rert Feuer:1 Reporters, Inc.

25 '(Whereupen, at 12:11 p.m., the meeting was recessed,

'e-8 i to reconvene at 1:15 p.m. the same day.)
,s
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1

2 'l:13 p.m.) '

3- DR. CARBON: Let us reconvene.

(G./ 4 Are you continuing with the presentation?
-l

5 MR. BENTON: Yos, I am.

!

6 DR. CARBON: Carry on. !

7 MR. BENTON: The topic of discussion on this presenta-

8 tion is'"as low as reasonably achievable," or, as we all know

9 .it, ALARA.

10 DR. CARBON: Let me pause. Dr. Moller is particularly

11 interested in this topic and he 3.sn't here. Hold it for a

12 moment.

|3 (Pause.){}
14 DR. CARBON : Go ahead. *

l

15 MR. BENTON: The topic of discussion, again, is the

16 ALARA considerations for the steam generator replacement

17 project. A few things I would like to point out, reiterate:
1

18 The activities.that we are talking about, replacement in

19 generators, will take place at-an operating nuclear power
.

20 station that has operated for a rather good period of time,
'

21 5 or 6 years. Therefore, there i s contamination present in

22 the facility and appropriate mer ures must be taken to take

O
23 that into consideration.

24 Radiation exposure and contamination is important from,
Acrt.F:dtral Reporters, Inc.

25 a number of viewpoints: safety,' total man-rem exposure, and it

I' c

,
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1 is also important to us from an economic and a schedule point

2 of view, because it comes out, if you do things that help to

3 reduce exposure, you really end up reducing the total time of

4 the job. So we have several incentives to apply the ALARA

5 Philosophy.

6 We have quite a few programs in effect at the station

7 -now regarding contamination, radiation exposure. These exist-

8 ing procedures and programs will remain in effect and they

9 will be supplemented for this particular activity in the form

10 of Procedures, additional personnel, additional supervision,

11 that kind of thing.

12 of course, our activities are ultimately governed by

() 13 10 CFR 20, and'diat will also apply in this case. We have

14 considered the_ guidance that has been given to the industry in

15 Regulatory Guide 8.8, the ALARA Regulatory Guide, and we have

16 addressed each one of those points in that particular guide

17 and standard. I don't intend to go through each one of those.

18 They are well-documented in our license in the middle of section

19 6. If you have time to look at them, at your leisure.

20 The objective of ALARA, of course, is to accomplish

21 two things, is to maintain the annual doses to the individual

22 Personnel as we reasonable can. The other objective is to

23 ' keep the collective dose to personnel -- that is, the total

24 man-rem exposure for the job -- ALARA.
A' dFocerst Reporters, Inc.o

25 In order to accomplish'these objectives, we have a
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1 number of. goals.which I have summarized here. First of all~,
i

2 I would like to state quite simply that we have adopted the

"

_

3 ALARA philosophy on this project, and have implemented it, I

-

4 think, to the very best of our ability. We are engineering the

5 facilities that are involvad with this project to minimize

6 exposure.

7 A coupleoof examples to show you. In the facilities
|

8 area, we are building a new dose control facility, a decontami-

9 nation racility clore to the equipment hatch, where the

10 , activities will be controlle 6 from. In our engineering efforts,

11 we are :looking at those systems and components that are being

12 replaced or modified or removed, and in any replacements we
.

() .13 are trying to put back those that will carry out the ALARA

14 objectives.
l
1

15 We have a radiation protection program in effect at j

16 the station now, of course. We have supplemented that program

17 with another program specifically for this steam generator

18 replacement project. It adopts many of the same philosophies,

19 but it expands in certain areas, because we will be using

20 outside personnel. And it is a document that essentially stands

21 on its own..

|

.O- . 22 So, for those. people who may not be totally familiar

V
23 with our stat' ion manual, this separate manual will summarize

- 24 and provide the appropriate guidance. We are providing special
A*Federsl Reporters. Inc.

25 equipment an'd facilities and monitors to assure that the |
|

.
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.a objectives'are carried out. The special equipment in all' |

2 cases'is.notishielding. We are doing that kind-of thing, but
i

.3 we are also using automatic equipment, where possible, to do )

().
~

:4 various tasks. This minimizes the number of people that may'

5 be required. In many cases, it minimizes the time it takes to |
|

6 do the job.

.y We have preplanned -- and I guess I can't overemphasize ]

8 that particular point -- we have prep 1tnned.these activities |

|

9 to replace the steam generators, to minimize the duration that !

l

10 a worker has to stay, the actual dose rate he will see in his

11 area, and the number of people that will be involved in the

12 activity.

.

- 13 'In this regard, we have adopted the work package
.

14 concept that we have used successfully for a number of years,
|
'

15 whereby we put everything in ,a simple package, complete

16 Package, that gives you all of the instructions, all of the

17 information you need to complete that task. These packages
i

18 are given to the' supervisory and construction people that will |

19 be doing the work. Training sessions, briefing sessions, are

20 hold to familiarize them with the details of the activity.

21 We have essentially, at this point in time, gone through
.

22 the entire outage on paper numerous times. We are including
'

|
'

23 many, many details that one may not.normally find in procedures, I

' 24 the idea' being that if we think it out well in advance it will
Am Facuti Reporters, Inc..

25 . minimize 1the amount of lost motion on the job.

1
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1 As I said, there is a management commitment to
,

2 ALARA. The company management has provided the resources for
.

3 the project people to do their job, both in the form of funding

) 4 and personnel. The detailed work packages are a way that we

5 implement our program, as I just discussed. It has all of the

6 procedures, instructions, to do a good job.

7 We have a radiation protection organization already

8 at the station, of course, but on this particular job we have

9 assigned a full-time health physics coordinator to oversee the

10 activities on this project. He has been assigned to the work

|
11 since almost the very beginning, and his input has been |

|

12 incorporated into these work packages which I have referred to.

/~)'
13 (Slide.) .(- !

14 As was mentioned this morning, that health physics

15 coordinator does report to the HP supervisor at the site. The

16 reason for that is, there is another operating unit at the

17 facility and all these activities must be integrated from a

18 total station viewpoint, and not to separate them into two
|

19 discrete jobs. So the continuity in that area is achieved by

20 having that relationship.

21 We have hired additional technicians in the radiation
1

22 protection area. I think the number is approximately 24 new

''
23 people that we have put on our payroll within the last 6 to

24 9 months. These people have undergone classroom training.
Aco.Fecertl Reporters, Inc.

25 They have undergone on-the-job training to familiarize them
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I with the project and the station in general.

2 As I_ indicated, we do have a' manual that covers all
,

3 of tie details ' of how the program is operated. That manual is

4 distributed to people that need to know,' which is essentiallyL

5 everybody involved with the project.

6 DR. CARBON: Question: The additional staff of

7 technicians and so on, are they temporary people for this

8 project?

9 MR. BENTON: The additional people that we have !

10 brought on board? We have a nuclear commitment. We have other

11 stations under construction. We plan to integrate those people
;

12 into our overall staf fing of these four other f acilities.
]

()_ 13 DR. ISBIN: Do you have some ratio of technicians to

14 the health physicists, say? You have indicated 24 technicians,

s
15 but don't you have to also hire additional health physicists?

16 MR. BENTON: When I say technicians, I guess I have

17 lumped everybody together. Basically, what we plan is to have

Six PeoP e on each shift, and one of those individuals will bel18
1

19 the leader, if you will, to coordinate the activities. And i

|

20 then we will have various technicians that will actually be

21 doing surveys, access control, dose control, that kind of

22 thing.

23 DR. CARBON: In following up Dr. Isbin's question

24 there, will' the leader of'the 6 people himself be a technician,
i$ps Fewsl Re@rwrsi nc.

.

25 'or are you going to be adding people with more formal training
-

| |
'
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1 in the health physics area?

2 MR. BENTON: The people that we have hired for these

3 jobs have a varying degree of backgrounds. Some are college

p) graduates, some are -- are not college graduates. Some people(_ 4

5 have experience, some people do not. We have tried to select

6 those people with the best backgrounds to put them in charge

of the shif t.7

This is not to say that each leader is a graduate
8

9 health physicist, as far as a four-year college degree. I

10 don ' t mean to imply that. But the people that will be involved

11 have the experience and knowledge to do what is required for

12 that particular job.

13 DR. MOELLER: What are the specific qualifications of
(')-%

14 the people who are filling the position of coordinator and

15 what are the qualifications of the person that supervises him?

16 MR. BENTON: The qualifications are basically those

17 that are spelled out in the ANSI Standard 18.1, I think.
i

18 DR. MOELLER: Would you tell us the qualifications of

19 the two people who are filling these positions?

20 MR. BENTON: Ralph, maybe you are more familiar with

21 the personal background, with Dick Smith and Pagan?

22 MR. SYLVIA: Dick Smith is the HP supervisor. He
(m.,

#

23 meets the requirements of 18.1. He has like 20 years of~'

1

24 experience in health physics. And the coordinator has at least,
'

Amt Facted Reporters, Inc,

25 15 years.

I
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DR. MOELLER: Are either one or both of them certified?
3

MR. SYLVIA: No, sir.
2

DR. MO'ELLER: Thank you.
3

\ 'I also am not always convinced that having the quali-
4

.fications of the ANSI standard is sufficient because, as I
5

re all, a,high school graduate can meet the qualifications for
6

being a hee.lth physicist according to that standard. These
7

two men, you say 15 and 20 years of experience. What education,
8

what formal education? How far have they gone in formal
9

education?
10

jj MR. SYLVIA: The HP supervisor has a number of courses

12
that' he receive iin the Navy.

O DR. MOELLER: S he has a background in the Navy? Hej3

'

34
does not have a college degree? |

|
.

MR. SYLVIA: No.
15

DR. MOELLER: And that could be adequate.
16

.

What about the coordinator, then? That was thej7

supervisor?
33

MR. SYLVIA: Right, that was the supervisor.
39

The coordinator has been through a development program,
20

training program that we have at the company. And prior to
21

coming to the company, he went through the qualification pro-
22

O-
gram'for h'ealth physics technician, I believe they called them

~

23

24 rad control technicians, specialists, at the shipyard at

A>Foural Reporters, Inc.

25 Newport News..

|
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DR. MOELLER: He has--a Navy background also?

MR. SYLVIA:--He was_ employed by the shipyard prior

e ng.empl yed by us. He has been with us since ' 68 or '69.
3

O >R. MOEuER: Thenk y .
,

And we had,.just a couple of weeks ago the Committee-
5

reviewed.a proposed regulatory guide. Was that the 1.JB7 Yes,
6

I think it was designated 1.JB,.which listed the specific
7

topics that they recommend be included in a health physics
8

training program.
9

>

Are you familiar with that draft reg guide?
-10

MR. SYLVIA: No, sir, I'm not.jj

MR. BARRETT: That hasn't been made public yet.
12

R. M ELLER: I See it has n t been ma e Public.O r13

MR. BENTON: Training and instruction is a very)g

imPortant part of the project. We will be using a number of
15

.

PeoP e 'to accomplish the activities we have planned. Thesel
16 ;

will be craft persons, laborers and any other people we need,g

supervisors, QA personnel.
18

For those people who are not familiar with station
.j9

Perations such as our employees, we do have a training
20

Program that they are required to go through when they go on
21

site. .This program covers the basics of health physics about
22

O- the' effects that radiation exposure can have upon the individual- ,

23

24 ; biological effects. It also addresses the specific project

hwFectral Reporters, Inc. - .
. ,

'

rules which have been established and identifies to the workers'25

,
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1 the requirements of the various regulations. We give them that

2 information that we think they will need to protect themselves,

3 so to speak, and not have to rely 100 percent on somebody else

p
v 4 watching them.

5 In addition:.to that general employee training when

6 they come on board, we are commencing briefing sessions with

7 - the supervisors and the workers who will do the actual work.

g As I mentioned, the work package is amenable to this type of

9 review,.because you can take a discrete activity and discuss

10 it.from beginning to end.

11 This phase of the project is about to commence. I

12 have issued about 40 of the work packages. There are probably

f]) 13 an equal amount to be issued within the next two weeks . So we

*

14 are now to the point that we are going to start briefing

15 supervisors and workers. It is'an optimum timing that you have

16 to brief people. You don't want to do it too far in advance

17 and you don't want to do it too late. So we think that we have

18 optimized that.

19 Not only would we have briefing sessions, we would

20 have debriefing sessions following the completion of a given

21 activity. This is to get the feedback from the workers actually

22 doing the job, to see if there are ways to improve the job, to

O
23 minimize exposure. And it is very important on this particular

24 job, because we are basically going to be doing some repetitive i
AwFonerst Reporters, Inc.

.25 activities.

I
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1 We have three steam generators per unit and two units.

2 So we are basically going to go through the same operation on a

3 steam generator six times. So we should learn quite a bit from

(
. 4 the first, and probably each additional one we will learn some

5 incremental. improvements.

6 But we plan -- and there is a time in between those

7 activities that we should be able to conduct these debriefing

f 8 set *ons. So we plan to factor in what we learn in the future
*

i
!

| 9 tasks.

10 We plan to use skilled and trained personnel for those

11 jobs that require that kind of training, such as welding and

12 rigging, pipefitting, those types of activities. We are doing

("} 13 mockups of the work that has to be performed: the pipe welding,

14 generator welding, and other activities like that. So when we

15 go into the containment, the worker will already have been

16 f amiliarized with the equipment that he will be using. And

17 hopefully, it will be a situation where he is just going to do

18 it for the eJeventh time and he has already done it for ten.

19 We hope th .c that will certainly save us a lot of time, and

20 the more time you save the less exposure you are going to get.

21 DR. MOELLER: Under the item of using skilled and

22 trained personnel, to what extent will you be hampered in this

O
23 because of limitations on individual doses?

,

1

24 |
A>+-Festst Reporurs lm,

25
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MR. BENTON: Right now, based on the work packages we |

3

have developed and the schedule we have developed, we don't
2

believe that.the' exposure limitations are going to cause us
3

!
T .

What I am basically saying is that, while . Jany great problem. .w
4

|

the welding requires skilled people, for instance, the exposure 1
5

during that welding process is not enough that he can only
6

-

i

stay there five minutes or ten minutes. He can, essentially,
7

stay the whole time.
8

Obviously, to do that type ' of thing, we have got to
9

go in and do a lot of decontamination, local decontamination, |10
)

11
using shielding, temporary shielding, where appropriate; using

1

the water level in the generator to minimize exposures.
12

We d n't f resee right now that _we will have 'a problemO j3

as far as exposure as related to the skilled workers.
14

DR. MOELLER: I notice in-your schedule that you have
15

set it up to replace both generators in the main, meaning doing ;
16.

most of the work, in one calendar year. Am I correct? Is
j7

!

that going to hamper you any? Would you have been smarter to
18

have done one in one calendar year-and one in the other, in
19

terms of' doses.to the workers? |20

MR. BENTON: No, I don't believe so. There are other
21

I

considerations as far as the need to do the job. But aside
22

./ i
from those, no, I don't think it is an advantage -- in fact,

23
|

24 conversely, I think it is probably a disadvantage -- because

f a, Footral Reporters, Inc.
- 25 we have:a staff set up to carry out this work. We have a

I
o ,

|'
|

|
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1 number of people that are involved with it. Our experience

2 has been, if you lay off for a while, six months or three

3 months, you lese a lot of what you learned.

f%
(/ 4 DR. MOELLER: But if you had replaced Unit 1 and then

I

5 2, meaning doing 2 in the spring, January to June of '80 instead

6 of '79, it would have been in two different years.

7 MR. BENTON: There is no benefit --

8 DR. SHEWMON: While you are getting that straightened

9 out, let me ask a tangential question on this. You show each

10 down about six months, staggered about three months, in the

11 schedule here. And then it says, in order to maximize the use

12 of rccources, it is planned to complete the repairs of Unit

13 2 and return it to service before the shutdown of Unit 1 to
U'~'

14 commence repairs.

15 MR. BENTON: That is correct. |

16 DR. SHEWMON: But if you look above that, it says you

17 will be from October to April and January to June, and January

18 certainly comes before April. Or am I in the wrong year? |

|
19 MR. BENTON: No, I think -- I see, it was a different

20 year. Pardon me.

21 DR. MOELLER: And as Dr. Isbin points out, you do in

22 essence -- you are doing what I had in mind. That is, it will

f''s''
23 span over two different calendar years.

24 While you are talking about -- ;

Theschedule|
Swrew i neporteri. w.

25 MR. BENTON: Let me back up a little bit.
1
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I 'as of.'now is for Unit 2 for January to June, and then . the

2 following unit,-Unit 1, will commence.about October, and in

3 about three months it will: slop over to the following year.

'

4 DR. MOELLER: You say you are going to observe the

5 guidelines or regt_ations in 10 CFR 20. Specifically, then,

6 .what will the dose limit be for your occupationally exposed

7 workers, the annual dose limit?
i

8 MR. BENTON: The absolute limit will be that specified

9 in Part 20.

10 DR. MOELLER: Then what will the limit be?

11 MR. BENTCN: Part 20 says 5 rem per year. It allows

12 .you to have 3 rem per quarter, and you have got enough in the

.(])- 13 bank , so to spe ak .

14 DR. MOELLER: You are planning on 12 rem per year?

15 MR. BENTON: No, we are not doing-that. We plan to

16 minimize the individual exposures. That is one of our objec-

17 tives. We will have administrative limits below those of Part 20

18 for most. workers. But however, in the skilled workers, we

19 might cut off our nose to spite our-face if we stop the guy and

20 he has some exposure. We-may give his replacement five times

21 'as much just to get up some speed. So we are going to try to ;

22. ~ utilize those skilled people.

O
23 .And-this occurs.primarily in the re' actor coolant

24 : piping welding. They ~would' be probably the only people -- the
MwFacsral Reporters, Inc.

25 ~ most likely people, I should say - .that they.would go up to
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LI the'Part.20 11mit.

2 DR . c SHEWMON: V6en I asked you about those welders

3 before, the welding, 'you' said ~ that that would be machine

4 welding. Does-'She machine have to be observed?

5 MR. BENTON: Yes, it'does. The -- we will put a weld ,

6 prep on there by machine, but we will also do the actual weld-

7 ing itself by' automatic equipment. It.is automatic equipment

8 and not remote equipment. It requires an operator to be there
,

9 to run it, to observe the puddle when it is being welded. It

e-9 10 only requires a person to be there.
.

II DR. MOELLER: Could I ask the staff what dose limits

12 will apply for this operation?

(]) 13 MR. GRIMES: It will be the individual limits of --

14 Part 20 dose limits. There is a Commission paper before the

15 Commission which proposes that the 3 rem per quarter or possible

16 maximum of 12 rem per year be adjusted downward to a flat 5

17 rem per year. If that came into effect before this installa-
,

18 tion was completed, it,would affect the limit.
19 DR. CARBON : Let me ask a question of the staff or

20 Dr. Moeller. Does anyone -- has there been effort to try and

21 skew the. radiation doses more toward older people and away from

22 younger people?. There is nothing in,Part 20, I am pretty sure, [

.O
'

23 but --

24 ER . GRIMES: Well, the bank of -- the way Part 20 is
At:n Fwierst Reporters, Inc.

25 currently set.up with a bank of exposure, possibly it could
.
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1 have~that effect,.possibly. I don't know if-it has had that

2 effect in' practice. But I don't think'that there have'been
|
|

3 any other efforts 'to do that on the NRC 's part.

b 4 DR. CARBON: Have . there ever been efforts that you

_5 are aware of to try and say, cut down on exposure for-21-year-

6 olds and increase it for 45-year-olds?

7 DR. MOELLER: Let me comment. Certainly this would

8 not be an official statement. But such procedures and approaches

9 have been discussed from time to time among various committees,

10 of the National Council of Radiation Protection and Measurement.
|

11 DR. CARBON: And are they just dropped, feeling that i

12 'they are too complicated to administer, or not enough advan-

(]} 13 tages, or what?

14 DR. MOELLER: I think that we will see increasingly

15 that -- again, speaking just for myself, I think we will see

16 this type of approach used in the future. For example, the

17 ICRP in its Publication 26 has recommended a dose limit to the

18 individual who is occupationally exposed of 5 rems per year.

19 But they, in so stating or designating that limit, they say

20 that they anticipate that the average to all of the occupa-

21 tionally exposed workers will be one-tenth of that or about a

22 half of a rem per year.

k)-,

23 If we are to achieve that kind of an approach, we are

24 going to have to go into subgroupings with limits for various
am.r a.rsi neponen. Inc.

' 25 subgroups. And if. we go that way -- and in f act, that-is what-
p
i
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Lis being. discussed --|it would be along the lines of what you';

"#8' suggesting.
2-

DR. CARBON: I see.
3

- MR. .BENTON: This whole project, as I.said, we put a
4

.1 t of emphasis on preplanning and the engineering of the work
5

that'we have to do. We have prepared.these work packages, as
6

I mentioned. These packages undergo' extensive review by
7

numerous people, including operating personnel, maintenance,
8

contruction, quality assurance, health physics and engineering
9

personnel and others.
10

jj We have used consultants, obviously, in formulating

many of the packages. The project engineer, myself, has had
12

prime responsibility for pulling together all of the various
13

O
aspects of the ALARA program. Since it is not simply an HP.)4

fun tion, it is really everybody working together to reduce
15

16
exposures, that is one of the things that has been utmost in

my mind. I have tried to incorporate this into all of the work
17

Packages that we have prepared.
18

19 The materials specifications, if we buy new equipment,

have reflected the ALARA considerations. A good example, for
20

instance, is the reflective insulation that we are putting on
21

|

the generators. By putting on this kind of insulation that is
22

h. easily removed and replaced, this minimizes in the future any
23

24
A>Feotret Reporters, Inc.
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j ' time:that'it'would.take to~do in-service inspections, for

instance.2

3 So in those specifications we have tried to f actor in

( ), 4 the ALARA philosophy. There are a number of other considera-

5 tions that you have to take into account. As far as external

6 OXPosure.is concerned, there are three factors, of course, to

determine the total man-rem exposure, and that is: the
7

intensity of the radiation field, the time of the exposure, and
8

9 the number of people who are actually doing the work. l

We would like to minimize all three of those, and the
10

l

11 efforts that I have previously discussed, I think, accomplishes |
|

12 that objective.

I
13 We are looking to maximize our overall work efficiency, j

O l

14 here again, by following the programs and doing the things that
1

15 I Previously outlined. j
|
,

16 (, Slide . )

17 Internal exposure. It is also important. We are

18 taking temporary precautions or precautions by use of temporary

19 equipment, I should say, to limit the potential for airborne

20 contamination created by such things as cutting, welding and

P ain old movement in_the generator and other work activities.l21

22 To this end, we are trying to minimize the amount of contamina-
,

1p.
kl 23 tion, to dispose of contaminated materials in a timely fashion

24- so that it doesn't sit around acting as a source of radiation
Mcn Fedtrst Reporters, Inc.

25 exposure, and.trying to' limit the -- here again, the duration

|
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that an individual would be exposed to such concentrations of
)

airborne contamination, to minimize his total exposure.
2

There are so many things that haverreally been incor-
3

i

porated into the work packages that I have just listed some
'

( ) 4

f those type things that are general. Under each one of those,
5

there are specific examples I can offer if you have any interest
6

in any one.
7

One of the major things you must do is have good
8

housekeeping during the replacement program, which we plan to
9

d: to use temporary shielding where it can minimize exposures
10

to individuals; to have local decontamination in those areasjj

that may warrant it, just by cleaning with rags or sponges or12

whatever, just to minimize that. We plan to use work tents
13

to control airborne contamination. This is of particular
34

I

15
imp rtance when cutting the reactor cooling pipe, for instance.

16
These are nothing more than local tents that have their own

filtration system that limits the sphere that the contaminationj7

can he spread to. It is maintained in a tent and is not
18

j9 allowed to get into the containment.

We are installing a temporary ventilation and filtra-
20

ti n system for the containment that will maintain a slightly
21

negative pressure in a containment during the time of work.
22

This ventilation system will be equipped with a HEPA filter
23

24 to remove particulates.
,

Am Fed tral Reporters, Inc.

25 Of course, any time in doing this kind of work you
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; - must ' provide proper clothing. We-do have,_of course, anti-

2 contamination clothing. Also in that regard, we use breathing i

3 apparatus where it~is.necessary,
1

() 4 We have established administrative controls governing
!

S the access'of workers to the respective areas. We have set up |
l

6 a dose control, central dose control point at the equipment )
1

7 hatch, manned full-time by- health physics personnel. We are |_

8 using sealers or paints or herculite or those types of covering

9 to minimize-the spread of contamination or fix it so it cannot
!

10 Spread.

11 We have installed radiation monitoring systems in thu
|

12 containment.now, These will be augmented, of course, by

13 Portable type monitors. Surveys: We will'be doing at the com- |

~ )
'

|
14 mencement of tdua project a very detailed radiation survey to i

15 identify those areas that we should concentrate our efforts on

16 in cleaning up. Once that survey is done, the effort will be

17 , made to reduce those levels of contamination as much as we can.

18 Of course, some areas it becomes impossible not to be able to

19 decontaminate them, and we will rope them off in accordance
.

20 with the regulations.

21 - We have a dose control system, of course, similar to

22 what we are using at the station: dosimetry, TLDs, those types
.-

P) - 23 Of . things', to monitor how much radiation exposure individuals(_

24 get. And those are the major items that we are doing. i

AcaJcc!ercl Reporters. Inc.

25 I guess I could kind of just keep listing other general
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.1 things. Under each one of those or most of each.one of those

2 I can cite some specific. examples. .I would be glad to discuss

3' itisome more if you desire.

() 4 Section 6, as I did say, does address the entire

5 outage and the ALARA philsophy is expresed in Reg. Guide 8.8.

6 Based on the work that we have done, we believe that the

7 project will, the way it is being performed, will meet the |
!

8 ALARA objectives.

9 DR. MOELLER: I think Mr. Benton, in his oral presenta-

10 tion, has done a better job than you have in your report on

11 the steam generator repair program. For example, in the

12 handout-and-in his oral statement, he says ALARA philsophy

13 has been adopted and that management is committed to the ALARA
,

14 criteria. Yet, in. your writeup here you say that the ALARA

15 criterion has been-considered and that it will be implemented

'16 'to the extent possible, and that efforts will be made to follow
.

!

17 it.

18 I find those rather weak commitments to the criterion,

19 as contrasted to your oral presentation. So I am going to

20 assume that the oral presentation updates the written presenta-.

21 tion, and indeed you are committed and you have adopted it?

22 MR. BENTON: I think die meaning of the statement

23 that the staffLhas.made is that Reg Guide 8.8 --

-24 LDR. MOELLER: I didn't know the staff wrote this-
AobFedsret Reporters, Inc,

25 -report on-steam generator repair program on the.Surry Power
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. Station Units No.:l'and 2.3 )
MR. BENTON: I'm sorry, I thought you were referring

2

.the SER."
3-

O on nototra: no, t em reeerrias to vo#r rePore, eaa
4

that is where it says you are considering the criterion and
5

you will adopt it to- the extent possible.

MR. BENTON: The explanation also applies to what you
7

|
'

are talking about. Reg Guide 8.8 is really applicable to '

8

designing a new facility. We don't have the flexibility to go
9

back and tear out many things that are already there. So a lot
10

of what is said in Regulatory Guide 8.8 is, quite frankly, not
33

appli able to the work we have now. Now, the sections that are
12

APP icable, I think'we are following, as I tried to express inl
13

my presentation.ja

But I can't say that we are doing everything in 8.8,
15

.because 8.8 does not apply solely to this-type of work. It
16

I considers'the construction of the nuclear power station fromp

the day it is conceived to the day it is operated. That is
18

really the intent, I guess, the wording intent of our original
39

document.

DR. MOELLER: In a sense, I agree with you that someg

f it does not necessarily' apply. But you are, in essence,
22

i designing an d planning a new. operation. So I would think thc.t
23

y u could' apply thisisame approach here, or you could use
.24

Acn Feceral Reporters, Inc,
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MR. BENTON: We are. We are using those portionsj

that can be implemented. For instance, 8.8 discusses shielding
2

3
of certain equipment, permanent shielding walls. We are not

O involved with removing those walls. So therefore we are not
4Q/

g ing to be reconstructing them. Those are the types of things
5

that I was trying to convey, that we can't do everything in
6

Reg Guit*e 8.8.
7

DR. MOELLER: I mentioned earlier today-the lack of
g

any plans for research and development programs to decrease
9

the doses in your overall proposal. Do you have any plans to
10

11 do any research for any better ways of doing things? Taku

12
some of your more significant problems and see if you can't

reduce the dose?rw 13

O
MR. BENTON: Yes. You use the word R&D, researchja

15 and development. I guess in that vein we are doing a number

16 of things. Number one, welding reactor coolant pipe, which is

one of the highest. exposure activities. I think that is borne
37

ut by our study, as well as the Battelle study. We have
18

j9 pioneered, I will say, the use of the automatic equipment.

The automatic welding equipment is not routinely used in doing
20

this work, even in new, clean' stations.
21

22
Over a year ago, I guess, we parchased Fhis equipment

A) and have been undergoing an R&D program using our own facilitiesL 23

24 and our own people. So in that_ vein, I think we can clearly

Aon Federal Reporters, Inc,
,

25 say that we have done R&D. And I hope it will be used by

I
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;pl other people building new facilities.
,

2 In the area of welding the generator, we have
,

3 exerted a good deal of effort to minimize the time that it

() 4 . takes to do that job, not only from a scheduling point of view,

5 but from an ALARA. point of view. We have worked with several-

6 organizations on automatic equipment to do that welding. And

7 it has not been finalized at this point in time, but'if that
'

8 pans out, -that will' be a significant step in minimizing the

9 time that' it takes to do the welding of the generator.

10 DR. MOELLER: Another area that I am interested in

11 would be decontamination of the generators, and by that I mean

12 more than the simple cleaning, but pumping through different

fg 13 ' solutions . Now, the Committee ^ has heard reports from the

V
14 Canadians on the work they_ are doing. We have heard reports

15 on the planned decontamination at Dresden. I realize that is

16 not your type. But there is other work on PWRs under way or

17 being planned..

18 Are ~ you following that?

19 MR. BENTON: As far as decontamination is concerned,

'

20 of course,.at the outset that looks like an area that you could

21 Pick up or reduce a lot of the exposure. And indeed, that

22 was. our thought as well . In fact, we commissioned an outside

23 consultant to look at the matter for us. Based on his conclu-

| 24 sions, it just .was not man-rem beneficial, it was not cost-
%o) Feceril Re' porters, Inc.

'

25 Leffective to do.any major decontamination of the steam

|

.
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1 ' generator. We ended up getting perhaps more exposure than we

2 did if we didn't'do any.

3 As far as keeping up with these efforts of other

() 4 people, Izam familiar witIh the reference you made, I am

5 familiar .with the Con Ed work on1 Indian Point and others. I

6 know the current status-of that. 'Yes, we have followed those-

7 things. But after considering all of those factors, it just

8 is not beneficial for us to do any large-scale decontamination

9 on the reactor coolant system.

'10 DR. MOELLER: Let me addresc this question to- the

11 staff. In that regard, I noticed that in the determination

12 that decontamination of the steam generators was not cost-

13 effective, they used a figure of $1,000 per man-rem. Now, e ldo

14 you accept that as a reasonable value for occupational doses?

15 MR. BARRETT: In what we did, I don't think we got as *

16 quantitative as $1,000 a man-rem. It was more a qualitative

17 approach to it. We asked VEPCO to look into decontamination

18 very early on, and to give us the facts and figures and the
_

19 pluses and minuses. It was not clear in our mind that there

20 would be a net gain to do a major decontamination. VEPCO

21 submitted the f acts and the figures as they found them, and,

22 we. reviewed them, and also our.Battelle consultants looked at-
. ,r','
'' 23 .them.

24 'We basically came.to the same conclusion, that it did
Aco Fedsrcl Reporters, Inc.

25 not appear to be cost beneficial'. There was.an exposure
!. .
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reduction,' but the costs were quite high, I believe something.y
i

Ilike $11 million for a 400 man-rem savings. It was well above 1

2

the $1,000 per man-rem or'even $10,000 per man-rem number.
3

O "e aever ata e cu= aowa e $1 ooo ver =en re= r# '-
4

DR. MOELLER: I-think'that is helpful. In other
5

w rds, even if you accepted $10,000 per man-rem, it still
6

would.not necessarily have been cost-effective?
7

MR. BARRETT: That's correct.
g

|

DR. MOELLER: The'$10,000 to me would have been a more
9

reasonable value, and if it isn ' t cost-ef fective there, then
10

3j .I understand your reasoning. i

|
A very basic question I have in the organization --

12

and this is back to VEPCO, Mr. Benton -- is that you are going
13

ja to have the health physics supervision be conducted by VEPCO

15
employees, and you are hiring an installer, an outside group,

16
the Daniel Company, to do the actual work. Now, Daniel proba-

bly wants to get it done and finish up and move on to biggerj7

and better things. And are your HPs going to be able to go in
18

39
and stop.the work if it is not in conformance with ALARA?

MR. BENTON: I want'to repeat: VEPCO is in charge of
20

this work. And yes, if anything is going contrary to the way
21

we said it would go in that document'or any other document we
22

have. issued to him, yes, we will do whatever we have to do to
23

correct the situation. If that means.stop work, yes, we will2.
hee.Fcdtret Reporters, loc, l

25 stop short. If something short of that will solve the problem,
I
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we will do that.-.j

DR. MOELLER: But you would have the power to stop?2
l

3 .MR. BE ~ A: Yes.

DR. MOELLER: One last nitpicking question. Youj

mentioned' ventilation and you have mentioned temporary ventila- .

5
|

6
tion systems and then the more permanent-ones on containment. |

|
You mentioned the use of HEPA filters. I notice particularly, |7

I

I guess, in the'PNL report, they caationed that these must bs
8 ,

1

preceded by a mister.9

10 Will y u be doing that, or do you plan that type of

11 contruction?

MR. BENTON: At the present time the design does not12

n 13 have a mister in front of the HEPA filter.

V
ja DR. MOELLER: You are aware of the PNL report?

15 MR. BENTON: The latest one?

16 DR. MOELLER: Yes.

MR. BENTON: I have not seen that document in finalj7

IOf**
18

19 DR.~MOELLER: I would recommend you look at it when,

20 y u know, you get a copy.

DR. MARK: You have spoken and it is also written about21

22 the use of plastic tents with internal ventilation filters. I

- 23 Presume you have compared the totals that would be achieved :.f

24 you'used the tents or if you did not. .After all, although there
Aa, Fedsrd Reporters, Inc,

25 is contamination fro.n the cutting, those things involving

d
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1 particulates and so forth seem to be on a very low scale

2 compared to the direct' radiation on anybody who is standing

3 nearLthe apparatus. So if you didn't have a tent, there would

() 4 Lbe some; particles turned loose. The way you are doing it,.

S there will be none turned loose in the countryside, but I am |

6 not sure whether the people working may not suffer more from

7 the awkward arrangements than if you just let it go in the

8 open.

9 How does that really balance out?

10 MR. BENTON: It is a tradeoff, obviously, as you

11 identify it.- The containment we will be working in is a rela-

12 tively small space.

13 DR. MARK: does it slow people down? Does it force

14 them to wear a breathing apparatus when otherwise they might

15 Enot have to?.
.

16 MR. BENTON: Yes, the work intensity'is going to be

very high. If we don't localize by tents, then perhaps 100

peoP e would be required to wear respirators, rather thanl18

19 hindering, by use of tents, two or three people.

20 DR. MARK: This is not aimed ust to keep the release

21 to the outside area; it is for your own effectiveness inside?

22 MR..BENTON: Yes, because the primary temporary ventila-

:- .]
.

,[h t'on' system willaccomplish'the second objective. The use ofi23

h'
(pp

..

tents is primarily to help us in keeping all of these workers24

AceFederd Reporters, Inc,
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'

1 : and ' chat type of Lthing hindering .ttom in their work efforts.

2- .DR. MOELLER: Let me be sure I understand that. I

3 Ithought I'did and now I don't. The use of the tents will

() 4 reduce the amount of resp'iratory protection, individual respi-

5 .ratory protection .thac your workers have' to use?

6 MR. BENTON: As required, that is correct.

7 DR. MOELLER: Fine. Thank you.

|
8 DR.- MARK: When one is working on one generator, is H

|-

9 there any radiation field from the one 120 degrees away?

10 MR. BENTON: The containment is a confined structure.

11 There are walls. between the various componento. There is an

12 ambient background level throughout the containment and the

|
1 13 generators contribute to that ambient level. But there is no

'

|'

1

14 major specific contribution from a generator that could be

15 separated, say, from something else.

16 DR. MARK: Very good.

17 And I don't know if'we will get to it. It would be

18 interesting if you had the data. Your man-rem per plant or

19- per unit has had.some history, presumably trending higher
,

20 because of ' the augmented inspection. schedule and the trouble

21 with the generators. ' Presumably, you will return it to some

22 level with ' the new generators, which I don't believe I have

'

23 seen, numbers on to give that term in what you are buying

|
24- betwee now and when they are fixed.

h Fsdtrol Reporters, Inc.
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1 MR. BENTON: This goes back to an earlier comment

2 made in the meeting regarding exposure. Right now, much of our

-3 exposure that we have at Surry is attributable to the steam

( )-' '4 _ generator problems. By replacing the steam generators, we

5 expect: to eliminate those exposures.

|

6 When you look at it on a time frame, roughly, we will 1

1

. 7. recover |in about two, three, four years, by replacing, as if,

8 .we had'kept on with the old generators so much of our exposure.

9 There is a slide here..

e-10- 10 (Slide.)

11 .
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J wb - 1 Most of our exposure is steam-generator' problems. I
l

2 LBy eliminating those problems, we should get back to the

-(]) 3 normal level, and we expect that to happen. So that the 2070

4 manrem for the work is. going to be offset. We are going'to
l

5 get that back in 2, 3, 4 years.
~

6 DR. CARBON: Did that cover your cuestion. Carson?.

7 DR. MARK: Yes. ~Thank you. ;.

8 DR. CARBON: I have a question for the Westinghouse
1

9 representative.

10 From this work, has consideration of ALARA and

.I l evaluation of.this problem led to any design changes in ' steam

12 generators of plants coming in the future?

13 MR. MARBURGER: I think some of the considerations
O 14 that you have seen described today do fit into that category.

4 15 The considerations such as the draining of the head indicating
~

16 the designation of the' tubes on the tubesheet, categories like

17 that are things that are done to f acilitiate the ease of

IS- access and ease of working in the steam generator. heads. I do

19 think f it" that category.

20 DR. MOELLER: I have a question for the staff. I '

21 notice. that' the -estimates of the VEPCO group are that there-

22 will be so much exposure, collective ' dose for Unit 2, and then

23 the sane dose for Unit 1, and as we have- heard f rom Mr. Benton

{). they .are in"estence. doing this same operation six times to124~

= 25: replace'each. generator, would you have hopes that they would

.. . .- . - - .
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jwb 1 decrease the dose as they -- would you expect a much better

2 job on generator number 6 than on 1, in terms of collective

(xw) 3 dose?

4 MR . B A RRE TT: We hope there will be a learning

5 curve on this, and they will be able to do the sixth one

6 better than they did the first one.

7 It is very hard to try to quantify something like

8 that in an evaluation or anything. There are always I

9 uncertainties in the estimates. Certainly we hope they will
|

10 be better, and it is one of the things that we talked about 1

1

11 with VEPCO, that they would have the f eedback function that is

12 in d.8, and they have committed to do that. Hopefully, it |
|

13 will be beneficial. 1,\
'

(-)
14 MR. BENTON: To add to that statement, the baseline i

|

15 contamination levels of both of the units are not identical. |
|

|16 They are di ff erent right now, for instance. So the 2070

17 number .is within a certain accuracy.

18 We took the data for one year and applied it to

19 a nothe r. There are many, many differences in actual numbers

20 and actual locations. So within the accuracy of the overall

21 estimating process, I'just have to confirm what Lake just

22 said.

23 DR. MOELLER: When you finish this -- as

(]) 24 Dr. Carbon was ask.ing earlier, he wanted to know how close you

25 came to the 2070. Nill you be able to tell us the collective

!

|
|
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jwb i dose f or the replacement of each of the six generators and be

2 able to tell us how well you came on your estimates for the

(~)T, 3 subwork task, as well as_the total?
%

4 MR. BENTON: Yes. I made a commitment to myself,

5 as well as to a few other people, to do just that, and try to

6 put together the proper program to accomplish that objective.

7 The work-package concept lends itself to doing just what you

8 said, and we do plan to do that.

9 MR. ETHERINGTON: In normal operation -- in normal
,

l

10 operation, what is the procedure for disposing of the ]

11 blowdown? |

|
12 MR. BENTON: The current procedure for disposing |

!

13 of the blowdown: The blowdown is cooled, and is discharged |
s i

rJ |\- 14 to the James River.
|

15 MR. ETHERINGTON: Discharged directly?
I

16 MR. BENTON: Tha t 's c o rre c t .

17 MR. ETHERINGTON: Are there any appreciable solids?

18 Is it filtered?

19 MR. BENTON: No.

20 DR. ISBIN: Don't you have a provision that you

21 could divert it if it is contaminated for some reason or

22 other?

23 MR. BENTON: We have the ability to --

(} 24_ DR. ISSIN: -- hold it up?

25 MR. BENTON: Yes. At the present t ime , included in
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1

jw b' 'l .these.other_ secondary modifications that-I have mentioned, we '

2' are modifying |that blowdown system to process the blowdown.

h 3 - That is part of' oriejof the other projects that .will be taking

4 place. -- to proc ess that blowdown. That. pro jec t _ is in

5 _ prog re ss.-

6 MR. ETHERINGTON: There will' be much less need for j

7- processing.

8 - MR. BENTON: Yes.

5 DR. MOELLER: Along the line of talking about -

10 discharges into the James River, I noticed that you say

11 that - 'and I would estimate 500 workers, the 4- or 500

12 workers that you bring in fo: .this job -- you say none of the

O.-
13 sanitary sewage will go into the James River because you are

14 bringin,g in portable, temporary facilities.
15 What magic is the person that rents you those

16 facilities using so that none of the waste ends up in the

Ja es River?17 m

- 18 MR. BENTON: He puts- it on a truck and takes it

19 - somewhere else, I think is the answer to that question.

20~ DR.: MARK: I' doubt if you will be in a position

~

21 Lto comment on|it right now, but I would like to call

. 22 attention'- I am ref erring to thel report which I think you

23. 'saidf you hadn't s een, the Ba.ttelle, Pacific Northwest Lab

({)' 24 ' study -- theyg list the.f r estimates of total exposure ' for

25" various' operations, and what I believe 'to beoestimates which- )

i
>

1

a
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jwb 1 you provided them. Quite frequently.they have a spread, and

2 your number falls within the lower and the higher, but the

({} .3 biggest term in. the installation is the installing of the

4 coolant piping, where you have a very sma.11 term for a unit's

5 worth there, and where that term in their estimates dominates

6 the whole total for that phase.

7 That is, they estimate 1500 or 1800 R up, and you

'8 have a total per unit of 70, 68. If that discrepancy could

9 be understood and they we re wrong, then their lower totals

10 would not really be appreciably different from yours.

.11 One thing that determines their nurber is that

12 they use different radiation rates for the installation

13 phase on the same piece of equipment than they do for the

( 14 smaller rate f or the . welding than for the cutting. That is
,

15 comprehensible because you have a new generator in when you

16 are doing the welding. They only allow a factor of 2

17 difference for working on the coolant piping. That is lower

18. in the installation than in the removal.

19 On almost everything else, they allow a much

20 bigger factor than that. And if they allowed a bigger factor

21 here, that-term wouldn't look as big as it does. But as I

22 say, I would like to hear a comment on that, but I don't want

23 t'o ask you to make one when you haven't had a chance to look
,

,q 24 at it.
U

.' 2 5 MR._BENTON: I think Lake could probably add to my

i

1

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _._1
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jwb 1 comment. We did meet with the Battelle people, and did

2 provide source data information. As I understand, the

(]) 3 Battelle report was intended to be a generic report. I don't

!

4 think it considered any steps to reduce exposure. For

5 instance in the piping, the assumption that the activity

6 when it was rcinstalled was the same as when it was removed,

7 at the time they did not know that we were going to

8 decontaminate it and use an electric-polishing process.

9 DR. MARK: They used a factor of 2, but a bigger

10 factor on other responses.

.11 MR. BENTON: When you look at the pipe in the

12 contaminated state, you apply the electropolishing proce ss,

13 and it is much greater than 2. I think the Battelle report
n
kJ 14 probably did not take that into consideration, what we were

15 actually going to do.

16 DR. MARK: That term would allow one much more

17 easily to look at these two numbers and feel one understood

18 them.

19 MR. BENTON: I observed that in reading the report.

20 I saw that that was a major difference, myself, in an

21 evaluation of the report last night. Here, I.think the

22 Battelle report was to be an upper-bound-type number, and was

23 intended to be generic.

r's 24 MR. NEIGHBORS: Dr. Carbon, we are prepared to
V

25 make a short presentation on the manrem estimates in the
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jwb 1 Battelle report, if you=would like.

2 DR. CARBON: 1 think probably we would. Does that

(~}
3- finish your presentation?

4 MR. BENTON: Yes.

5 DR. CARBON: Go right ahead, then.

6 MR. NEIGHBORS: This is Lake Barrett from our

7 Environmental Evaluation Branch, Division of Operating

8- Reactors.

9 MR. BARREIT I would like to explain a little bit

10 about the Battelle report and how the staff used it, and how

11 it interf aced in with our evaluation.

12 (Slide.)

13 This is a summary of the Surry data and the.
O
\_/ 14 Battelle data. The Battelle is in a range where the Surry are

15 the straight estimates, and this ~was the average for both

16 ' units'(indicating).

17 When we asked Battelle to first look at it, we

18 asked basically-for a benchmark. We said, "Look at this as if

19 you were going to do this as a normal construction job without

20' any of the ALARA considerations." That is what you wi.11 see

21 Lwas the upper estimate for the post-shutdown preparation,
~

22 removal,,and installation phases. That is the upper. like

23 you were going to do it like any normal construction job.

24- We also asked them to look at various ways they-

25 could.use-to reduce the doses. Now one of the things they

. ,

e - w----
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~jwb i -did-not go into in any detail is the decontamination and

2 temporary shielding, which makes a big factor, and it will .

1

() . 3 skew the numbers. I will .show you how that happens. I

4 The first one, what they figured out wass if they

5 judiciously moved, varied the level in the steam generators,

6 while they-are doing various work outside of the steam.

7 generator,z they could reduce the radiation fields and bring

8 the doses down to about 400 manrem from the 800 manrem. That

9 is where the 38400" number comes from..

10 Now one thing they did not go into in detail is a

11 lot of local, temporary shielding, and some of the local

12 decontamination. VEPCO has taken that into account in their

13 number. .The 600 manrems that VEPCO has for the preparation

O 14 work, about 270 manrems of that is for shielding, and about

15 130 manrems is in decontamination.

: 16 So to compare an apple and an apple, the 400 manrem

17 that PNL looked.at was about like 1.00 manrems that Surry would

18 have. Now this initial frontend work that VEPCO is proposing

19 w.ill save them doses in the next two-phases where the PNL

20 numbers are higher.

21 For example, the question' for the rewelding of the

22 welding and the reography on the primary coolant piping, in
~

23 the PNL report' 1000 manrems was allotted' f or doing the

j]) 24 nondestructive testing of the weldst whe reas , in Surry, it was

25 something less than 100 manrems. The reason was that PNL had

,

.- , , . . . . - . . w-. p
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.jwb .I assumed about 200 m/R per hour, in that area, which was

2 undecontaminated and unshielded field s whereas VEPCO was ]
|

3 ' est imating it would be more like 10 millirem per hour. So
)

4 an order of magnitude drop in doses.

5 So the VEPCO estimate was higher in the frontend

6 'due to the initial dose reduction' approaches, and the savings

7 are later on. That is part of the difference, and the PNL was

8 a generic. one.

9 It took the upper-bound initial radiation levels

10 to start out with.

.11 PNL and VEPCO, we had PNL bring ir, their numbers

12 by themselves, and then we asked VEPCO to detail out the

13 various work packages, and we sat down and went through them.

)
'

14 It was beneficial for both. groups. |
I

15- Some of the other things I would like to point

16 ou t --

17 DR. MARK Will some of that get reflected in the

18 revised SER? As it stands now, one is not prepared to know

19 which set of numbers to look at.

20 'MR. BARREIT ' I heard that comment, and we will |

21 make that clear in the SER.
i
l

22 (Slide.)

23 .The 7 question of decontamination 'came up earlier.

24 I.will just mention it.- We asked them.to look at

25' . decontamination, not' knowing if it was going to be a net gain

- _ .-
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jwb' I or not. And what VEPCO concluded.wass You have about a

2 400-manrem savings based on the 2000 to start with, but the

3 impact would be quite significant in dollars, and alsd in()
4 outage time, and also with sume of the unknowns you would

5 have.

6 For example, if some of the decontamination

7 ' solutions were to ge t into the reactor vessel, you would get

8 into me tallurgical problems.. You would have to do a major

9 decontamination.

10 '(Slide.)

.11 Also, I had a slide as f ar as the hopeful long-term

12 gain we are going to have with higher integrity steam

13 generators in not having a need for the high-frequency
A

"# 14 Inspection and repair.

15 Historically, in '76, VEPCO was expending about

16 650 manrem per reactor year in maintenance and repair

17 activities. Hopefully, with the new steam generators, they

18 are expecting a better performance, to drastically reduce that

19 down to 25 to 30.manrems, which we would expect for a new

20 plant, with a considerable savings in 4 years where you would

21 gain back those .manrems which were going to have a one-time

22 expenditure to start with.

23 (Slide.)

Q. 2'4 DR. CARBON: Is this per-unit?

25 MR. ' BARRE 7T: Yes, this is per-unit. I think it is

'

!
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jwb! 1 1300 manrems"were spent on steam generator work in '76. j

2 DR.' CARBON ' Surry No. 17 Or No. 27 |

3 LMR. BARRETT 1300 was 1 and 2 -- 1 and 2. This is
[}

14. dividedJper reactor. . Did you want some more information on l

5 retubing?' Or was that sufficiently covered earlier? ;

1

6' DR. CARBON: I think probably it was covered.

7 MR. BARRETT That'.s . basically all we had.

8 DR. CARBON: Very g.ood. Any questions?-
.

9 DR. MOELLER: I.had a question.

10 In reading'the plan of the VEPCO group for |
11 replacing the steam generators, were you satisfied with the

12 committment to the ALARA criterion as expressed in writing in
l

13' _that| report?

14 MR . B A RRE TT As far as the actual words that were

15 in the report, they appear to be a little weasel-worded, but

16 in conversations-with VEPCO, we knew what'they were trying to

17 say, and they didn't want to be caught into a firm commitment

18 to 8.8 where some people could interpret it as they would go

19 and do what is involved in the steam generators ---for

20 example, sizing of piping shielding, and that sort of thing.

211 We have gained confidence, from talking to them,

22 and cur l'nspectors that are very close to this on-site, that j

23 we have not really pushed the issue.

24- DR. CARBON: Thank you, Mr. Barrett. Any last i
1

'

25: ~ questions?

- - .._ _.. . ,
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jwb I (No response.)
1

2 DR. CARBON: Mr. Benton, let's move. ahead to the
'

(). 3 -water chemistry control methods.

4 (Slide.)

5 MR. BENTON: This presentation is intended to

6 address the water- chemistry which we plan to use with the new

7 steam generators.

8 DR. MOELLER: Roughly. . how' long will this

9 presentation take, Mr. Benton?

10 MR. BENTON: With what I have, approximately 15

11 minutes, not counting any potential questions.

12' DR. MOELLER* Fine. I guess we are not as bad off |

13 as I thought. Go ahead. I was' thinking that we were more

O 14 'behind time.
|

15 MR. . BENTON: We do plan to use all volatile

16 treatment which is commonly called AVT, for chenistry

17 control. Once we replace the steam generators, as,you

'18 probably; know, we are using AVT at the present time and have

19 been doing so since about 19-- la t e ' 74.

20 We made- the~ switch on~ the recommendation of the

21 steam generator. supplier, based on the experience which had ;

22 been experienced with .the_ phosphate treatment and the thinning

23 ' problems caused by the phosphate treatment.

( ). 24 AVT .was selected to eliminate the thinning and

25 crac king problems that had been experienced, and ,that was

t___ __.___ _ _..__

-
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- jwb. .1 ' associated with the chosphate chemistry. j
.

2 -The phosphate chemistry created sludge deposits |

(]) 3 .which allowed contaminstes 'o concentrate and to actually thin

4: the tubes. 1There wassa: comment made earlier about AVT might |

5 solve all of-our problems.

6 No, it does not. It has got to be treated.and
!

7 addressed in the context of the overall operation of the

8. facility. The AVT control should ensure the steam generator

9- integrity within the ' specifications that have been established

10 and that,they are maintained reasonabAy.

11 It should be adequate, if condensate and feedwater

12 chemistry is controlled during both. operation and shutdown.

13 It should be effective if you minimize the- chloride intrusion

()' -

14 caused by condenser leakage. i

15 And last but not least, we must identify'any |

16 ingress of contaminants and take the necessary act. ion to

17 limit-the presence of those ' contaminants. 11 you don't live

18 within dose-certain guidelines, you could have problems with

19 -AVT control. . There are limitations on AVT, as on most

20 everything.
!

21 Experience to date indicates that is the best

22 . method'available for the generatcrs today.

-23- DR. MOELLER: . Presumably you.made some mistakes '

'(]) 24- -in the phosphate treatment? Or it got out of balance, or

25: something? Do you have a different team of chemists, or

!
,

*
7
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jwb 1 control peopleLnow to handle the AVT?

2 'MR. BENTON: The problem is more complex than -

(]) 3. Lletting it ge.t out of' control. I think there are two factors.

4- The phosphate- control is a typical type of control.

5 that'has been used fo'r years in the fossil boilers. There it |

|

6 ias proved to be effective. It is not surprising that when ;

I

7 . steam generators'came along, that that choice was made.
|

8 I think what happened, we got into a situation -- ]
9 just as you do on many things -- that you can't f ully

10 predict .all problems that are going to occur. It turned out

11 that .it was very important to maintain a very tight sodium ]

12 phosphate ratio. I.think attempts were made to maintain that, i

13 and even in -those cases where it was maintained we still
O- expe ienced a thinning problem. So I think there are a num'oer14 r

15 of. f ac tors.

16 Somebody mentioned 20-20 hindsight earlier.

17 Perhaps this is one that falls into that category.

18 MR. BAUMt I would like for the record to show that

19 we don't 'necessarily believe that we were in violation of !
~

20 those specifications. I think for the most part we have

21 been in: -- in agreement with those specification requirenents

22 on phosphate.

23 MR. ETHERINGTON: The specifications were not too

(]) 24 specific withfrespect to chemistry, were they? The tech

.25 specs?

i

,

- . . - - , . . - .
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.jwb 'l : MR. SYLVIA: -.I don't recall the limits, but we did

2 have specific specs on the chemistry from Westinghouse.

() 3 MR.fETHERINGTON: I had a recollection that they

4 were rather vague, in'some cases.

5 DR. SHEWMON: At least personally, I didn't mean

6' to. imply that. you had violated any specifications. But I

7 think that there is a certain amount of curiosity on the'part

8 :of the subcommittee as to what the basis is for your feeling

9 that'you aren't going to be going down this same road again y

l

10 five' years'from now, to paint it in the. worst possible way. !

11 What is going to be different in the chemistry

12. part of.it? An I putting words.in your mouth?

-13 MR. STALLINGS: The trouble rea.11y occurred during

(:) 14 the change from phosphate to all-volatile treatment. Trying

15 to cure that problem brought on an identical problem.

16 MR. ETHERINGTON: I think I noticed the diff erence

17' in thinking with regard to pH. - I.think you are keeping pH.on

19 .the alkaline side. Is that right? And I think-I saw . ,

19 someone else. is keeping pH in .the 8-1/2 to 9 range. Can you

20 say anything about pH with regard to AVT? Is it difficult to

21' maintain a' higher pH?

22c MR. BENTON: The' problem is not the di.f ficulty of.4

'

23' maintaining a given pH, exactly it is more involved in that.
,

(]),. 24 |While;you are: watching out for the generator in terms of pH,

25- you may optimize the.pH for'the. generator. And in doing so,

7

e

e' - w p--<v e w y-w
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jwb i you may have a deleterious effect on some other component in

2 the system, especially if you have copper, for irstance.
:,~

(_) 3 MR. ETHERINGTON: Which you won't have, anymore.

4 MR. BENTON: That's right.

5 So if you set a limit that meets one objective, you

6 may compromise the other situation. So I think the specs we

end #11 7 have optimize the be nefits on both sides.

eeg #12 8 MR. ETHERINGTON: You won't have any copper except

9 in the tubesheets of the condenser. i

10 MR. BENTON: Tha t's not co rre ct. We have

11 additional copper in the f eedwater cycled f eedwater neaters. |

12 MR. ETHERINGTON: I see.

13 DR. MOELLER: Go ahead. -
,_s

~

14 MR. BENTON: There limitations of VT control. And |

15 as most everybody knows, when you are on AVT chemistry, you

16 don't have any buff er against f eedwater contaminants that may

17 get in. You are basically operating on very pure water.

18 Since you don't have any buffering agent, phosphate, you don't

19 have any mechanism to prevent the formation of scale on the

20 tubing in the event that the necessary chemicals or

21 contaminants are in there that can cause that scale.

22 At operating temperature, the f eedwater control

23 system, the actual pH in the steam generator at operating

('') 24 temperature is very difficult to maintain because of the
~

25 volatil.ization. Obviously, from looking at the above,
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jwb 1 you say there are certain things you ought to be doing. The 1

2 major thing is to minimize the introduction of conta .inants to

() 3 the system.

4 You can do that by minimizing condenser leakage,

5 which we have modifications to do that; inprove your makeup

6 water quality -- and we have a modification doing thatt

snd #11 7 remove contaminants from the feedwater, and we have a

eeg #12 9 modification on the way to do that.
|

9 The blowdown system is your only means for removing |

|
10 contaminants. Hence, the improvement in the generator I

|11 allowing a higher blowdown rate, in the event that becomes

12 nec. r.

13 Last but not least, you need to monitor the

O
14 conditions in the system to identify any potential problems

15 and take corrective action if significant off-normal

16 conditions do occur. |

17 The AVT specifications themselves have a number of |

18 objectives, one of which is to mininize metal corrosion

19 similar to that which has been experienced on phosphatei to

20 limit the amount of accumulation of sludge in the steam j
|

21 generatori to minimize the scale formation on heat t r ans f e r i

22 surf aces; and minimize the potential for formation of acid in

23 the steam generator itself; and to maintain acceptable oxygen |
|

({) 24 levels.

25 At Surry, the basis of our AVT chemistry I
|

|

|
|

|
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. jwb 1 specification ~1s to use ammonium hydroxide for pH controit use-

2 of hydrazine for scavaging oxygen in the feedwater. We do

() 3 have continuous blowdown to have a continuous chemical' !

4 addition system to maintain the proper chemistry

5- -specifications, and to limit'the concentration of contaminants

!' 6 in the f eedwaterLand -steam generator by the . methods I

7 previously. identified.

8 'Of course it is important that the AVT be

9 compatible with -the materials in the steam generator. The

10 basic. materials are carbon steel, stainless steel, and

.11 inconel. For the conditions we are talking about -- operating

-12 - conditions within the specif.ications that we have - .the

13 naterials are compatible with the feedwater.

(:) -

14 There'are' concerns, if you get too far out of spec

15 ' on AVT chemistry, the inconel 600 tubing is susceptible to

16 caustic stre ss and assists corrosion crac king. And to

17 minimize ..the- potential for that happening, we must keep any'

18 f ree hydroxide f rom forming ~1n the steam generator.

19 MR. ETHERINGTON: How docyou define " free

n 20 hydroxide"?-

21- MR. BENTON: The alkaline state. It is'an alkaline

22 state. whereby, when the volatile amines volatilize,

23' : their Jionization potential becomes greater, or they are

( ). 12 4 ' overcome by the potential .for ionization by the contaminants
,

- 25 - and: free hydroxide'can. form in the generator.
,
,

f
t
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jwb 1 dith AVT, the AVT bulk-water pH can exceed neutral

2 pH at the operating temperature.

(] 3 (Slide.)

4 The contaminants wnich are strongly ionized have

5 a potential for producing major perturbations to the bulk

6 water. Free hydroxide is normally assoc iated with the f resh

7 water contaminants, and you get acidic situations if you have

3 seawater contaminants. |

|

9 The limits that have been set on the AVT chemistry

10 are intended to control the formation of either of those

11 acidic or f ree hydroxide.

12 In addition, as I have discussed earlier, the

13 special heat treatment of the steam generator tubing provides
(,-)

14 additional assurance should out-of-specification conditions

15 exists that the tubing will not be susceptible to the stress

i6 corrosion cracking.

17 I guess the basic conclusion of what I an saying is

18 that: based on the experience to date, AVT appears to be the

19 best method of chemistry control. And i n do ing s o , you nust

20 maintain f eedwater within the specifications to assure

21 continued compatibility of AVT and the materials in the steam

22 generator.

23 MR. ETHERINGTON: I wonder if you could clarify for

('N 24 me f urther the question of hydroxide in phosphate treatment?
\/

25 If you have a high concentration of sodium hydroxide in a
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jwb- I method f or conce ntration, you can get high concentrations of

2 caustic sodium which are embrittling; but hydroxide alone, I

A
(_) 3 don't quite know what it really means. It is -- Are you

4 speaking of sodium hydroxide?

5 You are not speaking of the OH ion, clearly -- or

6 are you?

7 MR. BENTON: I can't really answer that question,

8 I think, that you are asking.

9 MR. ETHERINGTON: Then we will just let it dr.).

10 I have seen this same statement in other reports of yours and

11 others, and I haven't understood it.

12 MR. BE NTON: My chemistry bac kground -- I just

13 can't answer that.g
\-) .

In describing the things which are --14 DR. MARK:

15 DR. ISBIN: Could somebody fron your staff answer

16 that?

17 MR. BENTON: I don't think that we have anyone -

18 DR. CARBON: Go ahead with your question, Carson.

19 DR. MARK: You described the things which appear

20 to be important to do and which have to be watched in doing

21 this. Do you have exanples? Are there examples in other

22 systems where these processes are being applied and are being

23 successful and are being controlled? Or is this going to be

(nj 24 somewhat new ground that has opened up here with better

25 controls than people yet have?
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jwb| 1 MR. BENTON ' The exnerience to date with PWR-

2L .; systems, especia11y with the manuf acturer of our units, is not
. :

-

k) 3. .a. great. deal?have run the full flow demineralization. As far

4 as> titanium. tubing, many are being tubed.with that material.
|

5 The base of experi~ence is not that large to draw upon. In

~

6 those cases where condensers have been retubed with titanium,

. l

-7 |it has been ~cuite successful.
'

8 So I don't think it is purely extrapolation of

9 potential benefits. The benefits are there. It is just that

10 we' don't have the data base perhaps for the last 10 years to

.11 justify it.

12 DR. CARBON: Are there other questions? Did you
,

13 try and. pursue that one further, Herb?

O
14 MR.'ETHERINGTON: I would like an answer, sometime;

,

15 but if it isn't preferable this time -- perhaps Dr. Weeks? ;

)

16 DR. WEEKS: When I got called upon, I was prepared

17 to give it'a stab.

18 (Laughter.)
. . 1

19 DR. WEEKS: As 1 -- I will use the microphone.

20 As. I understand. the "f ree hydroxide" argument, this is a term ;

21 used routinely by water chemists in water analysis. And

22 obviously:Mr. Etherington is rights the:pH itself is a direct

23 measure <offthe hydroxide ion concentration.

'] 24 I interpret. "f ree hydroxide" as to be hydroxide.

25 fons present in excess .of the- normal' ionization of the

.

1
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=jwb -1- ammonia s5therefore, usually associated with some other_ ion

2. 'such asisodium. 1.am not sure if that is the precise 1

( )- 3 definition. I 'might defer, to our friend from flestinghouse, if

'4' j he'has anything'further to add.
1

5 VOICE: 1That is the usual approach.that is being |
1

!6' taken. -

7 MR.'ETHERINGTON: That is a reasonable,

8 : interpretation of zthe terminology, but there is nothing wrong l
~

:' 9 with a pH of .9 or 10, per se, unless it is associated with a

10 concentration mechanism such as you used to have in the old
|

.1 1 - steam derivative boilers. I find it on turbine blades, too.

12 DR. WEEKS: If it goes too high and there are any

13- sodium ions present, .they wi.11 eventually associate one with

~O
-

l'4 the other and end up in the turbine. I made a little speech

15 to'this body on that_about a year ago, I believe.

16 We do have a further problem if it goes too high. |
1

17 If the pH goes too high with ammonia, of the copper materials

18 in the system.

19 14R. ETHERINGTON: Very much. But the pH of 8 or 9,

20 .per se,-is not injurious.

21 . DR. WEEKS: Not if there is suf ficient ammonia

.22- there to buffer it.'

.23 MR. ETHERINGTON: If.there is: not a excessive . 0H

L(])
24L over the! temperature, so the free OH doesn't mean it is

~ 2 5' deleterious, per se, unle.ss we define it further.

:

i
e

f' U
'

|

1.
i

- . . . .- - . . - , ~ .- ,
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jwb 1 DR. WEEKS: Right.

2 MR. ETHERINGTON: So I am not very happy with the

() 3 definition that we' avoid f ree OH. Of course, the chemist

4 technology comes from the old days of phosphate treatment.
|

5 DR. WEEKS: That's right. l

l

6 Mit . ETHERI NGTON: And the potential concentration
i

|

7 of caustic sodium, because it was added as caustic sode or |

8 phosphates, we are not adding sodium. The re is no apparent
|

9 reason to expect that you will get caustic soda at any time |

10 in the treatment, in the AVT treatment.

11 I am not clear what is meant by " avoiding free

12 OH." That's all.

13 DR. CARBON: Are there other questions?

14 (No response.)
,

15 DR. CARBON: Let's move on, then --

16 MR. NEIGHBORS: We have a couple of statements.

17 MR. GRIMES: Are we finished with this section of

18 the presentation?

19 DR. CARBON: I believe so; yes.

20 MR. NEIGHBORS: Dr. Weeks, you had another

21 statement you wanted to make?

22 DR. WEEKS: I apologize. I have no fornal

23 presentation. Certainly, as with the water chemistry as I

(') 24 have seen it proposed by Surr y, they should be able to stay

25 out of trouble. I know that there is much research underway
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J ab - F .under. EPRI" sponsorship and the utility industry sponsorship

'2 work at the presentitime trying to JetermineLwhat really safe

(} [3 levels are for chloride in a PWR steam generator, trying to

4 minimize orf avoid the problems that are ongoing.

5 . I don't belie ve , at least in any'of the

6 docum~entation I have on 'the -Surry application, that the i

7 detailsLof the-water chemistry. specifications have yet been

8 spelled out for the new steam generators.
,

9 In principle, this is research underway. The staff

10 ano-its-consultants-are following .this, and.will be reviewing

11 the details of this when we see'them. Certainly.the removal

12 of copper from the system in the condenser the the

13- domineralization -- which I don't recall seeing on your slide

(:) 1
'

14 but I do remember discussing it earlier -- is of tremendous,

15 help in trying to avoid the types of problems that have

16 occurred in' the original steam generators.

17 DR. LIAW To substantiate what Dr. Weeks just

18 mentioned, even though the staff has not come to a final

19 conclusion yet, but since a concensus is forming, that the

120 difficulty for controlling the secondary water. chemistry to

21 a certain-limit -- and the problem that might be prevented,

22 that type of thinking -- this can prove to be very fruitful,

23 so far,-up-to this po |
~ '

.

() 24 For-example, we haveL s een something on the chloride,

25 level.- We saw one plant that could control the chloride in
.

!

|

.

+ .,E-'
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jwb .l' the blowdown 1 so'mething like .50 ppb -- below 50 ppb 90 percent
~

2. Eof the time, and below 100 ppb 95 percent of the time. Yet, ,

L(]) 13 when-the' condenser-leaks.and'the chloride level shot up then
.r

4 to.700 ppm f or a limited period of t ime, subsequent

5 inspectLions showed that (inaudible) denting.
'

6 That type .of thing really has shaken our confidence

7 as f ar as the pob on how dif ficult it is to control. So

8 internally, we are. discussing more, as to put it into some

9 sort of monitoring requirenents, rather then to try to

'l0 achieve a certain set limit -- particularly when we talk about
.

.11 the condenser performance. -

12 I think it 'would be- more f ruitful to attack s . Where

13 is the cause of the problem? As far es.the chloride ingre ss ,

O '

l4 is concerned. So even though we have not actively reviewed

15 the performance of the condenser, we watch it very carefully.

16 I hope.in the future some sort of position can

17 come out. .

18 DR. CARBON: Fine.

19 Let's go ahead, then, to the next topic.

20 Mr. Benton?

21 (Slide.)

-22 MR. BENTON: . The next and last topic that I have

23 prepared statements on is the ef f ect on the accident analysis

j{}. .24 whichfthecrepair program will have. I think the point has

25- .already been made several times, but I wi.11 reiterate it.-

: 1'

. . . , , . . . , , - , , , . , r , . - . - . - .
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jwb 1 The. refurbished steam generators have physical, '

me har,1 cal, and thermal characteristics compatible with the2 c

/^\
(-) 3 origjr.a1 design and safety analysis as contained in the

4 FSAR. We have several tables that I think you have already )
5 seen showing those diff erences, and I will coint them out to

|
6 you very quickly. I

7 As you can see, the number of tubes is decreased |
|

8 by 46. The number of manholes, manway access ports, have

9 been increased and the secondary side mass at operating |
|

10 conditions has been increased.. |
1

!! I s'Juld point out here that because of

12 modifications made several years ago, the generators as they |
1

13 are operating now have about the same ma ss at 100 percent load-)
%)

14 as the new generators will have.

15 The reason for that is that circulation ratios in

16 the new generators is just about the same as what it is in

17 the ganerators that we are now operating. The number of tube

18 were changed, quite simply, because of the change to a

19 auatre fo.11 hole versus the circular hole , as well as moving

20 the location of the stay rods which hold the plates.

21 (Slide.)

22 This table really says the same thing in enother

23. way: That the significant operating parameters that changed

(') 24 is about an 8 percent increase in the secondary mass at 1 00

25 percent load.
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jwb . .li (Slide.)

2 As a result ofEthe change'in the numberiof tubes,
i

h = 3' the' effective tube length was maintained the same. This:was

4- done by increasing the nominal length of the tube'over

5' 7 inches.- The heat transfer stays the same. However,-the

6 increased tube length caused an increased-resistance.

7 'However, this .was o.ffset by the improvement in

-8 entrance losses. with a net change of about 1/10th of a psi,.a

9 very small difference.

10 (Slide.)

Ji I believe I have. just = discussed . items 1 through 5

12 when I . was talking about the table. I might point out that

13 this was not.done by accident. One of our design objectives

O 14 was to incorporate those improvements that would extend --

15 assure the longevity of the steam generators, but yet have the

l'6 thermal and hydraulic characteristics remain the same.

17 As far as the accident analyses are concerned,

18 the modern changes which I just identified really cause

19 insignificant changes in the analysis results. All the

20' accidents in the'FSAR have been evaluated and I won't go

21 through.them. That is the first one.

22 (Slide.)

23 .The'other ones are listed here. Suffice it to say,

!'')O 24L and I believe it was said this morning, that the effects on
%

25 ;the. secondary system on thef resul.ts .of the first six

L

'
. -
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. j wb I transients is of no-consequence because the nuclear and

2 thermal time consequence of the fuel are much smaller than

() 3 the fluid mix 'and transport time s -- the latter being

m chanisms responsible ~for secondary-to-primary interaction.4 e

5 The remaining seven accidents are concerned with

6 primary-secondary heat transfer . interaction. Since the heat
1

7 transfer is about the same .f or the original and refurbished

8 steam generators, there is no significant' eff ect.

9 DR. ISBIN: Were-these accidents postulated j

10 si tua tions ' r eevaluated? Or did you look at the evaluations

.11 and say, "We11, there shouldn't be any effect because of

12 such-and-such a reason"?.

13 And my purpose for asking the . question is: that

O 14 sometimes in original evaluation there nay have been certain

15 changes that have been made subsequently that would warrant

16 redoing it. So could you clarif y exactly what was done?

17 MR. BENTON: Sure. Tne FS A$ analyses have been

18 changed in the last few years. Additional analyses updates

19 have been submitted to the staff. The results I am presenting

20 here today are the evaluation of results that have already

21 been performed'of analyses that have been perforned.

22 It does not represent the results from new

23 computer runs, for instance, for these analyses. . I guess it

(])- 24 .is'-- very simply stated, nothing was changed. .Therefore, the
.

25 results shouldn't change.
~

-

. _ - __ ,
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. jwb :l: .To ad:.fress the first part of your question: To '

,

2 confirm:that what we have done is correct, we are reevaluating ;
~

j{) 3 computer runs,; the whole ball of wax, for these six accidents

4' I am referring to astwell as the LOCA accident. So this

;5 represents ?a review cif existing analyses prior to the time
-

6 the unit starts up where we would. have confirmed, by rerunning

7- the analysis. LWe don't expect any differences, j
l

8. 'I will go quickly through the e ff ects of the q

|9 .inc roased ma ss at f u11 ' load.

10 DR. ISBIN: Let.me ask you -- I thought maybe you

Jl~ were going to' make a. f ew more comments on the last few, -but

:12 on' the main steam line break, does the reactor become

13 recritical?

() 14 MR. BENTON: ILam going to addve.ss each one of

15 those 6 through 13 items. The effects of.the increase of ma ss .

16 at' full load, as I sald, is about' 8 percent gre ater than the

17 original steam generator and the mass increess is caused by

18 the higher circulation ratio.

19 This. larger mass results in a slightly lower-
1

20 cooldown rate. All this really means is if the steady-state

'21 conditions of the . analysis, they would be reached.at a slower

22- rate. The:same. margins to reactor-trip exist, and the

23 ' accident. criteria'were met. The mass at the no-load condition

;24- is.)the same; so it has no effect on the steam line break, for]
gnd#121 2 51 instance, where that is the worst. case.

_

'
,

s E

> '
, j _,
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I
CR1005! In the loss of external, electrical load and

tape 13 loss of normal feedwater, the increase in' mass provides-

davidl an initial heat sink and therefore it has a conservative ,

') 4
effect. The steam break accident is not affected, since

5
the no load steam generator mass is unchanged and for

6
the steam line break it is analyzed at the no load

7
condition.

8 The effects of the increased tube lenghts and

9
interest changes is quantified a little bit. It could affect

10
the loss of. power accident. The average tube height is |

11 |

increased about seven inches which increases the driving j

12
head for the circulation, the natural circumlation flow.

([) Upon loss of the power to the reactor coolant

14 :
*

ponds, coolant flow from the core cooling is maintained 1

15
by natural circulation, and threfore the higher head has |

16
a beneficial effect on the analysis. The recessed tube

,

design reduced the entrance losses and reduced the

18
pressure drop in the steam generator conservatively, thus

19 i

increasing the driving head. 1

20
:The major effect on the loca analysis )

I-21
essentially is caused.because of the increase in pressure

'

22
drop caused by the increased length of tube. 1es

T_/ 23-
However, as I said before, offsetting this is a I

24
- Neo Federet Reporters, Ire, positive ~ increase -- decrease in pressure drop of cne psi ,

25 .

.

because.of the recessed tube design, resulting in a slightly )
.

|T
l<

.
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I: david 2' l'ower resistance,Jabout one-tenth psi'.
2 - - - - - l

The reduced flow area reflects the reflood
'

3

O .
portion of the'LOCA' transient because of increased

' (_/ ' 4
resistance-to steam denting which in turn lowers the reflood

5
inlet.vecolocity. 'The flow area that we are talking

6
.about'is being reduced because of the change in 46 tubes

7
is equivalent to about 1.5 percent of the tube plugging.

8 Conservatively, peak clad temperature increases

9
about 15. degrees for this amount of plugging over an

analysis performed with no tube plugging.

11
The current analysis which we have approved by

12
the. staff assumes a~25 percent tube plugging, and we found

() that the acceptance criteria on that, the increase on the

14
secondary side mass is negligible with' regard to the

15
loca accident. The small break LOCA results are not affected

16
because of the minor changes and the tube ruptu*e analysis

17
is not chanted, because we don't change those parameters that

18'

affect tube rupture.
'

19
(Slide.)

.O The' conclusion is that the mo'dified steam
.

21
generators will not.have any significant adverse effects on

.22
,the. accident. analysis which have been performed, and the-

'23
current analyses remain valid. As I.said, we plant to

'24
Verify that by actually reperforming'the calculations,: Ace.Federel Heporters, Inc.

25
computer runs, et cetera, to confirm that.

'
.

y , r--- .-.- y- y. #i. - - . - . - .-
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I. david 3. DR. ISBIN: The question-I hsve has.to do with

2 the steam'line break and whether indeed the reactor
3

becomes recritical.
' 4

MR. BENTON: No, the steam line break -- the

5
analysis which has been performed is performed at a no

6
load conditi'on. The no load inventoried does not change

7
over the old or new steam generators.

8 Therefore, no, it does not return to critical.
'

9
DR. ISBIN: Let me ask the staff. I thought

there were some new developments in this area with

11
reference to'the steam line break and for the new :

1

12
Westinghouse reactcrs,-for example, the suggestion was

1

() made that they don't.need the emergency boration.

.14
MR. GRIMES: We don't have the individual in

15
that area with us today,

16
DR. ISBIN: But in the ECCS subcommittee we

17
learned from another plant that it does become critical.

18
This is from a different vendor. There may be differences

19
in designs here, but could you check the point?

20
MR. GRIMES: Yes, we will check it. So that-I

21
may know what yot are referring to with the flow limiting

22
device in.the steam generator as we are adding in this

- 23
mcdification, you don't cool down as fast,;and that allows

24

Ac..rmsroi n.norters|ine. .y u to reduce your. boric acid concent. ration in the boric

25
acid system, which is also the' boric acid system in the

i

_
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david 4. 1 boron injection tank'and a lot less headache with maintaining
,

'2 the?four percent'than the 12' percent we currently have
"- ;3 .to maintain.

.(]) ~4 Westinghouse is working on that. [
|

5 DR. CARBON: Any other questions?

6 MR. BENTON: That concludes my presentation. -

7 'DR. CARBON: Are there other questions by

8 committee members?

9 (No response.)

10 Mr. Neighbors, do you have a staff response to

'11 this of any kind? !

12 MR. NEIGHBORS: No more responses.

13 MR. GRIMES: If there are no more questions on

14 this particular area --
,

15 DR. ISBIN: Could I ask, do you have in-house

16 capability for doing these accident analyses?

17 MR. BENTON: Not at the present time.

18 DR. ISBIN: What does that mean? You are planning to?

'19 MR. BENTON: I think there is an effort to recreate

20 .the generic ccpability. We are cdoperating in corrective I

i
21 | programs, but we are relying on Westinghouse right now. !

22 DR. ISBIN: -These are through EPRI?
, .

;

23 MR. BENTON: Yes.

24 'DR..ISSIN: I see.
AoFWwil Resw ers, Inc.

.i

'25 MR. GRIMES: I would like to be able to release a j

i

e

!
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idavid51 I . majority of the staff as soon as convenient to the

2 Lcommittee.

3 Our next ite m is security, but if the
-

1 4 subcommittee is amenable to considering whether they have

5 any more questions on the material we have already gone

6 over, .if it is conver.i Ant to release the rest of the

i

7 s'taff, we can keep tne people concerned with the security I

8 and allow everyone else to go.

9 DR. CARBON: I do think we are at the point. Does

10 the committee have questions remaining on anything except

II ~ security?

12 (No response.)
j

13 I, guess then we --.

Id DR. ISBIN: Just one. This may or may not affect

15 you. .Is the applicant doing anything other than the

16 steam generator replacement here which affects and has

'I7 some impact on safety? You are down for what, six months or

18 .so at a time, and are you carrying out any other programs

l9 which have an impact'on safety?

20 MR. BENTON: Yes, we are. We have a number of

21 generic-concerns with the staff that during this outage we

22- plan..:to address.those concerns. In the area of the

-.O.
23 safety injection probl'ms, we plan to perform changes to thee

24 containment, coolant, and spray in systems. Those are the-
Ace Feder:I Reporters, Inc.

25 ones that I can think of, and the ventilation system. We

|

. - - . .-
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Idavid 6 will be uSdertaking those during the same period'of time.
2

DR. ISBIN: Does this in any way affect your

3-
report, Brian?

/~ 1

'_) 4 |\ MR. NEIGHBORS: I don't think so.

MR. BENTON: I might add that those modifications
i
1

6
are being treated as a separate action' item with the staff |

7
and have not been tied in specifically with this project,

8
but have been' treated on a case by case basis.

9
DR. CARBON: That covers the committee questions.

10
Let's take a break until about 3:15 and reconvene then for

11
our security discussion in closed session.

12
And you can go ahead and release the staff

() people who are not involved in security.

14 (Brief recess.)
15

(Closed session to 3:15 to 4 : 00 p.m. )

16
DR. CARBON: Do you see a need for a full dress

17
presentation to the committee?

18 -

<

MR. ETHERINGTON: No.

19
DR. MARK: Neither do I. I think it would be

20 '

good if you could arrange to have a staff member backing you |
|

21
up as you give your report, but that would be enough. |

22 '

DR. CARBON: I am sure we can do that.g-)
\# 23

DR. ISBIN: We had almost half of the committee

' 24
O OY*Ace Federet Reporters, Inc.

25
DR. CARGON: Yes.

|

H
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Idavid 7- DR. ISBIN: :The committee,1 I would.say, would

be well'-informe'd'.
3

That takes care of our caucus. We now have the
'

4,

meeting with the applicant'and the staff. We will not ask

'

for a full presentation or any presentation by your to the-

6 committee. If'one of you gentlemen could-be present

whenever this is scheduled, and'I suspect it will be next

8
Thursday or perhaps Friday -- Thursday?

MR. NEIGHBORS: Yes.

10
DR. CARBON: I didn't know, but if one of you would

11
be here, I would make a presentation to the full committee

12
of 10 or 15 minutes length.and ask you to provide backup.

{} }iR. NEIGHBORS : We'will be.there.

14
DR. CARBON: I do think though that we will want

15
to consider another subcommittee meeting before the first

16
unit starts up. Whether we will wish to follow -- whether

17
we will wish to do so or not, to have one, I don't know, but

18
we will certainly want to consider it, simply to explore how

19
'the project has gone, that sort of thing.

20
Are there other topics to bring-up?

21
I.would like to thank both the applicants and

22
the staff for coming on this pleasant Saturday afternoon

23
and having:just a wonderful time here.

1

24 -

e haw. nod hg h M er, sh. We.
. Ace Federti Reporters, inc.

25 ~

'thank you1for taking'the time to review this for us.

|
_ . . _ _ _
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david 8 ~

DR' CARBON: Dr... Mark has proposed that.we.

2 .always have meetings on4 Saturday a'fternoon because he
3 espec'ially enjoys them. I do appreciate your comir.g.

Thank you. The meeting is adjourned.

- (Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at 4:04 p.m.)
f , pf
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^

TOTAL- 2040 3300 - 5803
;%?j,'t Jj

I' NQ%'y ~ '
O!! SITE STORAGE 35 30
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OCCUPAT10!!AL EXPOSURE RESULTIt!G FR0t1 W-

STEAM GE!!ERATOR IB!SPECT10!! A'!D REPAIR #!

w:n
Sys ..

SURRY
. %. , '. 'y .

,

REPLACE STEAM GENERATOR: *@
MAN-REM / REACTOR 2070* :

a. .
.

-

,

1976 EXPOSURE DUE T0. !

INSPECT 10!! AB'D REPAIR OF I

EXISTIMG STEA". GENERATOR: 1

}L'"N-RE"' REACT R-YR 65O
7

,

,

PROJECTED EXPOSURE T0

l*-!SPECT ' A"D REPAIR "ER ,

p, ,

STEAM GE'!ERATOR: !
~

MAB!-REM / REACTOR-YR 25 b'

p. ..

PROJECTED EXPOSURE REDUCTIO!' j.w.o
DUE TO DECREASED STEAM !. . .
GE!!ERATOR INSPECTIO!!: $"-
tW!-REM / REACTOR-YR 625 .L,.v !

i

fi,$[d,d*W '
e

isP t e'd NUREG/CR-0199 ESTItMTES 3300 - 5800 fW!-REM*

FOR T|iE REPLACEMEf|T OF 3. STEAM GEt!ERATORS. NA -
F.
pp.:e

/

b h -

i
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STEAM GEMERATOR PF.PLACEMEi!T OCCUPATIO!'AL EXPOSURES-

6

SURRY |

:
.

EXPOSURE TO REPLACE STEAM -

GEilERATOR: mat!-REM / REACTOR 2070
,.

I

flET EXPOSURE REDUCTIO!! IF ,

DEC0!!TAMIt! ATE I!SSS PRIOR TO

O STEAM GEt!ERATOR REMOVAL:

MAM-REM / REACTOR 400'

EC0t!0MIC IMPACT OF DEC0!!- |

TAMit'AT10!!* $11,000,000+

9

* INCL'JDES LABOR, MATERIALS AMD REPLACEME!!T P0'.1ER

FOR ADDITIO!!AL SCHEDULE DELAY OF 1.5 M0!!THS,

|
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RADIOLOGICAL C0!! SEQUENCES %
o

%'Na., .d
" "

0F POSTULATED ACCIDEt:TS
wp

'

, v .u,,

f

f .4, .1s,

"''
MAIN STEAM LINE FAILURE < 8% IMCREASE OVER SER

(SEC,VOLUM$)

:
L
'

Q STEAM GellERATOR TUBE FAILURE < SER (PILlEIOM)

COMTROL R0D EJECTIO!i < SER (DILUTIO!!)
t
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Statement of James L. Perkins,'VEPCO

The Vepco quality assurance organization is shown on Exhibit JLP-1.

You will note the following features:

(a) separation from project and power station management

V (b) dedicated group to cover SGRP only

(c) unified QA management over both the operating plant
and project

(d) technical support from central office -

The station Resident QC Engineer and his staff concentrate their
1

efforts on the day to day operations and maintenance under the cognizance |

of the station operating staff. The " routine maintenance" during the outage

is expected to be quite extensive. The SGRP Resident QC Engineer and his
1

staff will devote full time to the activities associated with the steam |
|

generator replacement. The two Resident QC Engineers will work very closely |
.

'

{} together during the outage. Under the direction of the Supervisor, Quality
1

Assurance-Operations and Maintenance, they will coordinate their efforts on
I

a day to day basis. There may be many cases where each will require assis- |

tance from the other in expertise of an individual or additional numbers of

people for a specific evolution or process. As a specific example, the in-

dividuals from the station QC group who routinely handle procurement document

review and receipt inspection for the station will provide this service for

the SGRP also.
.

The site QA program by Vepco will involve:

(a) "around the clock" QA surveillance of project activities
to verify proper quality control coverage by Daniel.o

(b) programmed audits of Health Physics, Security and Fire
Protection practices to verify adherence to project
requirements.

(c) providing the necessary reports on quality status to
management.

/ ~)
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The inspection to be performed by the Daniel Construction Company

, _ quality control group. include the following:

Piping' end preparation and cleanliness . ) |

For Welding
Piping Fit-up )

O '

Welding Inspections '(MT, PT,' RT)

Welding Procedure Qualification

Concrete Re-bar Placement -

Concrete Forms - ready for pouring
|Concrete Tests (DCC QC will monitor testing sub-contractor)
l

Structural Steel'- placement and fasteners

Personnel Qualifications - verify qualifications of welding & NDE personnel

Inspect all nonconformances reported by DCC construction personnel

All "QC HOLD" point inspections in Vepco procedures (ExhibitJLP-2)

Monitor weld rod control

O
During the manufacture of the replacement steam generators by Westing-

house (W), the following quality assurance actions have been taken by Vepco.

These are in addition to Westinghouse's standard quality assurance program |

for nuclear components:

(a) . audits W quality assurance program at Tampa with special
emphasis on design interfaces between W - Pittsburgh and ,

W - Tampa |

I|(b) shop surveillance of W - Blairsville to monitor tube fabri-
cation. A total of 19 trips were made to observe eddy |

' current testing, tube bending and heat treatment and to |
,

verify proper mill certifications

(c) assignments of a full time resident vendor surveillance
engineer to W - Tampa shortly after manufacturing commenced

- (' in June 1977. Starting early July 1978 with intensification
of manufacturing progress of W - Tampa, a second full-timeA

_

vendor surveillance. representativ'e was assigned to Tampa to
provide seven day. coverage over the W QC shop inspection
effort. This effort is still under way at this time and
will- be continued until . fabrication has been completed and
required documentation has been reviewed and accepted by

/ 0
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' Vepco-Qdality Assurance. The surveillance effort consists j
of monitoring- the. Westinghouse dimensional interface

'

inspections, welding and no'hdestructive examination of
welds, observing the-proper insertion of tube through. the |

Itube support plates into the tube ~ sheets, and overall ven- '

dor's conformance to approved fabrication and quality
control plans and procedures.''

In summary, we believe that the quality assurance program in effect

for the SGRP will provide the necessary assurance that the Surry steam genera-'

,

tors will be removed and replaced without any u'ndue hazard to the health'and-

- safety of the public.
!

!
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\
Sr. Vice President N

Power

-

i

Vice President Vice President Exec. Mgr. |
Power Supply & PSE&C Lic & QA
Prod. Operation 1

DirectorManager
Prod. Oper. 9A

I

Nuclear Oper.
_ Project Supervisor _ Supervisor Supervisor jDirector

Engineer _._ T _ QA - Eng. QA -O u u QA - Con ir.

| - QA Engineer
-" V'"d ' S""-

| Gen't Office
a

Site

|
|

|
'

Station Project L_ _,_ ,__
Iles.QC Engr. Iles. QC Engr.

_ _ _

Manager Mar:ager
_ _ ____ _

SGitP Oper. Station

Staff Staff

- - - - - - Communication

SUIUtY POWER STATION
STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT PROJECT Contractor Quality

"" *' I

QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTIONAL CIIART

.

EXillBIT - J LP-1
g h 10-23-78
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FlHAL DEstGH CONTROLdNG'PR'OCEDURE
' ' " * '

#

40011~P'2-U l A'
SURRY POWER STATION

YlRCINI A ELtCTRIC AND POWtR COMP ANY
3 pg st c w C H AN GI. NO. 2

A T 1 * O ** 10 F th AL Dt,6tG4 IWf*L L MLN T A l lDN AND T ggigHg DC 77-45 LIA 40012'-'

3
"C h T kOL LaNG Pnoggop p;gt

Irltials 'Date

10 - 4.2.20.2' QC. HOLD
.

>

(QC). Tighten the six 1 1/2 in socket head cap
screus to 600 120 ft-lb in 200 ft-lb
increments in the sequence specified
on Shetch 40012-S-1-5.-

4.2;20.3 QC 110LD

(QC)
Ensurc that-the shin and bearing plate
sre pulled up tight against the foot by
.hecking with~ a .001 in f eeler gauge.

4.2.i. I etract each leveling bolt until the

.ocket end is flush with the underside
of the lower ring casting support foot.

4.2.22 Lower the stean generator lower shell
to rest on the .louer ring casting
support feet, so that the louer shell
is properly pcsitioned in accordance,

O with step 4.2.5 of this procedure.
r

' 4.2.23 QC HOLD
._.

(QC) Check the lower shell for position, icvci,'

and elevation in accordance with steps
4.2.6 and 4.2.7 of this procedure.

>

4.2.24 Remove the swivel lift beam from the lower
shell in accordance with step 4.2.14 of
this procedure.

' .

4.3. Engage the adjustable end pads by performing the
following steps to the supports located on esch
side of each steam generator foot:

s
.

,
.

QC HOLD-4.3.1

(QC)~ Rotate the hex bolt (Item 8) clochwise-
until the spherical surface of the
adjur. tabic end pad (Item 6) is 1/16

/"} -
\/ 11/32 in from the foot.%

NOTE: if the torque on the hen bolt
reaches 30 f t-lb, contact- Enginecr-

.

ing for a resolution.

/7
10 - 12 . |EXHIBIT JLP-2 pice op

,_
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T~' . 13 AC KOROUl{D_

fdEM GELEBATOR REPAIR PROGRAM' . SURRY POWER _ STATION - UNIT NOS, 1 AND 2
_

1

' G0AL: RESTORE STEAM GENERATORE TO "NEW" CONDITION
'

INCORPORATE DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS IN STEAM GENERATOR-
.

' AND-ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS i
,

i) ASSURE INTEGRITY OF STEAM GENERATORS OVER REMAINING-
,

;. , LIFE
,

REESTABLISH' RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY OF THEi -~

STEAM GENERATOR AND THE GENERATING UNIT

'

' REASON FOR THE ACTION.
.

STEAM GENERATORS HAVE.EXPgRIENCED SIGNIFICANT DEGRADATION
' -

CAUSED BY'" THINNING" AND DENTING''

EFFECTS OF DEGRADATION-

<

REDUCTION IN TUBE WALL THICKNESS-

'

REDUCTION IN TUBE DIAMETER-

- CRACKING OF TUBES

DEGRADATION OF TUBE-SUPPORT PLATES-

'APPROXIMATELY 22% OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBING IS PLUGGED-

BECAUSE OF CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTATIVE PLUGGING
,

AFFECT THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCE--

- AFFECTS SAFETY ANALYSES
'

CONTINUED'0PERATION HAS BEEN POSSIBLE BECAUSE OF DESIGN-

MARGIUS AND ADDITIONAL REVIEWS ESTABLISHING THE SAFETY OF
0PERATION

RELIABILITY OF UNITS HAS BEEN ADVERSELY AFFECTED-

TUBE LEAKS REQUIRE OUTAGE-
.

- 0CCURENCE OF' TUBE LEAKS IS NOT COMPLETELY PREDICTABLE-

NECESSITATING OUTAGES AT UNOPPORTUNE TIMES

AVAILABILITY OF UNITS HAS BEEN ADVERSELY AFFECTED-
-

) OUTAGES FOR PLUGGING TUBES-

OUTAGES FOR INSPECT,10N OF TUBING-

S'
.
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,
,

j. . . ,.
,

'

.

OPERATING-RESTRICTIONS HAVE BEEN PLACED ON UNITS BECAUSE
'

--

0F THEIR CURRENT CONDITION.

'

' CONCLUSIONS-

-REPAIR OF,THE STEAM GENERATORS IS REQUIRED BASED ON-

..

.O -

COST-BeNErir
,

-' RELIABILITY
'

AVAILABILITY--

REPAIR ACTIVITIES WILL NOT. AFFECT THE HEALTH ~AND SAFETY-

,

OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC

REPAIR ACTIVITIES--WILL HAVE NEGLIGIBLE EFFECTS ON THE' -

' ENVIRONMENT

.

O -

|

|

O L

.

L
L
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~ETEAM-GENERAIQB_ fJSR N 1MPJLO'E[iERIS.-
.

S. TEAM Gf,Bf R]sTOR REEMR._PA0ER/4d
SURRY PO' DER STAT I ON - l!IILT_RO S . 1 AND]

|-

GOAL - ASSURE LONG TERM?IIITEGRITY OF STEAM GENERATORSO.
REFURBISHED STEAM GENERATORS-ESSENTIALLY' MATCH DESIGN.

PERFORMANCE OF THE' CURRENTLY INSTALLED STEAM GENERATORS-

IYPES.0F DESIGN' IMPROVEMENTS.

- DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS TOLPREVENT AND INHIBIT' CORROSION
'

- DESIGN. REFINEMENTS TO IMPROVE PERFORMAt4CE

- IMPROVELMAINTAINABILITY AND RELIABILITY '|
'

.

IMPROVEMENTS - TO PREVENT ANI' INHIBIT. CORROSION.

GENERAL MINIMIZE REGIONS OF LOW VELOCITY
'

.

lMTERIAL SELECTION

I -1- INCREASE CIRCULAT. ION RATIO.(CR= TUBE BUNDLE FLOW +FW FLOW)

INCREASE IN.CR IMPROVES PARAMETERS IN FAVORABLE-

- 'O ninsCTt0N (L^TERAL VELOCITY, Sre^M OuALITY, v0ID! -

FRACTION, NUMBER TUEES EXPOSED TO SLUDGE)

- . LOW STEAM 0UALITY IN BUNDLE REDUCES LOCAL STEAM I
BLANKETING -

REDUCES POTENTIAL FOR CONCENTRATION OF' IMPURITIES-

HIGH CR INCREASES DdaNCOMER EXIT VELOCITY)
-

SWEEPS TUBESHEET

-2- FLOW DISTRIByJION DAFFLE
.

.18 INCHES ABOVE-TUBESHEET (FIG. 2.'3-3)
~

S-

CUTOUT' CENTER'SECTION (DOUGHNUT)- -

;

- DIRECTS FLOW ACROSS TUBESHEET AND UP CENTER
CUTOUT

'. MINIMIZES NUMBER-TUBES EXPOSED TO SLUDGE
-

h UPWARDLTURN-AT-CENTER OPENING CAUSES SLUDGE
~

-

TO DEPOSIT.NEAR-' CENTER OF BUNDLE WHERE REMOVED
BY IMPROVED BLOWDOWN SYSTEM

MATERIAL l'S'll05-'SS~WITH QUATREFOIL-HOLES
'

-

Y ,

20.

. . .=. _ . __ ___
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-2-=''
,

-3- . INTERNAL: BLOWDOWN' DESIGN AND CAPABILITY

(CENTER OF FDB[ LOCATED WHERE MAXIMUM SLUDGE
BLOWDOWN INTAKC-

TWO 2 INCH, SCHEDULE 40 INCONEL PIPES
j]

-

.SG BLOWDOWN CAPABILITY IS S-3% FEEDFLOW-'
-

EXTERNAL SYSTEM IS S 1% - EXTRA CAPACITY

BLOWDOWN USED TO CONTROL WATER CHEMISTY BY-

REMOVING IMPURITIES

-4- TUBE EXPANSION IN TUBESHEET

- EXPANDED FULL DEPTH (FIG. 2.3-2) -

'

H'YDRAULIC EXPANSION VS MECHANICAL EXPANSION-

REDUCES TUBE' STRESSES AT TRANSITION REGION.

MINIMIZES CREVICE BOILING AND CORROSION-

- FULL DEPTH EXPANSION PREVENTS BUILDUP OF IM-
PURITIES FROM FORMING IN THE CREVICE REGION

-5- THERMALLY TREATED INCONEL 600 TUBING

( IMPROVE STRESS CORROSION RESISTANCE BY MODIFI--

CATION OF THE METALLURGICAL STRUCTURE THROUGH
THERMAL-TREATMENT

- PROCESS IS PROPRIETARY) HOWEVER PROCESS ESSEN-
TIALLY OPTIMIZES GRAIN BOUNDARY PRECIPITATE
MORPHOLOGY,

- INCREASES MARGIN WITH RESPECT TO STRESS CORRO-
SION CRACKING AND INTERGRANULAR ATTACK.

VERIFIED BY TESTS-

-6- STRESS-RELIEF OF U-BENDS
~

-' HIGHEST RESIDUAL BENDING STRESS IN. SMALLEST
RADIUS U-BENDS

FIRST 8 ROWS STRESS RELIEVED AFTER BENDING--

J/'' L RESIDUAL STRESSES ARE REDUCED TO CONSERVATIVE-

b ' LOW LEVELS

-7 OFFSET-FEEDWATER DISTRIBUTION-
.

,

MOST FLOW IS DIRECTED TO HOT LEG SIDE OF BUN--

-DLE

?/
. .
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!'-3-' '-'

<

~1

,

R' EDUCES UTEAM OUALITY IN THE HOT' LEG AND.IN--

CREASES IN COLD LEG
~

SHIFTS POI'NT OF HIGHEST QUALITY (REGION FOR-

CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION AND SLUDGE DEPOSITI0fd H

TO CENTERS LOCATION OF BLOWDOWN INTAKE.,

'

-8- SUPPORT PLATE MATERIAL i-

- " DENTING" CAUSED, BY CORROSION OF CARBON STEEL,
VOLUMETRIC INCREASE OF CORROSION PRODUCT GREAT-
ER1THAN 1.

' TYPE 405 SS 1IS NEW MATERIAL- NO VOLUMETRIC IN--

CREASE OF CORROSION ^ PRODUCT - NO DENTING
1

-CODE APPROVED |
-

CORROS10N RESISTANT IN SG ENVIRONMENT-

LOW WEAR COEFFICIENT WITH INCONEL-

- MATERIAL PROPERTIES FAVORABLE FOR FABRICATION

SS SUPPORT IS 1 1/8 INCH THICK VERSUS 3/4 INCH-

CARBON STEEL PLATE. i

} -9- QUATREFOIL TUBE-HOLE

,0 R UPPORT LANDS AND FOUR FLOW LOBES (FIG. I-

LOWER PRESSURE DROPS HIGH CR-

FLOW IS ALONG TUBES, LIMITS STEAM. FORMATION-

AND CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION AT THE TUBE-TO-TUBE
SUPPORT PLATE INTERSECTIONS.

ELIMINATES FLOW HOLES-

>

DESIGN REFINEMENTStTO IMPROVE. PERFORMANCE.

-1- MECHANICAL MODIFICATION PROGRAM 1

MODIFICATIONS HAVE. BEE USED SUCCESSFULLY AT-

SURRY AND OTHER UNITS FIG. 2-5-1)

-(71
'

PERFORATED PLATES ON THE SECONDARY SEPARATOR-

v AND DECK PLATE RELIEF TO ENHANCE MOISTURE SE-
PARATION

0FFSET FEEDWATER FLOW-

REMOVAL OF DOWNC,0MER RESISTANCE PLATES TO MAXI---

MIZE CR
.

. . _ - . . - - . -
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-2- RECESSED TUBE <TO TUBESHEET WELD'

TUBES ON EXISTING SG PROTRUDE FROM TUBESHEET-

TUBES 0N' REPLACEMENT ASSEMBLIES WILL BE RECES'-

SED >

- REDUCE ENTRANCE LOSSES'AND LOWER PRESSURE DROP

POTENTIAL CRUD TRAP'IS ELIMINATED-

-3- TUBE' LANE BLOCKING DEVICE
-

EXISTING WRAPPER ~ CHANNELS FEEDWATER IN TUBE !-

LANEJ BYPASSING TUBES

. PLATES INSTALLED IN TUBE LANE-

-4- MOISTURE SEPARATOR IMPROVEMENTS

INCREASE CR INCREASED DUTY FOR MOISTURE SEPARA--

TION EQUIPMENT

THREE(3) LARGE SWIRL VANE PRIMARY SEPARATORS-

ARE REPLACED WITH 16 SMALLER SEPARATORS

CONFIGURATION HAS BEEN USED SUCCESSFULLY I
-

SECONDARY DEMI 5TERS ARE TO BE REUSED- -

!

- LESS.THANO.25%MOISTURECARRYOVER(99.75%
STEAM QUALITY)

IMPROVED MAINTAINABILITY AND RELIABILITY.

-1- -ADDITIONAL ACCESS PORTS AT TUBESHEET AND ABOVE FDB

IMPROVE ABILITY TO INSPECT TUBE SHEET-

FACILITATE SLUDGE LANCING |
-

,

-2- WET LAYUP SYSTEM

-2 INCH N0ZZLE-

'LAYUP SYSTEM ALLOWS CIRCULATION OF SG CONTENTS-

DURING LAYUP

(]) MAINTAIN LAYUP CHEMISTRY--

TRANSFER CONTENTS OF' STEAM GENERATORS-

-3- ' PRIMARY SHELL DRAIN ,

- ' DRAIN-IN. CHANNEL HEAD

23
.-. -

. ._ _. - _.
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,

FACILITATE MAINTEllANCE OR INSPECTIONS If1 CHAN--

NEL HEAD

- C0l4NdCT TO STATION DRAIN SYSTEM

-4- PRIMARY N0ZZLE CLOSURE RIl4GSc-
(._)

- CLOSURE RINGS WELDED INSi?E CHAN!4EL HEAD

DURING If1SPECTIONS OR MAINTEl4ANCE IN CHAllilEL-

HEAD CLOSURE PLATES If1 STALLED

-5- FEEDRIf1G MODIFICATION

- FEEDRIl4G WILL BE WELDED TO FEED N0ZZLE

- ELIMINATES FEEDRING DRAINAGE

- J-TUBES WILL ASSURE FEEDRIl1G WILL NOT DRAIN

REDUCES POSSIBILITY OF WATERHAMMER-

-6- MARKING STEAM GEllERATok TUBES

TUBES ARE MARKED ON TUBE SHEET TO IDENTIFY-

TUBES
e-'%
(_) MARKING FACILITATES IDENTIFICATION OF TUBES-

FOR PLUGGING OR INSERVICE INSPECTION

MINIMIZES RADIATION EXPOSURE-

- MINIMlZES TIME REQUIRED TO IDENTIFY TUBES

-7- INSULATION

f4EW REFLECTIVE TYPE INSULATION IS TO BE INSTAL--

LED

DESIGNED TO BE EASIL1Y REMOVED FOR INSERVICE IN--

SPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

FACILITY MODIFICATIONS.T0 ENHANCE SG PERFORMANCE.

-1- FULL FLOW DEMINERALIZATION

REMOVE CONTAMINANTS FROM FEEDWATER THAT COULD-

CONCENTRATE IN SG

-2- REFURBISH MAIN CONDENSERS

TITAMIUM TUBING-

ALUMINUM DRONZE TUBESHEET-

Sf
'
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- NEW SUPPORT PLATES WITH SMALLER SPACING TO MIN 1-
MlZE VIBRATION

- REMOVES MAJOR PORTION OF COPPER FROM SECONDARY
SYSTEM

(v, -3- MAKEllP WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM3

- REFURBISH TO ASSURE HIGH QUALITY MAKEUP WATER

- ADDITIONAL WATER STORAGE

ADDITIONAL DEMINERALIZATION-

IMPROVED REGENERATION SYSTEM-
.

IMPROVED MONITORING-

eg
k/

~

;

1

.

25
.
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EEEE.CJ_S_DN ACXI.DfHI_NLA1.YSEl
SIEld_HEREl3 ATOR REPAI.JLf_ROGR Ab

SURRY POWER SJATI ON - UN IT ILOja AND 2 ;

' BEFURRI SjiER__SJfbM GEBfE_Al. ORS HAVE PHYS.LCAL_.tLEC]At[LCAk_A[[D THERMAL
CH ARACT ER l ST I C S COMP ATJJ1LE W LTH TH E OR I G1BAL._RE S I GN AND S AF ETY
ANALYSI S AS C0fLTAll!ED IN THF, FSAR.

O TABLE 4.2-1 COMPARES ORIGINAL SG AND REFURBISHED SG-

.

TABLE 4.3-1 AND 4.3-2 PROVIDES COMPARISON-

DIFFERENCES RELATED TO ANALYSIS PARAMETERS ;-

1

1. THE NOMINAL SECONDARY SIDE WATER OF EACH STEAM
GENERATOR WILL INCREASE BY APPROXIMATELY 8% AT
FULL POWER DUE TO THE INCREASE IN CIRCULATION i

'

RATIO OVER THAT PRESENTED IN THE FSAR. THE NO-
LOAD MASS WILL NOT CHANGE.

2. THE UMBER OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBES WILL DECREASE
IBY 4 AS A RESULT OF REDESIGN NECESSITATED BY THE

OUATREF0ll TUBSHEET AND RELOCATION OF STAY RODS.
THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SIDE VOLUMES, AS WELL AS
THE HEAT TRANSFER AREA, WILL BE KEPT THE SAME BY l

'

INCREASING THE NOMINAL LENGTH OF THE STEAM GENERATOR
TUBING.

3. THE PRIMARY PRESSURE DROP WILL DECREASE BY ABOUTfsC 0.1 PSI BECAUSE OF THE EFFECTS OF INCREASING THE
TUBING LENGTH AND THE RECESSING OF THE TUBING WITH-
IN THE TUBESHEET.

4. THE REACTOR COOLANT FLOW AREA WILL BE REDUCED BY

APPROXIMATELY 1.5% BECAUSE OF THE DECREASE IN THE).NUMBER OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBES (3342 VERSUS 3388

5. THE EQUIVALENT LENGTH OF THE STEAM GENERATOR TUBING
WILL BE INCREASED BY APPROXIMATELY 1.b% TO ACCOUNT
FOR THE REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF TUBES.

DESIGN OBJECTIVE: TO MAINTAIN PARAMETERS THE SAME-

' ACCIDENT ANALYSES
'

THE MINOR CHANGES IN OPERATING PARAMETERS CAUSE IN--

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN ANALYSIS RESULTS

THE FSAR NON-LOCA ACCIDENTS HAVE BEEN EVALUATED, IN--

CLUDING

O
1. UNCONTROLLED CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLY WITHDRAWAL FROM

A SUBCRITICAL CONDITION

.Ml
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'

2. UNCONTROLLED CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLY WITHDRAWAL !

AT POWER

3. CONTROL R'0D ASSEMBLY DROP |, ,

4. CONTROL R0D ASSEMBLY EJECTION

O 5. LOSS OF REACTOR COOLANT FLOW |

6. CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM MALFUNCTION |
J

7. SiARTUP OF AN INACTIVE REACTOR COOLANT LOOP !

^8. EXCESSIVE LOAD INCREASE j

9. EXCESSIVE HEAT REMOVAL DUE TO FEEDWATER SYSTEM
'

MALFUNCTION - ;

10. LOSS OF EXTERNAL ELECTRICAL LOAD

-11. LOSS OF NORMAL FEEDWATER

12. LOSS 0F ALL AC POWER

13. RijPTURE OF MAIN STEAM PIPE
,

~

1
- EFFECTS OF ItiE. SECONDARY SYSTEM ON THE RESULTS OF THE !

FIRST SIX (b) TRANSIENTS IS OF NO CONSEQUENCE BECAUSE !

O NUCLEAR AND THERMAL TIME' CONSTANTS OF THE FUEL ARE MUCH I

SMALLER THAN THE FLUID MIXING AND TRANSPORT TIMES, THE
LATTER BEING MECHANISMS RESPONSIBLE FOR SECONDARY TO
PRIMARY INTERACTION.

REMAINING SEVEN (7) ACCIDENTS ARE CONCERNED WITH PRI--

MARY / SECONDARY HEAT TRANSFER INTERACTION. SINCE HEAT
TRANSFER IS ABOUT THE SAME FOR ORIGINAL AND REFURBISHED
SG S, NO SIGNIFICANT AFFECT.

EFFECTS OF INCREASED MASS AT FULL LOAD-

- ' MASS OF SECONDARY FLUID IN SG IS ABOUT 8% GREATER
THAN ORIGINAL SG

'

MASS INCREASE CAUSED BY HIGHER CR--

LARGER. MASS RESULTS IN SLIGHTLY SLOWER C00LDOWN RATE,-

.THE STEADY STATE CONDITIONS OF THE AN/. LYSIS
WOULD BE REACHED AT SLOWER RATE

O SAME MARGINS TO REACTOR TRIP EXIST AND ACCIDENT-
,

CRITERIA ARE MET 1

:

MASS AT NO LOAD IS SAME) THEREFORE, NO EFFECT ON-

'No-LOAD ACCIDENTS

| !

9']
.
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!!N THEL" LOSS OF EXTERNAL' ELECTRICA'L LOAD" AND-

'" LOSS OF-NORMAL FEEDWATER", THE INCREASE
.IN MASS PROVIDES ADDITIONAL HEAT SINK; THERE-
FORES.HAS'A CONSERVATIVE EFFECT

THE STEAM BREAK ACCIDENT IS UNAFFECTED SINCE-

THE NO-LOAD STEAM GENERATOR MASS IS UNCHANGED

. ( ' EFFECTS OF INCREASED TUBE: LENGTH -AND ENTRANCE CHANGES I

EFFECTS " LOSS OF POWER" ACCIDENT--

AVERAGE TUBE HEIGHT IS INCREASED, THEREBY INCREASING-

THE DRIVING HEAD.FOR NATURAL CIRCULATION FLOWS !

1.UPON LOSS OF POWER TO RC PUMPS, COOLANT FLOW FOR CORE-

COOLING.IS MAINTAINED'BY NATURAL CIRCULATION; HIGHER
HEAD HAS' BENEFICIAL EFFECT

RECESSED' TUBE DESIGN REDUCES ENTRANCE LOSSES AND RE- )-

DUCES PRESSURE DROP IN STEAM GENERATOR CONSERVATIVELY
INCREASING DRIVING HEAD

' EFFECTS ON LOCA ANALYSIS

DECREASE IN NUMBER OF TUBES WHILE MAINTAINING SAME HEAT-

TRANSFER AREA CAUSES AN INCREASE IN EQUIVALENT LENGTH
' n. AND HIGHER MASS FLOW THROUGH THE TUBES. THIS RESULTS:

U IN 0.9 PSI INCREASE.IN PRESSURE DROP ACROSS TUBES

0FFSETTING THIS IS THE RECESSED TUBE DESIGN WHICH RE--

SULTS IN 1 PSI DECREASE IN PRESSURE DROP

DUE TO SLIGHTLY LOWER RESISTANCE A SMALL DECREASE WILL-

RESULT

REDUCED FLOW AREA AFFECTS REFLOOD PORTION'0F LOCA-

TRANSIENT.(INCREASE RESISTANCE TO STEAM VENTING.)
LOWERING RFFLOOD INLET VELOCITY. FLOW AREA IS EQUIVA-
LENT TO 1.5% TUBE PLUGGING CONSERVATIVELY, PEAK CLAD

4 i

TEMPERATURE WILL INCREASE 15oF OVER AN ANALYSIS PER- !
FORMED WITH NO TUBE PLUGGING

'

CURRENT ANALYSES ASSUMING 25% TUBE PLUGGING, ACCEPTANCE-

CRITERIA ARE-SATISFIED

THE INCREASE.IN SECONDARY SIDE MASS IS NEGLIGIBLE WITH-

RESPECT TO LOCA *

I .SMALL BREAK LOCA.RESULTS ARE NOT'AFFECTED-

,

TUBE RUPTURE' ANALYSIS IS NOT' CHANGED--

,

;

?
. __ - _ - ...- . - . .-
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' C0llCLUS IONS

THE'f10DIFIED STEAM GENERATOR WILL NOT HAVE ANY SIGNIFI--

CANT ADVE SE EFFECT ON THE ACCIDENT ANALYSES WHICH HAVE
BEEN PERFv1MED

THE CURRENT ANALYSES REM 'N VALID-

A
. .U

P
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Table 4.2-1

STMAM GrNnRATOR DPSTCN DATA (PlJ1! STEAM Cnl:1:ItAT0!!)
-

Original Refurbinhed

-Denign Prescure, Reactor Coolant / Steam, poig 2485/1085 N.C.*
k- Peactor Coolant llydroctatic Test Preacure

(tube nide), poig 3107 1; . C .

liydrontatic Test Presnure, Shell Side, pain 1356 N.C.
Daufgn Temperature, Reactor Coolant / Steam,

degrees F 650/600 N.C.
Reactor Coolant Flou, Ib per hr 33.57 x 106 N.C.
Total lleat Transfer Surf ace Area, ft.2 51,500 N.C. |
11 cat Transferred at 100% load, Utu per ht 2778 x 106 N.C. ;

Steam Conditions at 100% load, Outlet Nozzle:
6

|Steam FJow, lb per hr 3.5 x 10 U.C.
Steam Temperature,' degrees F 516.1 N.C. I

Steam Prescure, psig 770 U.C.
Feedwater Temperature at 100% load, degrees F 430 N.C.
Overall Height, ft-in 67-8 N.C.
Shell OD, upper / lower, in. 178/135 N.C.
Shell Th.4 ress, Inc. 2.813 2.9
Number of -tubes 3388 3342
U-tube OD, in. 0.875 N.C.
Tube Vall Thickness (nominal) in. 0.050 U.C.
thimber of Manuays/ID, in. 6/36 N.C.

f") Number of Manholec/ID, in. 2/6 6/6 + 2/2
]Reactor Coolant Water Volume, ft3 3077 N.C.

'

Primary Side Fluid. Heat Content, Btu 27.5 x 106 1; . C .

Secondary Side Water Volume, ft3 3581.8 N.C.
Secondary Side Steam Volume, ft3 1976.7 N.C. i

6Secondary Side Fluid lleat Content, Btu 95.0 x 10 N.C. .|Secondary Side Macs, Ib (300% load) 109,000 117,000 4
'

Secondary Side Mass, lb (0% Load) 170,000 170,000

i

!

!

. .

Q '

!

!
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Tabic 4.3-1

COMpAMISO:: OF OPERAT]NG PAP.At:f:Tl:RS FOR 1:XISTTNG AMD :

HEPl.AGIME: T ST):AM Gi2F.RN10RS ON SiihRY UNITS 1 AND 2 |_

\ |(d 1:ominal power /SG Unchanged |
Nominal primary flow /SG Unchanged I

liominal hot leg temperature, 'F Unchanged |
Nominal cold leg temperature, 'F Unchanged

,

Feedwater temperature, F_ Unchanged |
Reactor Coolant System pressure, pola Unchanged '

Nominal steam pressure, psia Unchanged
Nominal fluid mass /SG, Ibm (100% Load) Increased %8%* 4

No load fluid mass /SG, 1bm Unchanged ;

No load temperature, *F Unchanged |

Steam Flow Unchanged )
l
|

|

|

|
i

|

*This increase is based on the inventory of the originally installed
steam nencrators and the' refurbished steam generators. The original 3y i
installed steam generators ucre modified on Unit Ng. 1 in October 1975 '

and Unit No. 2 in May 1975. These changes resulted in an increase in 4

circulation ratio approximate.ly equal to that in the refurbished steam i

generators. Therefore, the inventory for the "as-installed" steam
generators and the refurbished steam generators is approximately equal.

Table 4.3-2'

COMPARISON OF DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR EXISTING AND
REPLACEMENT STEAM GENERATORS ON SURRY UNITS 1 AND 2

Primary Side Volume Unchanged'

Secondary Side Volume Unchanged
Number of Tubes Decreased by 46 3

Tube O.D. Unchangedp
d Wall Thickness Unchanged

Primary Pressure Dror Decreased by 0.1 psi
Fouling Factor Unchanged
!! cat Transfer Area 'Jnchanged
Flow Area Decreased by N1.5%
Equivalent Length Increased by s1.5%

.

3/.
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WA_TfB_CimtiLSIILY.
.SIFJM GERFRATOB_J1F,fAlR PROGRAM

TJ1RRY ' POWER STATION - UNIT NOS , 1 AND 2.

() ALL-VOLATILE TREATMENT (AVT) WILL BE USED FOR SECONDARY SYS- 5.

TEM CHEMISTRY CONTROL.
|

AVT HAS BEEN USED AT SURRY SINCE 1974 BASED ON THE RE- )-'

. COMMENDATION.0F THE STEAM GENERATOR SUPPLIER. {

AVT'USED TO ELIMINATE " THINNING" AND."CR'ACKING" THAT HAD-

BEEN, EXPERIENCED. THINNIf4G AND CRACKING ASSOCI ATED WITH H
PHOSPHATE CHEMISTRY. !

- SLUDGE DEPOSITS EXPERIENCED WITH PHOSPHATE TREATMENT. I

|-

AVT CONTROL SHOULD-ASSURE STEAM GENERATOR INTEGRITY WHEN |

SPECIFICATIONS ARE MAINTAINED-

CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER CHEMISTRY IS VIGOROUS--

LY CONTROLLED DURING OPERATION AND SHUTDOWN

. CHLORIDE. INGRESS IS MINIMIZED--

O CON m uNANTS INGRESS IS IDENT m eD AND Ea MINAT--

ED

EXPERIENCE INDICATES THAT AVT IS BEST CONTROL METHOD AND
-

SHOULD' ASSURE LONG TERM INTEGRITY.

AVT PROGRAM.

LIMITATIONS OF;AVT CONTROL--

- AVT. CHEMISTRY PROVIDES~NO BUFFER AGAINST FEEDWATER CON-
'TAMINANTS

- AVT;DOES NOT PREVENT FORMATION'0F SCALE SHOULD'THE RE--

-QUISITE CHEMICAL. AGENTS BE PRESENT-'IN THE FEEDWATER
''

- FEEDWATER PH CONTROL AGENTS HAVE MINIMUM EFFECTIVENESS
AS SG PH CONTROL AT 0PERATING TEMPERATURE.

MINIMIZE INTRODUCTION OF CONTAMINANTS TO SYSTEM
-

O - MiNiniZe CONDeNSen LEAKAGE

- IMPROVE' MAKEUP WATER QUALITY'

-- REMOVE CONTAMINANTS FROM FEEDWATER

7)1
. . . - . . . - . . .-
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- BLOWDOWN SYSTEM TO REMOVE CONTAMINANTS

- MONITORING SYSTEM TO IDENTIFY AND CORRECT OFF-NORMAL
C0llD I T I ON S ,

- AVT SPECIFICATIONS
,_

'
i

'
"' - OBJECTIVES

- MINIMIZE METAL CORROSION

- LIMIT ACCUMULATION OF SLUDGE IN THE STEAM
GENERATOR

- MINIMIZE SCALE FORMATION (CA-[iG) ON HEAT
TRANSFER SURFACES

- MINIMIZE THE POTENTIAL FOR FORMATION OF
FREE CAUSTIC OR ACID

- MAINTAIN ACCEPTABLE OXYGEN LEVELS
|

- BASIS FOR AVT SPECIFICATION

USE OF AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE FOR FEEDWATER PH CONTROL-

- USE OF HYDRAZINE FOR OXYGEN SCAVENGING IN FEEDWATER,,

1 -

''' - CONTINUOUS BLOWDOWN

CONTINUOUS CHEMICAL ADDIfl0N-

LIMITING CONCENTRATIONS OF CONTAMINANTS IN THE FEED-

WATER AND STEAM GENERATOR

AVT COMPATIBILITY WITH SG MATERIALS.

MATERIALS ARE CARBON STEEL, STAINLES. STEEL AND INCONEL-

- ALL MATERIALS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH FEEDWATER WHEN AVT CHEM-
ISTRY IS MAINTAINED

CONCERNS WITH OUT-OF-SPEC AVT CHEMISTRY-

- INCONEL 600 TUBING IS SUSCEPTIBLE TO CAUSTIC STRESS
-ASSISTED CORROSION CRACKING

FREE HYDROX1DE MUST BE EXCLUDED FROM THE STEAM GEN--

I.

..) ERATOR

- WITH AVT., THE AVT BULK WATER PH AT OPERATING TEMPEF'TURE
CAN EXCEED NEUlRAL PH

J3
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A'BSENCE OF ALKALINITY AT OPERATING TEMPERATURE DUE-

TO L W 10N1ZATION OF THE FEEDWATER PH CONTROL AMINES |

CONTAMIf1 ANTS WHICH ARE STR0f1 GLY 10flIZED HAVE POTENTIAL-

FOR PRODUCING MAJOR PERTURBATIONS TO THE BULK WATER

O FREE HvDR0xtDe.FROM FRESH W^TeR CONT ^ min ^NTS
-

ACIDITY FROM SEAWATER CollTAMINANTS-

CONTROL LIMITS ESTABLISHED TO PREVENT FORMATION< -

SPECIAL HEAT TREATED TUBING.PROVIDES ADDITIONAL ASSURANCE-

IN OUT-0F-SPEC CONDITIONS.
I

CONCLUSION: MAINTElkANCE OF FEEDWATER WITHIN SPECIFICATIONS.

ASSURES COMPATIBILITY OF AVT AND METALS IN SG

O

O

w
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-

.STf6fiAE11ERSIDE REP /d R PR0 GRAM |

SURRY POWER SIAT LON - 4t!!T NOS. 1 AND 2
|

REPAIR ACTIVITIES AT OPERATING STATION (~5 YEARdl.

n
\> RA'DIATION EXPOSURE AND CONTAMINATION IS IMPORTANT-

--SAFETY, ECONOMICALLY AND SCHEDULE

EXISTING STATION PROCEDURES WILL BE SUPPLEMENTED-

10 CFR 20 STANDARDS APPLY-
.

ALARA GUIDA!1CE IN RG 8.8 HAS BEEN CONSIDERED j-

OBJECTIVE OF ALARA EFFORT.

MAINTAIN ANNUAL DOSE TO INDIVIDUAL PERSONNEL ALARA-

KEEP ANNUAL COLLECTIVE DOSE TO PERSONNEL (TOTAL MAN--

REM EXPOSURE) ALARA

IMPLEMENTATION OF GOALS - GENERAL.

ALARA PHILOSOPHY HAS BEEN ADOPTED |
-

'

(~J
ENGINEER FACILITIES, SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS, ANDN -

SELECT EQUIPMENT TO SATISFY ALARA OBJECTIVES'-

'

ESTABLISH RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM, PLANS AND-

PROCEDURES

PROVIDE SPECIAL EQUIPMENT, MONITORS AND FACILITIES-

PREPLAN AND SCHEDULE ACTIVITIES TO MINIMIZE DURA--

T10N, EXPOSURE AND NUMBER OF PEOPLE

STEAM GENERATOR ALARA PROGRAM.

MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT TO ALARA-

DETAILED " WORK PACKAGES (ETA'S) GOVERN ALL WORK-

,1 PROCEDURES AND INSTRUCTIONS
4 DRAWINGS
3. SPECIAL PROVISIONS, SUCH AS TEMPORARY

SHIELDING ARE IDENTIFIED
ll . THE JOB HAS BEEN PERF6RMED ON " PAPER"

U(''
BY KNOWLEDGEABLE ENGINEERS*

RADIATION PROTECTION ORGANIZATION-

FULL TIME HEALTH PHYSICS COORDINATOR (HPC)-

3f
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HPC REPORTS TO STATION HP SUPERVISOR'-

ADDIT 10f1AL STAFF 0F TECHNICIANS HIRED AND-

TRAINED

RADIAT10f1 PROTECTION MANUAL PREPARED T0-

({}L
COVER REPAIR ACTIVITIES

-TRAINING Af1D INSTRUCTION-

INDOCTRINATION' PROGRAM FOR PERSONNEL ON-

EFFECTS OF RADI ATION EXPOSURE, PROJECT-
3

RULES AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS '

BRIEFING SESSIONS WITH SUPERVISORS AND-

WORKERS PRIOR TO PERFORMING WORK, REVIEW
" WORK PAC KAGES"

- -DEBRIEFING SESS10f4S AFTER WORK TO OBTAIN' |
" FEEDBACK" Of1 REPETITIVE ACTIVITIES

USE SKILLED AND TRAINED' PERSONNEL-

MOCKUPS--

ENGINEERING AND DESIGN REVIEWS-

(]) ' WORK PACKAGES ARE AMENABLE TO EFFICIENT-

REVIEW
,

WORK PACKAGES REVIEWED BY OPERATIf1G, MAIN- '|-

TENANCE,'C0flSTRUCTION, QUALITY ASSURANCE,
HEALTH PHYSICS AND ENGIflEERING PERS011NEL

CONSULTANTS USED IN SPECIAL AREAS-

- PROJ5CT ENGINEER RESPONSIBLE FOR CCORDINA-
TING PERS0flS TO ASSURE ALARA OBJECTIVES 1

ARE MET

MATERIAL SPECIFICS" IONS REFLECT ALARA CON--

SIDERATIONS

OTHER' CONSIDERATIONS-

EXTERNAL EXPOSURE-

-

. MINIMIZE INTENSITY OF RADIATION FIELD-

MINIMIZE TIME OF EXPOSURE' -

MINIMIZE NUMBER WORKERS D0lf4G' TASK-

,

MAXIMIZE WORK EFFICIENCY-

< ,

. --

. . . ..
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INTERNAL EXPOSURE i-

- ' POTENTIAL FOR AIRBORilE CONTAMINATION .,

1FROM CUTTIf4G, WELDIl4G; MOVEMENT; DIS-
ASSEMBLY

Cof!TROLLABLE VARIABLES(l1 -

). . AMOUNT OF CONTAMINATIONv
2. DISPOSAL OF CONTAMINATED

MATERIAL
3 .- EXPOSURE DURATION

)
TYPICAL' MEASURES TO MINIMIZE EXTERNAL AND |-

INTERNAL EXPOSURE DURING REPAIR ACTIVITIES
'

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING-

' TEMPORARY SHIELDING-

J

LOCAL DECONTAMINATION-

- WORK " TENTS" TO CONTROL AIRBORNE CON-
TAMINATION

VENTILATION AND FILTRATION SYSTEMS-

ANTICONTAMINATION CLOTHING-

( BREATHING APPARATUS l-

ACCESS AND' ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS-

USE OF SEALERS, PAINTS OR TEMPORARY
,

-

COVERINGS !

RADIATION MONITORING AND CONTROL SYS-.

TEMS
.

- RADIATION SURVEYS AND MAPS
'

,

R0PE OFF HIGH RADIATION AREAS-

.

' DOSE CONTROL SYSTEM-

- - OTHER

SECTION 6.0.0F LICENSING SUBMITTAL DISCUSSES ITEMS--

IN DETAIL.

CONCLUSION-

-1 ALARA OBJECTIVES WILL BE SATISFIED

.

t
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